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Abstract approved: 

From 1909 through 1912, Harry Leone Miller promoted a north-south 

railroad through central Kansas. the Winnipeg. Salina and Gulf Railway. 

He claimed to have the financial backing of a syndicate of English 

investors formed by a friend of his, London financier Samuel R. MacLean. 

The syndicate was ready to purchase the railroad's bonds (covering the 

cost of construction plus some rolling stock) after Miller completed 

certain preliminary work, such as making surveys and obtaining an American 

trustee for the foreign funds. In order to pay for this preliminary work, 

Miller sold stock in his railway company and in a construction company 

that he formed to build the road. 

Miller focused his promotion to match the interests of his strongest 

backers at the time. Unfortunately, he was unable to remain associated 

with any group long enough to complete the bond sale to the English 

syndicate. He would make some progress with his associates, have a 



falling out with them, and then work on another aspect of his proposition 

with new supporters. He had his greatest success during his association 

with the Brindley Company, a New York City construction firm. At one 

point during his association with the firm it appeared that the bonds 

might be sold in Europe and that actual construction might begin. Before 

this could occur the Brindley Company filed a lawsuit to recover the funds 

it had expended on the project. The court put the railway into 

receivership and dissolved the company in late 1912. Miller encountered 

other legal difficulties that grew from the railroad promotion, including 

arrests for mail fraud, perjury, and mailing obscene letters. The mail 

fraud charge was dropped, and the perjury trial ended in a hung jury. The 

obscene letters charge, however, brought a conviction and a sentence of 

eighteen months in the federal penitentiary at Leavenworth. 

The Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf Railway was destined to remain a paper 

railroad. Miller simply lacked the necessary funds to complete such a 

proj ect. While certain personal characteristics helped him win support 

for the road, others prevented any significant, sustained progress. The 

times were also against Miller. The grand trunk railroads were already 

established, and the golden age of railroading had passed. Miller's 

proposition belonged in an earlier era that was unfettered by the 

regulatory legislation brought by Progressivism. 
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company had had some involvement with the federal court, but the precise 

relationship was unknown. Eventually it was determined that the records 

were deposited with the court as a result of a receivership proceeding. 

These records tell the story of the promotion of a paper railroad in 

Salina between 1909 and 1912 and reveal an interesting side-light of 

Kansas history. 



Harry Leone Miller, 1864-1931 

ca. 1910 

This is the only known photograph of H. Leone Miller. It was taken 
without his knowledge by his wife's sister, Mary Olson. Miller never 
allowed photographs to be taken of himself because he said it violated his 
religious upbringing. Mary Olson took this snapshot because she wanted a 
photogrqph of one of Miller's daughters whom Miller was holding. 

Original owned by Ralph Leone Miller, Manhattan, Kansas. 
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CHAPTER 1:
 

THE SETTING
 

In the early summer of 1909, H. Leone Miller brought a grand 

north-and-south railroad proposition to Salina, Kansas. While he was 

far from being alone in his desire to build a new transcontinental 

railroad, new construction of roads had slowed considerably from the 

boom years following the Civil War. The golden age of railroading had 

passed; the grand trunk lines of the country were well established. 

Although federal control had been introduced in 1887 with the creation 

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, it was only with the coming of 

the Progressive Era that federal regulation began to play a large role 

in railroad corporate affairs. The Elkins Act of 1903 strengthened the 

I. C. C. by forbidding railroads to deviate from published rate 

schedules and by making both railroad officials and their companies 

liable in rebate cases. The 1906 Hepburn Act extended the governance of 

the commission to express and sleeping car companies and empowered it to 

reduce unreasonable rates. Later legislation, Mann-Elkins Act (1910) 

and the Physical Valuation Act (1913), brought railroads under greater 

regulatory control. 

Similarly, the period of uncontrolled growth of Kansas railroads 

had passed. The boom of the 1870s and 1880s had given way to a time of 

economic losses in the 1890s. While some new track was laid, other 

track was abandoned because of its unprofitability. The State Board of 

Railroad Commissioners report for the 1909-1910 biennium noted that 

there were 8,897 miles of single track in the state, just nine more miles 

1
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than had been reported in 1895. These figures were for single track only 

1and did not include second track, yard track or sidings. 

By the time Miller brought his dream to Salina, Kansas, railroads 

were dominated by the large established lines. Of the over one thousand 

railroads chartered in Kansas, twenty-two became incorporated in 1909. 2 

Of the approximately two hundred roads that ever laid track in the state, 

twelve were operating in 1909-1910. Two companies, the Atchison, Topeka & 

Santa Fe and the Missouri Pacific controlled 55% of Kansas' track. These, 

together with the next two longest roads, the Rock Island and the Union 

Pacific, accounted for 80% of the mileage. 3 Although the four largest 

companies were east-west roads, north-south roads were not uncommon in the 

eastern part of the state. One of the state's older lines, the Missouri, 

Kansas and Texas, the "Katy," ran south from Junction City through Emporia 

and across the eastern counties, passing through Parsons and Columbus. 

The Kansas City Southern also ran north and south through extreme eastern 

Kansas and western Missouri. The Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston, 

which ram from Lawrence through Coffeyville, had become a part of the 

A. T. & S. F. system in 1880. 4 It was possible but probably inconvenient 

to travel north and south through central Kansas by traveling on different 

lines. For instance, one branch of the Rock Island ran from Caldwell to 

Abilene and a branch of the Santa Fe ran from Abilene to Superior, 

Nebraska. North-south lines across western Kansas, however, did not 

exist. 

Harry Leone Miller was born October 24, 1864, in the village of 

Auburn in Schuylkill County in eastern Pennsylvania. He received a meager 

formal education there and began to follow his father's occupation at one 

of the canal locks in the area. At the age of sixteen, he went to Chicago 
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to learn the machinist trade in the railroad shops. While there, he 

became a fireman for one of the lines, the Chicago and Northwestern. He 

was promoted to engineer when he was twenty-four and worked a route across 

central and eastern Iowa. 

He might have continued as a railroader had he not been involved in a 

terrible accident in December, 1892. The Chicago and Northwestern was 

competing with three other lines for a contract to ship cattle between 

Council Bluffs, Iowa, and Chicago. Test runs were made on each line, and 

the line with the best time was to receive that year's contract from the 

shipper. Miller's train had fallen behind schedule and he was told to 

make up the time during his shift. He had two hours in which to travel 

his 117 mile division. Thinking he had a clear track order, he was going 

sixty-five miles per hour when he ran head on into another engine on a 

sharp curve of single track. Miller's injuries were so severe that they 

required ten months of hospitalization at Cedar Rapids. Family stories 

say that he studied both law and medicine while in the hospital. He took 

a disability settlement of $21,500 from the railroad, added his savings to 

5it, and started into other areas of railroad work with over $25,000. 

In 1894, Miller began working for Calvin Stewart Brice (1845-1898), 

prominent Democratic U. S. Senator from Ohio and a veteran railroad 

builder. Brice had built the Nickel Plate, or the New York, Chicago, and 

6
St. Louis, and was associated with numerous other roads. Miller was one 

of Brice's confidential field men, for which he was paid $250 a month. 

His assignment was to select a route from St. Louis southwest through the 

Ozarks to the Pacific coast. 

Brice's sudden death in 1898 stopped plans for that road and Miller 

went to work for another railroad builder and financier, General Samuel 
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Thomas (1840-1903) of Ohio and New York.? Thomas had also been involved 

in the building of the Nickel Plate and the Ohio Central. He was the 

president of the East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia Railroad which 

8became one of the most important rail systems of the South. 

Investigating a potential railroad across Nebraska was one of Miller's 

activities for Thomas. Through Thomas, he became acquainted with Samuel 

Richter MacLean (1842-?). A native of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, MacLean 

was a well-known negotiator of railroad and corporate bonds. During the 

Civil War, he was a U. S. fiscal agent, selling Union securities. Later 

he was an assistant financial editor of the Wall Street Journal and he 

sold bonds for the Pennsylvania Railroad Company.9 He was associated with 

Miller during his later years, which were spent in London where he 

specialized in selling American bonds to foreign investors. 

Sometime between 1900 and 1902, Miller apparently struck out on his 

own in South Dakota promoting his own north and south railroad, the 

Winnipeg, Yankton and Gulf Railway. Some stock was sold and other funds 

raised for the road. The project had enough credibility that the road's 

supporters secured the passage of a bill in the U. S. Congress which 

allowed the building of a railroad bridge across the Missouri River at 

Yankton. There is no evidence to indicate why or when Miller left the 

Yankton area, but he can next be traced to the small town of Oak in 

south-central Nebraska sometime around 1904. There he continued his 

railroad promoting, presumably still for the W. Y. & G. 

His career was interrupted in 1905 when he was convicted in federal 

court of sending an unmailable or obscene letter through the mail. The 

letter, written in January, 1905, to a woman in Logan, Iowa, had no 

obvious connection to his railroading activities. Even though it was 
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signed with initials other than his own, Miller did not deny writing it. 

He claimed that he had received a letter containing suggestive remarks 

10
from the woman and that he was only replying in kind. His defense did 

not sway the jury and judge, for he was convicted and sentenced to pay a 

$100 fine plus serve one year and one day in prison. Since the area had 

no federal prison, he was sent to the South Dakota State Penitentiary, 

where he arrived June 15, 1905. He was allowed a sentence reduction of 

six days per month for good behavior, and he was probably released in late 

11
March, 1906. 

"

His precise whereabouts following his release are unknown, but after 

he left Nebraska, he spent some time in Woodward, Oklahoma, promoting his 

road. His time there must have been relatively brief, since he left 

before the arrival of a trunk shipped to him from Nebraska friends. He 

stayed long enough, however, to run up a sizable bed and board bill, that 

he left unpaid. 12 Miller then took his railroad scheme to western Kansas. 

Little is known of his early activities there, except for two events. On 

August 12, 1907, he married twenty-two year old Elsie Olson, the daughter 

of Swedish immigrants who lived in the Belmont community of Russell 

County, Kansas. Prior to their marriage she had worked for him as his 

13
stenographer. 

Exactly one month after his wedding, Miller was involved in an 

incident in Ness City, Kansas, which resulted in his detainment in the 

Ness County jail. On that day, Miller was forcibly removed from the 

Arlington Hotel by a Dr. J. H. Schrant, who was acting as the hotel clerk. 

What prompted Schrant's action is unknown, but he apparently acted without 

the consent of the hotel manager and owner, Mrs. Sue Coltrane. Two days 

later, on September 14, 1907, Miller swore out a complaint in Ness County 
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Court against Schrant, charging him with assault. Afterwards he 

approached Mrs. Coltrane and informed her that he had a case against her 

that could result in a $10,000 judgement against her. They agreed that he 

would drop his case in exchange for $207. Keeping his part of the 

bargain, Miller then caused the complaint against Dr. Schrant to be 

dismissed. 

On September 16, Mrs. Coltrane swore out a complaint against Miller 

charging him with three counts: compounding a misdemeanor (meaning that 

he agreed to prevent the prosecution of a misdemeanor); blackmail; and 

obtaining money under false pretenses. She claimed that Miller compounded 

a misdemeanor by dropping the assault charge against Schrant and that 

since Schrant had acted on his own, Miller did not have and should not 

have claimed to have a case against her. 

The case was tried on February 10, 1908, in Ness County District 

Court with Miller's attorneys arguing that the first count, a misdemeanor, 

was improperly joined with the second and third counts, both felonies. 

They also moved that the felony counts be quashed for lack of sufficient 

evidence. The court sustained the objections and directed that the case 

be dismissed and Miller be re-arrested on the charge of compounding a 

misdemeanor. A few days later he was re-tried, convicted, and sentenced 

to ten days in the county jail. 14 

Within a few months, Miller became associated with a group of men 

from Great Bend, Kansas, including banker J. George Brinkman and the 

town's mayor, E. W. Moses. The Winnipeg, Yankton and Gulf Railway was 

incorporated in Kansas on June 3, 1908, with a capitalization of $100,000. 

Headquartered in Great Bend, the first Grand Division was to follow a 775 

mile route from Superior, Nebraska, south through the Kansas towns of 
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Mankato, Jewell, Beloit, and Lincoln; southwest through Wilson and Great 

Bend; and then south again through Seward, St. John, Iuka, Pratt, Coats, 

Lake City, and across the state line to Waynoka, Oklahoma. From Waynoka, 

the main line was to angle to the southeast, passing through Fairview, 

Okeene, and Kingfisher before reaching the division terminal, Oklahoma 

City. There the line would connect with the Katy, giving it a Gulf 

terminal. A branch was to be built from Waynoka across the panhandle 

through Guymon to the rich coal fields near Des Moines, New Mexico. The 

First Grand Division was to be divided into five divisions of about ISO 

miles each. 

Upon the completion of certain preliminary work, Miller's friend 

Samuel R. MacLean was to sell a $21,000,000 first mortgage bond issue to a 

1S
syndicate of English investors. Some of the preliminary work was to be 

funded through stock sales. Miller approached towns along the route and 

asked that they subscribe a certain number of shares. He also asked that 

farmers purchase one share per quarter section owned in a six mile strip 

on either side of the proposed route. By the end of the year, he claimed 

to have gathered subscriptions for a large number of shares of stock 

between Great Bend and Wilson. 

Miller was unable, however, to find a suitable contractor who would 

carry the costs until he could be reimbursed. Some negotiations were 

conducted with aT. A. Clark of Chicago, but they collapsed after Clark 

refused to pay Miller's trip to Chicago to finalize the deal. Miller also 

had problems with his Great Bend associates. The details of their 

disagreements are unclear, but Miller thought they were stealing the 

16
proposition from him and they parted company in January, 1909. Miller's 

former Great Bend associates continued their railroading efforts, 
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assuming a new name, the Kansas Northwestern, and incorporating under it 

17
in March, 1909. Miller tried to interest several Kansas communities, 

including Hutchinson, in his projected railroad, but met with little 

success until he went to Salina in the early spring of 1909. 

Salina had its beginnings in the latter days of the territorial 

period, and it was a well established town by 1909 with a population of 

just under 10,000. Between 1908 and 1910, the city's rank improved from 

fourteenth to thirteenth in population. All of the twelve more populous 

cities, with the exception of seventh ranked Hutchinson, were east of 

, 18
SaI l.na. The town supported two daily, two semi-weekly, and two weekly 

newspapers, a $15,000 Carnegie library, a convention hall that would seat 

one third of its population, four banks, twelve churches, and numerous 

businesses. Manufacturing activities included flour and alfalfa mills, a 

brick plant that could produce thirty thousand bricks daily, and foundries 

and factories that produced such every-day items as wagons, carriages, 

mattresses, shovels, rakes, gloves, brooms, sunbonnets, and razor 

strops.19 The town was served by the state's four largest railroads. The 

Rock Island, the Santa Fe, and one branch of the Union Pacific followed 

similar routes into Salina from Abilene. Three other branches of the 

Union Pacific entered Salina: one went south to McPherson; one went west 

and north through Lincoln and Hill City to Colby; and the main line went 

west and a bit south through Ellsworth, Russell, Hays, WaKeeney, and 

Sharon Springs. A branch of the main line of the Missouri Pacific entered 

Salina from Gypsum City on the southeast and Marquette on the southwest. 

Such rail service did not deter the hopes of some for even more 

railroads to Salina. Many of these planned roads ran north and south 

20 
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through the town, as did Miller's. In 1910, the Salina Daily Union 

announced that it seemed as though there had been a different north-south 

road planned nearly every year since Salina's early history but the town 

21
had been disappointed every time. In April, 1909, the Union reported 

that there was a new north-south road to add to the city's collection: 

the first part of the Kansas City, Lamar, and Denver Railway was to be 

22
built between Concordia and Salina. In 1910, another new road was 

23
proposed to run from Beatrice, Nebraska, to Salina and then to Wichita. 

The Salina, Tipton and Northern, originally chartered in 1906 to run from 

Salina northwest through Tipton and Smith County, was making a revival in 

1910 and 1911. Interurbans were also planned to follow north-south routes 

through Salina. E. S. Alnutt, who had built Salina's street railway 

system, announced in September, 1909, that he was planning to build an 

interurban called the Motor Grand from Concordia through Salina to 

Wichita. 24 A few months later another group introduced plans to build the 

25
Central Kansas, an interurban running between Salina and Newton. Many 

of these proposed lines went through the initial stages of promotional 

meetings, stock selling and surveying. Evidence of the many railroad 

plans can be seen in a comment published in the Hutchinson News in 1912 

that stated that the railroad grade and survey stakes on farms north and 

south of Salina could be used to build a railroad from the Hudson Bay to 

26
the Isthmus of Tehuantepec! Thus, when H. Leone Miller proposed a 

north-south road to run through Salina, he was neither the first, nor was 

he alone with the idea. Salina had seen many seemingly feasible railroad 

proposals fail and perhaps it was a bit skeptical of new propositions. 
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CHAPTER 2:
 

FIRST PHASE OF THE WINNIPEG, SALINA AND GULF, JUNE 1909 - MARCH, 1910 

After leaving his Great Bend associates, Miller found new supporters 

for his north-south railroad in Salina. Prospects seemed so good that he 

decided to move his railroad headquarters there and change the road's name 

to the Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf Railway Company. Since the Winnipeg, 

Yankton and Gulf had already been incorporated under Kansas law, a name 

change was probably a necessity after his break with the Great Bend men. 

In April, Miller boasted to the line's potential contractor, T. A. Clark 

of Chicago, that Salina had offered Miller $100,000 in return for the 

headquarters, general offices, and machine shops.l Such prospects did not 

persuade Clark, for he still refused to meet Miller's demands. Between 

his initial contract with Salina parties and his settling in the town, 

Hiller spent seven weeks "in the East and North" trying to secure 

financing. During this trip he made arrangements with Wilson and Wilson 

Company, a Chicago engineering firm, to do the surveying and with John W. 

Wegner, a Milwaukee banker, to form the construction company that was to 

build the road. 

In late June, 1909, Miller told the Salina press that his trip had 

been a success and that he had moved his family from Russell to Salina in 

preparation for building the line. He announced that within a few days he 

would submit a proposition to the Salina Commercial Club in which he would 

place the machine shops and the road's main line in town in return for a 

$150,000 bonus. He declined to name any of the road's backers besides 

Wegner, but he claimed to have the backing of other financiers as well as 

15
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a number of Salina businessmen, that would insure the road's construction. 

The costs were to average $26,350 per mile, including a certain amount of 

rolling stock. Bonds were to be issued for the construction costs, 

$21,800,000, and the capital stock of the railway company was to be set at 

$25,000,000. The construction company that Wegner was to head was to be 

capitalized at $200,000. Within a few weeks, however, that capitalization 

was increased to $500,000. 

The projected route of the W. S. & G. was similar to the W. Y. & G. 

with the exception that the northern part was moved east into the next 

tier of counties and the northern terminus of the First Grand Division was 

to be Omaha rather than Superior. From Omaha the line extended southwest 

to Chester, Nebraska, then straight south through Belleville, Concordia, 

Minneapolis, and Salina where it turned west to Wilson and south again 

through Ellinwood and Stafford. From Stafford the route was to travel 

2
southwest to Pratt and then south, following the path of the W. Y. & G. 

Miller also followed familar paths in the promotion of his new north 

and south road. He wrote acquaintances along the southern portion of the 

route, advising them that he had re-organized and re-named the company 

because of insurmountable difficulties with the Great Bend crowd. The new 

backers were depicted as having greater financial strength than those in 

Great Bend and the new route as being more certain. A promotional tour 

along the line with the new financial backers was promised within thirty 

to sixty days. To central Kansas towns where there might be a significant 

percentage of German immigrants, Miller promised that Mr. Wegner would 

explain the proposition in both English and German. 3 Miller wrote to town 

commercial clubs along the new part of the route outlining the 
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proposed road and its advantages to the area. Among his arguments for the 

iDe were the region's lack of north and south roads, and the necessity 

Or another independent trunk line. Because it was a north-south road 

outlet, it would be able to take advantage of the planned 

~ama Canal. From the road's terminus at the Gulf of Mexico, goods could 

,e shipped directly to markets in the Orient, Australia, and the South 

Pacific, as well as to the west coast of the United States. Miller 

ually suggested that committees from the town commercial clubs meet with 

within a month if they were interested in being on the road. 

In return for putting a town on the route in Kansas, Miller asked 

:hat some form of local aid be granted to total $2,000 per mile of line 

through the county plus a bonus of 5% of the assessed property valuation 

af the townships through which it passed. 4 Aid bonds or some other type 

of bonus were also asked of Nebraska towns. Oklahoma laws precluded the 

pusage of aid bonds, so Miller asked that the citizens support the road 

~rough the purchase of common stock in the railway company. He suggested 

hat locals secure stock subscriptions from farmers equaling one dollar 

per acre for a distance of five miles on either side of the right of way. 

tock sold at $100 a share and an installment plan was set up for its 

payment: 10% was to be paid with the subscription; 20% when the location 

nrvey was made through the county; 20% when needed to pay for right of 

'ay or station grounds; and 50% when the road was completed through the 

5 
county. 

Stock sales were pushed in Kansas and Nebraska as well. Miller made 

the point that those who bought stock would realize a profit from their 

investments, and then aid bonds or other bonuses could be voted to insure 

that the "tight-wads do their part." Besides railway stock, Miller also 
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tried to sell stock in the Inter-State Construction Company that was to 

build the road. Since construction costs were projected to be less than 

the bonds, share-holders were to receive a portion of the earnings from 

the sale of the first mortgage bonds. Miller enthusiastically estimated 

that each share of construction company stock would be worth five hundred 

times its original cost within two years. Communities that purchased a 

certain number of shares of construction company stock had the privilege 

U naming a certain number of people to that company's board of directors. 

Barber County could name one director after it sold fifteen shares and two 

after twenty-five or more. The Okeene, Oklahoma, area was to also name 

o directors, but they only needed to sell between ten and fifty shares. 

Initially offered at $1,000 a share, the price was quickly reduced to $100 

because Miller claimed "a big howl was heard from all along the line. ,,6 

Initial reactions to the new route ranged from outright rejection at 

Minneapolis, where the commercial club said the amount of aid asked was 

"entirely out of the possibility," 7 to cautious acceptance in Pratt and 

the Oklahoma towns of Kiel, Okeene, and Fairview, where full support was 

8promised to any legitimate railroad proposition. Many responses were 

noncommital, such as those from the commercial clubs of Omaha and Oklahoma 

City that requested more information. Some towns, such as Stafford, 

requested that Miller come to their town to make his proposition to them 

in person. Others offered counter proposals. A prominent citizen in 

western Barber County, Kansas, offered Miller aid but only after the road 

was built, saying, "You get the money when the people see the smoke.,,9 

The demand for local governmental aid went largely unanswered. No 

counties, townships, or cities voted any type of aid to the road. In 

fact, it would have been legally impossible to grant Miller the amount he 
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requested through aid bonds. He had wanted funds equaling $2,000 per mile 

plus 5% of the county's assessed valuation, but state law specified that a 

10
county's aid could not exceed $2,000 per mile of track. Although it is 

unknown how much, if any, stock was sold, it probably was not a 

significant amount. The suggestion of one dollar in stock per acre in a 

ten mile wide band would have resulted in the sale of approximately $6,400 

per mile, which may have seemed too high for a railroad that was still in 

the early stages of promotion. Some individuals purchased shares of 

construction company stock in hopes of seeing great profits, but not 

enough were purchased in anyone area to allow them to take advantage of 

Hiller's offer to name members of the construction company board of 

directors. 

Except for the initial articles in June, Salina press coverage of the 

new road was virtually nil. The papers seemed to be more interested in 

the two proposed in terurbans than in Miller's s team road. While the 

Salina Commercial Club was studying the W. S. & G.' s first proposition, 

another promoter suggested that his Kearney to Beloit line be extended 

south to Salina. Under a headline of "Here's Another N lit S Road." the 

Daily Union asked, "How many north and south railroads does Salina want?" 

The relative frequency of railroad proposals may have created a "wait and 

see" attitude. After Miller presented his second proposition in March, 

1910, to Salina, the Daily Union only reported that the W. S. lit G. had an 

office downtown above Nesmith & Sons grocery and printed a promotional 

statement from the board of directors. No comment was made about the 

prospective road or the statement (which had been partly copied from 

Montreal financier Samuel Graham's promotional literature). except for the 

perhaps sarcastic headline, "Want to Push a Railroad?" 11 While the 
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ion's attitude may have been one of skepticism, it gave the railroad 

.ore publicity than the other daily, the Salina Evening Journal. In that 

paper, the road rated only two articles between June, 1909, and March, 

1910. 

Miller must not have been satisfied with the support given him in 

Salina. Within six weeks of his arrival, he offered to move the general 

headquarters and shops to Omaha in return for a purchase of 600 to 1,000 

.hares of construction stock. A similar offer was made to Pratt, but the 

amount of shares was not specified. By October, Miller had stated that 

Pratt only needed to raise $15,000 in order to name a majority to the 

construction company board and thus control the location of the road's 

headquarters and divisions. The secretary of the Pratt Commercial Club 

replied that it would guarantee any standard gauge road $2, 000 a mile 

across the county, but the club did not have enough information about the 

W. S. & G. to commit itself to raise the amount wanted. Pratt, like many 

other towns, wanted some type of guarantee that Miller would live up to 

his promises. An experience with the Rock Island in the 1880's had taught 

Pratt that division points could be promised to a town but that did not 

. 12 
guarantee a permanent 1ocatlon. 

Miller's relationship with his chief American financier, John W. 

Wegner, was far less than ideal. The details of their agreement are 

unknown, but Wegner was to head the construction company which was to 

contract with MacArthur Brothers of New York to do the actual road work. 

Wegner represented in some way the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway 

and was to obtain some funds from them. This relationship was to remain 

confidential until after the line was built, and then a majority of the 

13
railway company's board could be named. Whatever the arrangements, 
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Wegner was either unable or unwilling to act. He did not come to Salina 

to make the trip along the line as Miller had promised. As early as July 

12, Miller demanded to know the reason for his inaction, stating that 

valuable time was being wasted and that some were beginning to lose 

f Od 14con 1 ence. The Chicago engineering firm, Wilson and Wilson, was more 

willing to act. In the late sunnner they reported that Wegner was "fixed" 

and "up agains tit in money mat ters, but they would be willing to conductII 

the survey at the same time as Miller was raising the necessary funds. 15 

The proposition to the Salina Commercial Club, which had been 

promised in July, was finally presented in November. Fred A. Taylor and 

George E. Graves of St. Louis, who were identified as fiscal agents of the 

Inter-State Construction Company, spent most of the month in Salina 

promoting the road. They claimed that much of the right of way had been 

leased and that $5,000 of stock had just been sold in Wichita. Sale of 

stock was to be limited to $25,000 per town and the 51% that had been 

assigned to the foreign investors was non-voting stock, so that no one 

area would dominate the company. The commercial club named a committee of 

W. W. Watson, a wealthy wholesale grocer, Fred H. Quincy, Planters State 

Bank president and influential member of the Kansas State Senate, and 

George Cowden, a buyer for H. D. Lee Mercantile Company, to study the 

proposal. 16 This committee spent several weeks investigating the idea and 

Watson was sent to Chicago to learn more about the road's prospects 

(presumably to visit with the surveyors, Wilson and Wilson). Evidently 

Watson was not pleased with his findings, because he delivered an 

unfavorable report which resulted in the club's refusal to support the 

proposition unless the railroad was completely reorganized. Since Miller 

had not been getting along with Wegner, and Taylor seemed to be siding 
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with Wegner, he broke off business relations with both and started to 

re-work that aspect of the proposition. 17 He also refused to have any 

more dealings with the commercial club, even though he was carrying out 

18
their recommendations. 

While still associated with Wegner, Miller began corresponding with 

Samuel Graham, an investment broker in Montreal. For a 10% commission, 

Graham offered his expert selling force to promising railroads that met 

his criteria. Among his requirements were a personal interview in 

Montreal, the sale of a significant amount of stock in the local area, and 

the use of a stock guarantee. Although he did not visit Montreal until 

late April, 1910, Miller tried to comply with Graham's other requirements 

while at the same time he claimed to have a contract with Graham. He 

optimistically assured Graham that $30, 000 of stock sales could be made 

along the projected route, and he made initial arrangements with Marine 

19Trust and Savings Bank of San Francisco to guarantee the railway stock. 

A block of stock could be guaranteed for an initial 1% down payment and 

subsequent payments of 19% of stock sales. The bank guaranteed to buy the 

stock at par value from each share-holder after forty years or to simply 

20 
pay them the stock's par value and cancel the guarantee. Miller also 

began to make arrangements with another contractor, P. A. McCarthy and 

Sons of Houston. They submitted a contract to Miller in January, 1910, 

for doing both the preliminary and the location surveys, and Miller signed 

21
it on March 8. 

A Salina Daily Union headline announced in early February, 1910, that 

the "W. S. & G. Is Again on Earth." Miller stated that he had reorganized 

his company and that virtually all preparations for construction had been 

completed, including arrangements with Graham for the purchase of all the 
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ailway's stock. Since such financial dealings had been made, it would 

DDt be necessary to ask for construction stock purchase, aid bonds, or 

ree rights of way; only moral support would be asked of towns along the 

Miller promised to name four or six Salina men to the board of 

and to "lay the trophy at Salina's feet." In return, Miller 

that Salina subscribe, for immediate use, the amount of $10,000 to 

%1nd the agreement. ,,22 About three weeks later the local directors were 

ed: Theo B. Seitz, a banker; M. J. and T. P. Quinn. butchers; Charles 

Wyatt. a real estate broker; and Hal J. Nesmith. a grocer. The 

proposition was formally presented on February 28. 1910. In return for 

alina's $10.000, Miller promised to place the railway's headquarters, 

hops and offices in town and to bring in 2.500 skilled workmen's jobs and 

a total payroll of $200,000. Construction was to begin within three 

aonths of the agreement. Ten percent of the $10,000 was to be used to 

Gd a Salina director to Montreal to meet with Graham and the remainder 

as to pay for the incorporation fees and other expenses which were to be 

23
approved by Theo B. Seitz. 

Responses to this proposition were not good. but two other events 

occurred in the next month that had a greater impact on the future of the 

w. S. & G. On March 3, Miller borrowed $2.500 from Traders State Bank of 

Salina through a third party, Benjamin F. Brown. Brown. a fifty-five year 

old contractor, became one of Miller's most consistent supporters. Also 

during March. Miller became interested in the fortunes of another dying 

railway. the Topeka Southwestern which had been projected to run from 

Topeka to Council Grove. 

While little happened to advance the railroad between Miller's 

arrival in June, 1909. and the beginning of his interest in the Topeka 
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Southwestern, patterns emerged that re-occurred throughout the history of 

the W. S. & G. Miller seemed to make and keep enemies. After W. W. 

Watson's negative report to the commercial club, Miller refused to have 

anything to do with either Watson or the club for the remainder of the 

railroad's existence. Fred H. Quincy, who was also on the Salina 

Commercial Club's committee that investigated the W. S. & G., was also 

perceived as an enemy. Miller also indulged in over-optimism in selling 

his dream. He claimed that financing had been completed when it was only 

being discussed; he assured Graham that a large block of stock could be 

sold along the line when he seemed to be having difficulties selling small 

numbers of shares; and he claimed that arrangements with contractors and 

stock guarantors had been made when he was in the midst of negotiating 

with them. His use of certain selling techniques that may have been 

common to railroad promotors were also revealed during this period. If an 

area's response did not please Miller, he often threatened to run his road 

to a rival town; or he would claim that a nearby area was working very 

hard to "land the proposition" and he was being forced to give it to them. 

Another pattern that became evident during this period was that of 

constant change. Miller's apparent readiness to move the headquarters and 

the route suggest that the railway's plans were far from certain and that 

Miller did not have access to sufficient capital to execute those plans. 
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CHAPTER 2: NOTES 

1Records of the U. S. District Court (record group 21) [hereafter RG 
21]; District of Kansas, First Division [hereafter Kansas]; "Records of 
the Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf Railway Company, 1908-1912" (microfilm 
preservation project 6NCN81-002) [hereafter 6NCN81-002]; Winnipeg, Yankton 
&Gulf; Records of the President [hereafter Pres.]; letter to T. A. Clark, 
April 19, 1909 (fiche 1). 

2Salina Daily Union, June 30, 1909, p. 8. 

3RG 21; Kansas; 6NCN81-002; Winnipeg, Salina & Gulf [hereafter 
WS&G]j Pres.; letter to N. Weber, June 12, 1909 (fiche 18). 

4
RG 21, Kansas, 6NCN81-002, WS&G, Pres., [hereafter RG 21 

Pres.]; letter to Commercial Club of Belleville, Kansas, July 3, 1909 
(fiche 18). 

SRG 21 ... Pres., letter to H. C. Chapman, July 27, 1909 (fiche 
18) . 

6
RG 21 ... Pres., letters to K. J. Russom, Aug. 18, 1909; J. B. 

Johnson, Aug. 20, 1909; and L. C. Miller, Oct. 25, 1909 (fiche 18). 

7RG 21 . . . Pres., letter from Connnercial Club of Minneapolis, 
Iansas, July 19, 1909 (fiche 3). 

8RG 21 . Pres., letters from H. P. Cunningham, July 18, 1909; 
Chapman, July 22 and July 27, 1909; Pratt Commercial Club, Aug. 9, 1909; 
and Russom, Aug. 10, 1909 (fiche 3). 

9RG 21 ... Pres., letter from W. H. Drury, July 6, 1909 (fiche 3). 

10
Kansas, General Statutes ~ Kansas (1909), ch. 99, sec. 7027. 

11Salina Daily Union, Dec. 1, 1909, p. 8, and Mar. 10, 1910, p. 6. 

12RG 21 ... Pres., letters to L. C. Miller, Aug. 11 and Oct. 25, 
1909, and E. J. Vann, Aug. [date missing], 1909 (fiche 18); letter from L. 
C. Miller, Nov. 10, 1909 (fiche 3). In 1887 the Rock Island placed a 
division point at Pratt as they had promised, only to remove it a few 
years later. 

13RG 21 . Pres., letter to L. C. Miller, Oct. 25, 1909 (fiche 
18) . 

. 

18) . 
14RG 21 . Pres., letter to J. W. Wagner, July 12, 1909 (fiche 

15RG 21 ... Pres., letter from C. Clifford Wilson, Aug. 23, 1909 
(fiche 3). 

16Salina Evening Journal, Nov. 16, 1909, p. 1; and Salina Daily 
Union, Nov. 16, 1909, p. 8; Nov. 20, 1909, p. 10; and Nov. 30, 1909, p. 1. 
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17RG 21 •.. Pres., letter from F. A. Taylor, Dec. 10, [1909] (fiche 

18Salina Evening Journal, Mar. 8, 1910, p. 1. 

19RG 21 ... Pres., letter from Samuel Graham, Nov. 10, 1909 (fiche 
and Dec. 30, 1909 (fiche 4). 

20RG 21 Pres., letter from Marine Trust and Savings Bank, Jan. 
1910 (fiche 4) • 

21RG 21 . Pres., letters from P. A. Houston and Sons, Jan. 4, 
910, and Jan. 12, 1910 (fiche 4). 

22Salina Daily Union, Feb. 1, 1910, p. 2. 

23RG 21, Kansas, 6NCN81-002, WS&G, Records of the Board of Directors, 
1esolutions, Proposition, Feb. 28, 1910 (fiche 2). 



CHAPTER 3:
 

THE TOPEKA SOUTHWESTERN PERIOD, ¥~CH - JULY, 1910
 

The Topeka Southwestern Railway was generally considered to be a dead 

1910, when Miller attempted to reorganize and build it. 

began in 1903 as the Topeka, Eskridge and Council Grove 

Construction was to be completed in two phases: the Topeka 

portion was to be finished first, and then the remainder of 

Grove was to be started. The voters of Topeka 

$30,000 bond issue that was to pay for a terminal, 

and rights of way. The line's promoters asked that 

the route vote the maximum aid bonds; but Mission 

'ownship, immediately wes t of Topeka Township, refused and the hopes of 

e road's backers were dashed. Arrangements were made in late 1905 or 

early 1906 with a New York firm, Lamprecht Brothers Company, to both float 

be company's bonds and to build the road. In 1907, the promoters 

reorganized with a new name, the Topeka Southwestern Railway Company. 

Bonds were sold at par and grading work was started in November, 1908. 

Before construction could begin again the following spring, Lampecht 

Brothers' failed in the aftermath of the 1907 Wall Street panic and took 

1the proceeds of the bond sale with it. 

A year later, Miller became interested in the Topeka Southwestern, 

possibly through George W. Crane, who was one of the road's directors and 

whose publishing firm had lithographed W. S. & G. stock certificates and 

prospectuses. Miller tentatively arranged with the board of managers, 

subject to stockholder approval, to buy the road for a cash payment of the 

28
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estimated at about $50,000. The liabilities were 

.rlly bonds which had been issued to paid subscribers, $3,800 owed to 

of Topeka, fees owed to Topeka attorney and railroad board member 

Austin, and several other small claims that were thought to be 

than $1,000. Besides liquidating the road's debts, Miller was to 

the line in operation between Topeka and Council Grove no later than 

31, 1910. The road had been given franchises to build through 

State Fairgrounds and the Washburn College campus; and Miller was 

act quickly to avoid letting these rights of way lapse since neither 

Fair Association nor the college would be likely to sell the rights of 

2
again. In reporting the proposed deal to the Salina Daily Union, 

had been merely acting as an agent for the New York 

firm of MacArthur Brothers, and that the transaction 

Salina and Gulf plans because they would remain 

. 3 
corporat~ons. 

In the next few months, Miller was able to take a few initial steps 

re-activating the Topeka Southwestern. He interested some Salina men 

both that road and the W. S. & G. to the extent that three W. S. & G. 

members, Benjamin F. Brown, Hal J. Nesmith, and R. C. Wilson, and 

others loaned Miller over $600 to purchase top quality oak and 

4 ogany furniture for his Salina office. 

Arrangements were made with the new fiscal agent, Samuel Graham of 

eurities Selling Company in Montreal, to sell the road's stock and 

After several months of Graham's insistence on a personal 

Miller traveled there in late April, 1910. He 

as Topeka Southwestern president, a contract with Securities 

on April 25. The contract stated that the railway would have 
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subscribed and paid at least $100,000 of stocks and bonds, which were to 

be guaranteed, and the railway was to pay a 10% commission to the Montreal 

firm on the sale of the remaining securities. In return, Securities 

Selling agreed to sell the balance of the stocks and bonds, to furnish the 

company a monthly construction account of at least $65,000, and to name a 

construction engineer who would oversee and approve all expenditures. 5 

Within a few days the firm sent one of its agents, J. S. Rhodes, to the 

6
Council Grove area to investigate the road's local support. 

After some initial misunderstanding, arrangements were made with 

Marine Trust and Savings Bank of San Francisco to guarantee both stocks 

and bonds. Graham had told Miller that a guarantee would not require a 

cash down payment, while the bank stated that the down payment should 

accompany the application for a guarantee. After Graham wrote the bank on 

Killer's behalf, the bank relented, saying that a promissory note would be 

acceptable in lieu of a down payment. The note was to be liquidated from 

the proceeds of the first sales and then the guarantee certificate was to 

be issued. In early June, Miller applied for a guarantee for $500,000 of 

common stock and $1,500,000 of fifty-year 5% bonds, and he sent notes for 

7
$5,000 and $15,000. 

MacArthur Brothers was apparently soon forgotten as the potential 

builder of the Topeka Southwestern and negotiations were opened with 

Falkenau Electrical Construction Company of Chicago. Although Securities 

Selling warned Miller to be very careful in making any contracts with 

Falkenau, Miller made a preliminary contract with them in May to begin 

8
construction at Council Grove. The details of the agreement are unknown 

but they involved an advance payment of $5,000 that Falkenau later 
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offered to waive	 on receipt of proper assurances of the road's good 

9
financial standing. 

Miller announced plans to re-survey the Topeka Southwestern's 

original route and extend it to Tonganoxie on the east and to Salina on 

the west where it would connect with an "unnamed" north and south 

railroad. He also began to make agreements with towns along this route. 

Inquiries were made into obtaining enough right of way to provide for a 

depot and side track near Gypsum. 10 Negotiations were begun with the 

McPherson County town of Roxbury. A proposal was presented to H. L. Mason 

and G. M. Frisbie of the town that stipulated that the railroad would be 

built between Topeka and Roxbury in return for the maximum aid bonds of 

$2,000 per mile plus the 250 shares of common stock at $100 each. This 

must not have been accepted, for a second proposition was presented in May 

to the two men as well as the town of Roxbury that stated the road would 

be in operation between Gypsum and Roxbury by December 31, 1910. if the 

town would pass the aid bonds and buy 350 shares of stock. 11 This 

proposal also met with failure and Mason wrote in May that the town would 

do nothing and suggested that he would raise $2,000 if Miller would miss 

12
Roxbury and start a new town on a site of Mason's chosing. 

Arrangements with Council Grove were somewhat more successful. It 

was agreed that the town would raise the preliminary $5, 000 fee for 

Falkenau and that construction would begin north from Council Grove. Some 

subscriptions were taken but many wanted some form of guarantee that the 

road would be built. They offered to place their money in the care of the 

Farmers and Drovers Bank in Council Grove until they were satisfied with 

the road's certainty. 13 The desire for a guarantee was a typical request 

with which Miller had to deal. As W. H. Melrose of Eskridge stated. the 
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had been disappointed many times before because they had been 

trying to accomplish their hearts' desire with promoters "whose sole 

. ,,14
capital was hot a1r. 

While the road began to appear as though it might be built, it 

experienced many problems. Miller's arrangements with contractors and 

others were hindered because the stockholders' ratification of the sale 

was delayed from March to May. Edwin A. Austin, the road's attorney, 

wished to keep the proposed sale quiet and have " no newspaper talk" until 

a condemnation proceeding was concluded. He thought that the landowner 

would be more willing to settle with a dead railroad than with a revived 

15 
one. Rather than calling the stockholders to vote on the sale, Miller 

was offered a confidential option signed by all members of the board of 

16 
managers. Further trouble with Austin occurred when Miller signed 

contracts as the road's president with Securities Selling and Falkenau on 

the strength of that signed option. When Austin and a few other Topeka 

Southwestern board members discovered that Miller had made these 

contracts, they objected and wrote the firms that Miller was not acting 

with proper authority and that he was not the president. 17 A 

stockholders' meeting was finally held on the evening of May 16, and the 

first news in Topeka of the road's resurrection appeared in the next few 

days. Miller told the Topeka Daily Capital that Council Grove had 

promised to buy $30,000 of stock and that he expected Eskridge to do the 

18 
same. 

Miller ran into some difficulties with the agreement with Council 

Grove. In June he wrote Falkenau that "Council Grove is not on the 

square." The disagreement concerned the control of the collected money in 

the bank. Miller claimed that the mayor, William F. Shamleffer, wanted 
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to spend the money for rights of way before the final survey had been made 

and that he was "an obstructionist unless he gets the coin." Typically, 

Hiller described the conflict as "a very hard fight" but stated that "as 

\lsual the victory is mine." Consequently he told Falkenau to begin 

construction at Topeka because he had more friends at that end of the 

19
line. 

Competition from another proposed line created problems. E. S. 

Alnutt's Motor Grand Traction Interurban was projected to come very close 

to the W. S. & G. route north of Salina and to the western extension of 

the Topeka Southwestern at Roxbury. Not only were the two roads competing 

for the same area, they were also competing for the services of the same 

financial agent, Samuel Graham of Securities Selling. Soon after Miller 

had signed the Securities Selling contract, the company urged him to alter 

the W. S. & G. route through Ottawa, Clay and Washington counties in order 

to "avoid conflict and bad feeling with Mr. Alnutt' s line. ,,20 This 

problem resolved itself in mid-May when Securities Selling decided that it 

wouldn't be necessary to move the line. The conflict at Roxbury was more 

serious. Miller planned to oust Alnutt from the area by attempting to 

collect the funds that had been subscribed to purchase Alnutt's stock. He 

sought Graham's aid by asking him to support this tactic. The Montreal 

office tried to dissuade Miller from his plan of action by replying that 

his suggested "fighting procedure" would be doom for all concerned 

because, "Capital likes to bathe in smooth water and it will never venture 

into rough sea and you will find the bottom sinking from your proposition 

whenever quarrels arise.,,21 

Other difficulties surfaced with Securities Selling. Miller's 

failure to make immediate arrangements to guarantee the line's stocks and 
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bonds created a misunderstanding which prompted them to threaten to cancel 

the contract. Another problem was the firm I s concern that the road was 

not progressing as fast as Miller had promised and that he was not keeping 

them informed of his activites. In May the firm complained, "Your 

correspondence is getting to be a bother because we never receive any. ,,22 

Also, Miller failed to make personal contact with Securities Selling's 

agent, Mr. Rhodes, when he was in the area investigating local support. 

Soon after his arrival, Rhodes tried to meet Miller at Gypsum but failed. 

He also wanted Miller and a representative of Falkenau to come to a 

promotional meeting in mid-May at Council Grove but they did not appear. 

Rhodes wrote Miller that the failure to appear had dropped the road's 

credibility "quite a few points" because many had waited in vain to see 

23
these two men. Miller never revealed his reasons for refusing to meet 

with Rhodes, but his inaction surely contributed to Rhodes I negative 

report on the proposition. 

Relations with Securities Selling continued to deteriorate and Miller 

began to inquire about other financial houses. Marine Trust assured him 

that their guarantee would still hold if another fiscal agent sold their 

securities. He wrote the bank in mid-July, telling them that the firm had 

cancelled its contract with him along with his reasoning for their 

actions. The bank disagreed with his assessment of the situation and 

stated that the Montreal firm had simply found too little local support 

. 24
f or t he enterpr1se. 

Even though Miller had promised to pay the Topeka Southwestern IS 

debts, he could not or would not settle with those who had even small 

claims against the road. In early May he learned that a former associate 

of the road, A. G. Goodwin of San Diego, had a number of the engineer's 
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25 

records, including location profiles, blueprints, cross-section topography 

aaps and plat books, as well as descriptions of the rights of way acquired 

by the road. Goodwin refused to release this valuable material until he 

received $700 that was due him. A month later he reduced his demand to a 

good faith payment of $250 and a promise of the balance at a later time. 

Miller did not fulfill this request and the records were never sent, 

probably necessitating Miller's claim that the road needed to be 

re-surveyed. 

Perhaps even more damaging to Miller's plans was his inability to 

settle the claim of the Topeka Southwestern's president, Charles King 

Holliday, son of the famous Cyrus Kurtz Holliday. Holliday wrote a 

confidential letter in May that he would discount his claim of $6,000 by 

one half if Miller would help him out of a financial tight spot and pay 

26
him $1,000 right away and the remaining $2,000 the next month. Instead, 

Miller sent a copy of the letter to George W. Crane who in turn showed it 

to others involved with the road who were sympathetic to Miller. Of 

course this perfidy became known to Holliday and he demanded but did not 

receive an apology from Miller for his breach of confidence. Neither did 

he receive any settlement on his claim. 

In June a committee of Topeka Southwestern associates was formed to 

establish the road's total indebtedness. The committee was chaired by 

Holliday and was composed of others who had had problems with Miller--E. 

A. Austin, William F. Shamleffer, and E. B. Merriam. Merriam had strongly 

objected to Miller's signing the Montreal contract as the railroad 

president. On June 28, they reported to Miller that the road's 

outstanding obligations amounted to $63,050, considerably higher than the 

27
earlier $50,000 estimate, and that it would be due on August 15. 
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Miller's plans to rejuvenate the Topeka Southwestern collapsed with 

cancellation of the Montreal contract and his inability to carry out 

promise to pay the road's debts. Additionally, some of the road's 

creditors threatened to file suit to block the transfer of any stock until 

were paid in full. Miller's response to the situation was to 

that the obstructionists had not allowed him to finance the road 

the only possible method, the sale of securities. He then 

would drop the Topeka Southwestern name and reorganize 

e line as a part of the Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf Railway.28 There is 

little doubt that this had been his original plan. The extension of the 

road to Salina obviously was made to connect with the W. S. & G. One of 

liller's earlier proposals, made in April to Mason and Frisbie in Roxbury, 

tipulated that the road would be built under the name of the Topeka 

Southwestern but that it could later be changed to the Winnipeg, Salina 

and Gulf and that Topeka Southwestern stock could be exchanged for W. S. & 

G. stock. 

During his involvement with the Topeka Southwestern, Miller 

accomplished little on the original W. S. & G. line. His work was 

generally confined to correspondence with individuals and commercial clubs 

along the route, especially in Oklahoma. He had the most success with 

Okeene, located about thirty-two miles southwest of Enid. Miller sent the 

town a proposition in early April, 1910, that stated that the road would 

be in operation from Oak, Nebraska, to Okeene by the end of 1911. The 

Okeene Commercial Club was to supply some form of local aid to equal 

$3,500 per mile to be paid in five installments after the road was 

completed. Additionally the town was to raise between $2,500 and $5, 000 

for an initial payment to the contractors. The town would then either 
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in the road's profits at the rate of 1% per $1, 000 invested or 

29 re-pay them from the line's first profits. The response 

but the club's secretary, K. J. Russom, reported that the 

was reluctant to put up any hard cash for preliminary work because 

had been fooled so many times before with railroads that did not 

Instead they proposed to buy ten miles of right of way 

30
through the town for the road. 

Other work on the W. S. & G. included its incorporation under Kansas 

The application to the Kansas State Charter Board showed 

intended to build approximately 500 miles in the state and 

a branch from Salina through Topeka to Kansas City and 

The road was to be capitalized at $100,000 and nine of the 

twelve incorporators, including Miller, were Salina residents. The 

the incorporation with no comment other than 

it was 

Two other events occurred during the Topeka Southwestern phase which 

held portent for the road's future. On May 18, Miller received an inquiry 

rom Kansas State Bank Commissioner Joseph N. Dolley seeking information 

on the W. S. & G.' s financial condition. It was the result of other 

inquiries that had been made of the bank commissioner's office about the 

road. 32 Dolley's future interest in the proposition played a significant 

role in the ultimate outcome of the line. The other event had a more 

immediate impact: in mid-July Miller received a suggestion from K. R. 

Russom to contact H. A. Noah of Alva, Oklahoma, who was described as a 

33
railroad builder and promoter. Miller took the advice, with the result 

that he became closely associated with Noah and other Alva men during the 

next several months. 
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CHAPTER 3: NOTES 

W. Ripley, "Topeka to Eskridge or Bus t!" Shawnee County 
~W__ .~_~_ Society Bulletin, 46 (December, 1969), 86-91. 

2Records of the U. S. District Court (record group 21) [hereafter RG 
]; District of Kansas, First Division [hereafter Kansas]; "Records of 

Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf Railway Company, 1908-1912" (microfilm 
'Iservation proj ect 6NCN81-002) [hereafter 6NCN81-002]; Winnipeg, Salina 
Gulf [hereafter WS&G]; Records of the President [hereafter Pres.]; 
ter from George W. Crane, March 29, 1910; and statement of W. H. Davis, 

• d. (fiche 4). 

3Salina Daily Union, March 30, 1910, p. 1. 

4RG 21, Kansas, Brindley Company v. Winnipeg, Salina, and Gulf 
lway Company, et al, (civil case 1299), Answer to attachment for 

alleged contempt -ztiled October 17, 1912), Archives Branch, Federal 
hives and Records Center, Kansas City, Mo. 

5
RG 21, Kansas, 6NCN81-002, WS&G, Pres. [hereafter RG 21 

'res.] j Agreement between Topeka Southwestern Railway Company of Kansas 
reafter Top.SW] and Securities Selling Company [hereafter SSC], April 

25, 1910 (fiche 4). The guaranteeing institution in a stock guarantee 
plan would pay each stock-holder the stock I s par value after a certain 

er of years, usually forty. The corporation whose stock was to be 
auaranteed paid the guaranteeing institution a percentage of the stock 
sales. The payment was put into a sinking fund that eventually equaled 

par value of the stock. 

6
RG 21 •.. Pres., copy of letter to Farmers and Drovers Bank from 

May 10, 1910 (fiche 4). 

7RG 21 ... Pres., letters from Marine Trust and Savings Bank, May 
1910 (fiche 4), and June 10, 1910 (fiche 5). 

BRG 21 ••. Pres., letter from SSC, April 28, 1910 (fiche 4). 

9RG 21 •.• Pres., letters from Falkenau Electrical Construction 
Co., May 3, 1910 (fiche 4), and June 13, 1910 (fiche 5). 

10RG 21 ... Pres., letter from Frank Williams, June 1, 1910 (fiche 
S) • 

llRG 21 • • • Pres., agreement between H. Leone Miller and H. L. 
Bason and G. F. Frisbie, April 15, 1910 (fiche 2), and agreement between 
the Top. SWand the Village of Roxbury, May, 1910 (fiche 4). 

12RG 21 • Pres., letter from Mason, June 14, 1910 (fiche 5). 

13RG 21 Pres., letter from W. H. White, June 9, 1910 (fiche 5). 

14
RG 21 •.• Pres., letter from W. H. Melrose to W. F. Shamleffer, 

May 26, 1910 (fiche 5). 
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15RG 21 Pres., letter from Crane, March 29, 1910 (fiche 4). 

16RG 21 Pres., letter from Crane, April 20, 1910 (fiche 4). 

17RG 21 ... Pres., copy of letter to John R. Tomson and Melrose, 
July	 28, 1910 (fiche 18). 

18Topeka Daily Capital, May 17, 1910, p. 1, and May 18, 1910, p. 1. 

19RG 21 ..• Pres., copy of letter to Falkenau Electrical 
Construction Co., June 15, 1910 (fiche 18). 

20RG 21 • Pres., letter from SSC, May 3, 1910 (fiche 4).. · 
21RG	 21 • · Pres., letter from SSC, May 26, 1910 (fiche 5).·
 

.22RG	 21 • Pres., letter from SSC, May 18, 1910 (fiche 4).· 
23RG 21 . . . Pres., telegram from J. S . Rhodes, May 13, 1910, and 

letter from Rhodes, May 18, 1910 (fiche 4). 

24RG 21 ... Pres., letters from Marine Trust and Savings Bank, June 
1910, and July 15, 1910 (fiche 5). 

25RG 21 •.• Pres., telegrams from A. G. Goodwin, May 23, 1910, and 
8, 1910 (fiche 5). 

26RG 21 ... Pres., letters from C. K. Holliday, May 19, 1910, and 
lay 31, 1910 (fiche 5). 

27RG	 21 ... Pres., statement of indebtedness, June 28, 1910 (fiche 
5). 

28RG 21 ... Pres., copy of letter to Tomson and Melrose, July 28, 
910 (fiche 18). 

29RG	 21 ... Pres., copy of letters to Okeene Commercial Club and to 
I.	 J. Russom, April 4, 1910 (fiche 18). 

30RG 21 . . . Pres., let ters from Okeene Commercial Club, April 6, 
910, and May 10, 1910 (fiche 4). 

31Salina Daily Union, July 27, 1910, p. 3. 

32RG 21 ... Pres., letter from Kansas State Bank Commissioner, May 
18,	 1910 (fiche 4A). 

33RG 21 . . Pres., letter from W. B. Noble, July 14, 1910 (fiche 
S). 



CHAPTER 4: 

THE ALVA PERIOD. AUGUST. 1910 - FEBRUARY, 1911 

As the plans for the Topeka Southwestern disintegrated. Miller 

working again on the original W. S. & G. line. Following a 

K. J. Russom, his Okeene, Oklahoma, correspondent. he 

te to Henry Alexander Noah of Alva, Oklahoma. on July 26. 1910. The 

Noah was among the earliest settlers in the area. 

from Barber County. Kansas. in 1893 when the Cherokee 

1
opened. He became a relatively wealthy attorney and a booster 

Alva area and was interested in several railroad propositions. 

waiting for a reply to his first letter. Miller wrote again on 

and offered Noah a place on the Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf Board of 

Withim a few days. Noah answered that he had been working on 

proposed lines which followed a similar route to the W. S. & G.: one. 

Oklahoma Western, ran across northern Oklahoma to Des Moines. New 

and the other from southern Kansas to Oklahoma City. He had one 

miles of survey for the Oklahoma Western from which grade stakes 

but only preliminary work had been done on the Oklahoma City 

2
Both projects had been suspended due to a lack of financing. He 

interest in the W. S. & G. and the two met in Miller's Salina 

to discuss the road. They agreed that Noah would name 

other directors besides himself in return for the use of Noah's 

the financial aid of the Alva directors. To make room for the 

group, a number of Salina and Barber County directors would be 

41
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Noah requested that his friend M. M. Fulkerson of Alva become both 

W.	 S. & G. treasurer and a director. Fulkerson was the cashier of 

Noah also named Alva businessmen George Washington 

ell, Henry E. Noble, George A. Harbaugh, John E. Patterson, and Tom M. 

to the board. G. W. Crowell had both lumber and grain businesses as 

as being very active in city and county government. H. E. Noble was 

organizer and cashier of Central State Bank in Alva and had also been 

the city council. As president of Alva Roller Mills and Alva Security 

A. Harbaugh was	 involved in banking, live stock, and grain 

Crowell,	 Noble, and Harbaugh also moved from Southern Kansas 

3 area in 1893 when the territory was opened. Nothing is known 

two remaining members of the W. S. & G. board from Alva, John E. 

and Tom M. Hess. Besides Fulkerson as treasurer, other W. S. & 

officers were Miller, president; Crowell, vice-president; Noble, 

cretary; and Noah, general solicitor. The new board of directors was 

seven Alva men plus Miller, Otto Peterson, Benjamin F. 

J. Nesmith, all of Salina. There was little apparent 

from the two retired directors from Barber County, but there 

hard feelings with some of those from Salina because they had 

loaned money to Miller. Some "got ugly" and threatened to sue, but Miller 

claimed he was able to satisfy them "in a way" by persuading some to 

aecept construction company stock as a repayment. For those who would not 

ccept the stock, Miller claimed to have borrowed money to pay them; and 

for one party, former treasurer T. B. Seitz, Miller asked that Noah and 

bis friends send Seitz the amount he requested. 
4 

Noah was very eager to begin work because	 he had heard that a Frisco 

epresentative was in the area soliciting $100,000 for an extension of 
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Anticipating w. S. & G. stock sales, Miller applied for a 

from Marine Trust and Savings Bank of San Francisco for $100,000 

& G. stock and sent a promissory note in lieu of the $1, 000 

The application was accepted and the bank wrote Noah, who 

inquired about the situation, that arrangements had been made to 

stock and that the bank supported the W. S. & G. project. 5 

similar letters over the next several months to many who 

verify the guarantee feature of Miller's stock. The bank 

Miller that their gold bond plan be used instead of the 

year stock guarantee. This plan required that Miller place 

equaling stock sales in escrow in a local bank. 

was to state that after five years the shareholder 

his shares for an equal amount of the bank's gold bonds 

hat could then be cashed. If the shareholders wanted to keep their stock 

(which they would if the road were a success), then the bonds would be 

held six months past the five year due date and then turned over to the 

6
railroad to be cashed in at 90% of their accrued value. Miller welcomed 

this suggestion because it made the stock more attractive to settlers 

along the line, who Miller said, "are not an educated people and the word 

forty years seems to stagger them and five years looks much better.,,7 

Miller renewed his correspondence with Samuel R. MacLean, his London 

financier, who urged him to hurry and send the required documents because 

money was "plentiful, cheap, and liberal" for American railways. 8 The 

required documents included a prospectus, incorporation papers, surveys, 

profiles, and a deed of trust from a New York City bank or trust company. 

Miller also briefly considered another bond broker, George H. Fisher of 

Scranton, Pennsylvania, who also promised to sell bonds in Europe. 
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Attempting to meet HacLean' s requirements, the Knickerbocker Trust 

Company of New York was contacted about becoming the American trustee for 

the proceeds of the $29,997,000 bond sale to MacLean's English syndicate. 

Hiller also made arrangements with the help of George W. Crane to 

incorporate a company to constuct the railroad. Using the former 

Construction Company as a guide, an application for the 

incorporation of the Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf Construction Company was 

submitted and granted in late October, 1910, after a three week 

controversy between Miller and Crane over the necessity of the word "The" 

being the first word of the corporate name. ("The" had been printed on 

the application forms and Miller, thinking that he had been told it was 

UDnecessary, had crossed it out; Crane disagreed and finally convinced 

Killer that the names of all Kansas corporations were required by law to 

begin with "The. ") One thousand lithographed construction company stock 

certificates, railroad letterhead stationery, and seven thousand 

9 
prospectuses were also ordered from Crane and Company. 

Miller and his new associates began to try to raise funds immediately 

upon the reorganization of the company. Initially Miller promoted the 

idea of simply assessing farmers who owned land for ten miles on either 

side of the route. Payments were to be made in fifty monthly installments 

and ranged from a rate of $.04 per acre per month for those within three 

miles of the road to half that for those owning land seven to ten miles 

from the track. The advantages of this plan, according to Miller, were 

that the money would be paid in such small amounts that it would not be 

missed and that it could be used during the first years of operation to 

10 
pay the interest on the road's bonds. This fund-raising method was soon 

replaced by asking each town and its surrounding area to buy a certain 
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er of shares of guaranteed stock. An installment plan was also set up 

r these sales: 25% down, 25% when the location survey was completed 

the county, and the remaining 50% when the road was in 

Much of Miller's time in September and October, 1910, was spent with 

new associates in Oklahoma prollloting stock sales along the proposed 

They held railroad meetings at Tegarden, Freedom, 

kout, Buffalo, Gates, Beaver, and as far west as Hooker. At one time 

e traveling party involved five automobiles and twenty Alva Commercial 

12
members. 

Response to the road and their promotion of its stock was generally 

The Oklahoma trip brought subscriptions for 1,450 shares of 

stock from the area between Alva and Hooker. Relying on 

promises that were probably made to the Winnipeg, Yankton and Gulf, Miller 

claimed that Deerhead and Aetna townships of Barber County, Kansas, 

going to buy eighty and 120 shares respectively. Alva also agreed to 

purchase one thousand shares of common stock as well as numerous shares of 

. k 13constructlon company stoc . More promises were made to buy stock than 

were actually purchased. Fulkerson reported in November that Alva had 

just conducted its most successful railroad meeting. Even though the 

commercial club rooms were not large enough to accommodate the crowd, only 

$2.200 of the required $100,000 was subscribed. 14 

Some towns, such as Oklahoma City, refused to accept Miller's terms. 

Replying to a promotional letter, the secretary of the Oklahoma City 

Chamber of Commerce asked, "Am I to understand that you actually expect 

the parties along the right-of-way to subscribe for the necessary stock 

and pay for it in advance of the preliminary service, etc.?" He continued 
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that any new road through the town could count on a healthy 

the chamber but that it didn't care to pay for preliminary 

Others also protested paying for preliminaries. A Knowles, 

realtor, S. T. Woodbury, wrote that Miller's "propersi tion" 

be better received if the railroad would accept bankable promissory 

be due upon the completion of the road. In this way they would 

lose their money as they had to other paper railroads. Citizens at 

give promissory notes for $15,000 that would come 

16
construction started. V. E. DeGeer of Deerhead, Kansas, 

that a positive guarantee of the road's construction and 

of a bonus after construction were the best ways to dispell the 

of distrust as to your motives and sincerity." The 

wanted a railroad. he said. but they didn't want to be 

Miller's response to these types of letters was usually 

The excellence of his railroad education 

from Calvin Brice and General Samuel Thomas was usually recounted. The 

.tablished railroads. particularly the Santa Fe and the Rock Island, were 

portrayed as enemies who were starting bad rumors about him and spending 

re money in the process than a new road would cost. Since the bonds 

covering construction costs had been sold. money for preliminaries was all 

dwt was needed. making any post-construction payment just so much graft 

promoter. In each case. Miller threatened to run the W. S. & G. 

:hrough another town that would be more appreciative of his efforts to 

18
.elp the people. 

Some towns were unable to raise the requested money because certain 

8egments of the community opposed the road. At Hooker. for instance, 

realtors and farmers wanted the road but they could not get the support of 
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Y of the merchants who feared that a new railroad would encourage their 

19
shop elsewhere. 

Other towns were more receptive to the road but were confused because 

received conflicting propositions. The commercial club of Okeene, 

ahoma, sought Noah's help in September, 1910, because Miller had sent 

proposals: one in April, 1910, asking for $2,500 to $5,000 and 

20
following September asking for $15,000. Confusion over the 

Pratt caused embarrassment to the Alva associates 

proposition there in November, 1910. Miller was not 

but had told the Alva crew previously that they could count on 

from Pratt. Having no exact figure to request, they thought they 

asking for $30,000. The Pratt boosters then showed them an 

.rlier letter of Miller's requesting only $10,000. Fulkerson reported 

got out of the awkward situation by stating that the amount was 

idently a stenographer's error, because the smaller town of Aetna was 

21
raising $12,000. Miller hastily replied that the fellows at Pratt "seem 

u go back several centuries to dig up matter-" The $10.000 proposal had 

full and it had been offered long before his 

22
with Alva. 

In an effort to encourage stock sales following the fall tour of 

Oklahoma, Miller flooded the area along the route with prospectuses and 

that touted the road's advantages. Details of the 

COIIIDon stock were featured: not only was the par value of the stock 

paranteed, but it also drew an annual dividend of 6%.23 Despite the 

rculars and the hard work of Miller and his Alva associates, the first 

8tallment payments were slow to arrive. Miller insisted that Noah and 

Ulkerson pressure subscribers. He wanted them to hire three or four men 
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collect the pledged subscriptions at a salary of $20 per week plus 4% 

the collected money.24 Fulkerson advised caution, however, and 

otested that their efforts had been hampered by a tight economy, dry 

skeptics, and outright opposition to the line. Among their 

rumor that MacLean was really dead and that Miller was 

to defraud the people. It was thought that the rumor had been 

by a Captain Stine of a rival Alva bank not connected with the W. 

& G. Stine was also closely associated with some of Miller's enemies 

To counter this rumor, Fulkerson wrote directly to MacLean 

about both his and Miller's business character. MacLean 

swered his "peculiar" questions and told him that there was no more 

H. Leone Miller. He also advised Fulkerson 

if the people really objected to Miller, a popular figurehead 

would	 bring in the money could be named but that Miller 

26 
to really run the road. Fulkerson thought tha t MacLean's 

begun to disprove the rumor and that subscription money was 

starting to come in. Still, he encouraged Miller to treat Oklahomans 

earefully and not to antagonize them, stating, "People here are 

bterested, farmers are interested, but we can not run our hands down in 

27
their pockets." 

In an effort to bring in more funds Miller proposed that each area 

buy only half of the shares they had promised but that they would pay for 

them in full. By paying for the stock outright, Miller asserted that it 

would become guaranteed immediately and would assure those who feared that 

the company would fold before the final payment and subsequent issue of 

the guarantee. This tactic had little success along the line and no 

success with the Alva men. Fulkerson thought that the installment plan 
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thoroughly explained and accepted. To change would only add 

to the proposition and Fulkerson wrote, "My opinion is that on 

end of the line we can come nearer getting the money in small drips 

in chunks, for I tell you these people [in the] west have not got the 

Failing to sell sufficient stock along the route, Miller turned to 

stock brokers. He corresponded with both Anson H. Russell of 

B. Crawford and Company of New York City. Both were 

terested but Miller preferred Crawford, whom he described as an "old 

Crawford also made the better offer. He asked that the W. S. & 

pay	 two-thirds of the $2,000 fees for printed circular advertisements 

29
10% commission on all sales.	 Russell, however, promised to 

at most 70% of the stock's par value, because he claimed that very 

30
of the financially strong would buy the stock at par. On November 

1910, Miller telegraphed Crawford with his acceptance of Crawford's 

Although stock sales along the proposed route were rather anemic, 

greater success selling stock to the members of the board of 

Enough money was raised to begin to give the W. S. & G. the 

On October 20, 1910, Miller made a preliminary 

K. Palmer of W. K. Palmer Company,	 Kansas City, Missouri, 

o make location surveys for the Alva-Des Moines branch. A few days later 

.e two traveled to Alva to make the final contract, and Palmer began 

from Alva on November 7. In mid-December, Fulkerson 

that Palmer had completed thirty-eight miles of survey and was 

to soon have thirty-two more ready. Palmer continued the surveys 

January 21, 1911, when they were discontinued for lack of funds. 

Miller estimated that the surveys had cost approximately $10,000. 
31 
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More office furnishings were purchased, and Miller began to hire help 

the Salina office. Among the newly hired was Bettie O. Anderson, a 

old stenographer from rural Falun in southeast Saline 

She remained in the employ of the company until its dissolution 

significant role in some of the charges made against Miller 

in receivership. 

In December, 1910, Miller bragged to a friend from his Nebraska days, 

that the company was "absolutely out of 

that its offices were "second to none in this State," and were 

with the best grade of oak furniture and top quality Wilton 

Two months later he told Follmer that the offices had grown to 

rooms, including a board room and a drafting room, and that the 

included four stenographers, a chief engineer, and a janitor. 

afterward, Follmer visited Miller in Salina and Miller boasted to 

old friend, N. E. Wylie, that Follmer was so impressed with the 

that he thought he was in New York rather than Salina. In March, 

added to the Salina office staff as consulting engineer at 

33
promised salary of $200 per month. In January, 1911, Miller reported 

instructed him to keep office expenses down to $100 per 

they had been running around $500 and in February they were 

$1,000. It appears that the Alva associates directly contributed 

ittle towards the maintenance of the office, and Miller claimed that he 

34
paid these expenses himself by selling construction company stock. The 

Alva men did pay some substantial W. S. & G. bills, however. In October, 

910, they sent MacLean $3,000 of the $4,000 he required for "incidentals" 

involved in forming the syndicate of foreign investors. They also paid 

fer the Palmer surveys as well as $1,000 to Miller personally. 
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There were other bills that they did not pay, in spite of Miller's 

On October 10, the $1,000 promissory note to Marine Trust, 

the down payment for the W. S. & G. stock guarantee came due, and 

Miller wrote to Fulkerson asking them to liquidate the note. 

same day Miller also wrote the bank, "There is no reason why this 

should drag any longer, because money is getting in from the sale 

these shares. I wish you would write a sharp, good looking 

M. M. Fulkerson and insist on a draft of One Thousand 

immediately. ,,35 The note was not paid despite rather icy 

from the bank. In early December, 1910, Crane and Company 

a bill of $471.46 for its printing of prospectuses, stock 

tificates, and letterhead. Miller forwarded the bill to Fulkerson. and 

suggested to Crane that it issue a sight draft for the 

because Fulkerson had a tendency to be slow. A sight draft was 

but ignored in Alva, much to the consternation of George W. Crane 

wrote Miller at least once a month concerning the bill. Miller 

at Alva was caused solely by Topeka Southwestern 

torney Edwin A. Austin and his friends who were accused of blackmailing 

there just as they had in Topeka. Miller made many 

that the bill would be paid "soon" or "after the next board 

or that he would pay it personally, but it remained uncollected 

Miller continued to make demands upon the W. S. & G. treasury at 

were not met. In early December he asked that Fulkerson send 

installment to Crawford in order to get him started on selling 

The second $500 installment was to be paid ten days later and the 

inal payment after another ten days. He made arrangements in late 
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businessman James A. Kimball to purchase the surveys 

the defunct Nebraska, Kansas and Gulf for $3,000 paid 

thirty days and $2,000 as soon as the line was put under 

37
Salina and Oak, Nebraska . (Kimball was later named 

• S. & G. receiver in 1912.) Miller asked that the "boys" in Alva meet 

is expense, even if they had to make a temporary loan to the treasury. 

e purchase was to bring $350,000 to the road as soon as construction was 

although Miller did not explain how. His primary objective in 

though, was "to inform the people in general that we meant 

In January, 1911, Fulkerson notified Miller that the 

exhausted and that $4,000 more had been spent than had been 

Still, Miller wanted them to at least make a thirty-day loan to 

39 
treasury to pay the Crane bill. 

Not only was the railroad having trouble meeting its financial 

obligations, it was also experiencing difficulty in finding a New York 

City bank to act as trustee. In November, the Knickerbocker Trust and 

Suvings Bank of New York refused to become trustee because "we have made 

it a rule to not be identified with any undertakings in which the 

financing has not been completed.,,40 MacLean recommended that Miller 

apply to Empire Trust and to Trust Company of America, but they also 

declined. The Trust Company of America demanded to know the names of the 

English investors, which MacLean refused, and the names, character, 

experience, and financial strength of the other men involved, as well as a 

complete financial statement of the company. They also stated a 

reluctance to act for the road because its success depended largely 

upon the circularizing method used by F. B. Crawford and Company to sell 

41
stoCk. Crawford's method included printing circulars touting the 
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'Antages of the railroad and the soundness of any investment in it. The 

were mailed to prospective investors, and then salesmen visited 

had responded to the circulars. 

Miller did not accept the trust companies' explanations for their 

wrote MacLean that Wall Street had joined in a conspiracy to 

contruc tion of any north and south railroad. He tried to 

MacLean to accept a trust company outside New York and suggested 

Philadelphia, or Kansas City as alternatives. MacLean insisted 

the investing syndicate needed a New York trust company and suggested 

perhaps Miller's applications were too lengthy to catch the New York 

Also making inquiries into W. S. & G.'s financial status was J. N. 

State Bank Commissioner. His letter, written on December 

• 1910, was very similar to his letter of the previous May, but this 

tter merited a response from Miller. Miller wrote that MacLean had 

to sell the company's first mortgage bonds and that subscriptions 

taken for at least $30,000 of guaranteed stock. He claimed that 

e of the money from the stock sale had been used. The funds needed by 

road, which amounted to nearly $50,000, had been "put into the deal by 

parties who are directly interested.,,43 

Relations between Miller and his Alva associates began to deteriorate 

Most of their disagreements stemmed from the surveys that 

to have had, direct correspondence with MacLean, the Palmer 

distrust of Noah. In early November, 1910, Noah 

arouse Miller's anger and suspicion by demanding that the 

.~any's minute book and seal be sent to secretary Noble. Several weeks 

later Miller sent them and explained that nothing had been written in the 
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for matters relating to the Topeka Southwestern, which 

been removed. Miller wrote Noah, "In general I do not like the way 

and warned that the Alva crew was making the same 

made by his former associates in Great Bend by asking for more 

44
been originally agreed. 

Miller decided that the surveys and profiles that Noah had were not 

as Noah had first described. They had been prepared by a Mr. 

a close friend of one of Miller's old adversaries, a Mr. 

Even though the directors decided that the route would have to 

Noah sent a blueprint copy of Colby's profiles to MacLean. 

,.h notified Miller that they were only meant to be preliminary and were 

give MacLean something to show his clients. Miller objected because 

ah sent the copy directly to MacLean without first showing it to Miller. 

profiles, he also objected that they were done 

the Oklahoma Western name and contained a $10,000 per mile cost 

whereas Miller estimated the cost to be $27,775 a mile. Both 

Fulkerson explained that the Colby profiles were intended to be a 

sample only, but Miller was unconvinced and wrote MacLean that they were 

45
trying to mislead him with fictitious profiles. 

Fulkerson's direct correspondence with MacLean, that was intended to 

rove that MacLean was still living, drove another wedge between Miller 

and his Alva associates. Naturally Miller had always guarded his 

relationship with MacLean quite closely and was very suspicious of anyone 

who contacted MacLean directly without his (Miller's) knowledge. Upon 

receipt of MacLean's letter in which he suggested that a popular 

figurehead president might be named, Miller fired off this telegram to 

Fulkerson: "Advised fully by MacLean. There will be no change in 
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Advise at once as to intent. No more delays will be 

Fulkerson wired back, "You must have had bad dreams [ ;] do 

t lose any more sleep.,,47 He also wrote a letter denying that there had 

thought of replacing Miller and stated that he had only been 

get ammunition from MacLean to combat the skeptics. Of Miller's 

wrote, "It looks to me like you had gone off half cocked. 

at you. Your telegram sounds like a boy to me, and not 

broad gauged business man I have given you credit for being. 

not gain anything by sending such a telegram to a business man. 

I presume the trouble is caused by a letter I wrote MacLean, a 

[and] not one of the Directors saw it or knew anything 

So you can cuss me for it and not the rest for they knew 

nothing about it. Your cussings don't hurt me, so lets [sic] 

each other. Cuss until you get tired, then lets [sic] get down 

o business and build the road. ,,48 

Problems also developed between Palmer and Miller and the Alva group. 

Oh November 11, Miller complained, "I do not like the attitude which Mr. 

Palmer assumes." Palmer had refused to give Miller information about his 

business experience because he was too busy. In retaliation, Miller wrote 

Noah, "He will find that I will not ask again and at my request his work 

will be rejected.,,49 By December 9, he announced that he had lost all 

confidence in Palmer because he wasn't doing anything. Miller then 

ordered U. S. Geological Survey maps and hired a draftsman at $5 a day to 

draw a miniature profile to send to MacLean. 50 Palmer went ahead and 

prepared a miniature profile of his own, but Miller rejected it after 

inspecting it because he said it was not properly done. He wrote MacLean 

about Palmer's miniature profile, "It would be impossible for me to 

I 
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work he had on paper, other than to say it was a grand 

sun-set, viewed by a person who would ride over the level 

western country and gaze on a western horizon just as the 

was sinking beneath same.,,51 Later Miller found further fault with 

work, because he estimated that it would cost approximately $800 

per mile than Miller's estimate to build the first seventy-five miles 

from Alva. Palmer's estimates were also for construction only and 

include the rolling stock or commissions that were included in 

52
estimates. 

Miller soon decided that Palmer was against him and that his 

could be seen in all his work. Since Miller thought 

that the company had made was binding, he decided to 

hiring another survey crew at his expense. He also 

to accept any engineering work unless it bore his 

approval. On January 11, 1911, the new crew headed by C. A. 

Slayton started to survey the north-south route at Turon in Reno County.53 

attorney then threatened to sue the road to force Miller to honor 

Palmer's contract and prevent Slayton and his crew from proceeding, but 

the Alva men were able to forestall the threatened litigation by 

convincing the attorney that Miller had been acting in a personal rather 

than an official capacity. 

Miller received little support or encouragement in this dispute. 

MacLean urged him to exercise discretion in criticizing Palmer because 

MacLean thought Palmer might be providing part of his payment and because 

lithe Truth will eventually discover itself. ,,54 In February, MacLean 

wired, "Palmers preferred [ :] cooperate," which prompted an immediate 

ultimatum from Miller that MacLean either side with him or Miller would 
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from the proposition entirely. Following his cable MacLean wrote 

meant for Miller to work in harmony with Palmer and the Alva 

he feared that members of the English syndicate would 

if they learned of the dispute and threatened suit. He had also 

from Fulkerson that Miller's trouble was an "unaccountable 

dispute" with Palmer. and therefore he recommended that Miller 

differences aside and work on completing the requirements for 

55oreign financing	 before his syndicate lost interest and disbanded. 

Fulkerson also	 pleaded with Miller to settle his differences with 

amicably and not jeopardize the road with a lawsuit. He reminded 

that the Alva crew hadn't heard of Palmer before Miller brought him 

o	 Alva and that they really weren't ready to begin surveying but signed 

anyway to please Miller. They made only one change in 

drawn up by Miller and inserted a clause that 

them to lay Palmer off upon notice if railroad funds were 

Miller's anger with Palmer spilled over into anger with the Alva 

associates. especially Noah. After he learned that they had amended 

almer's contract. he claimed that it was not valid because it hadn't been 

properly approved by the board of directors. The company by-laws stated 

that Miller could sign contracts but they had to be approved by a majority 

of the board. While he did not complain at the time. Miller later 

asserted that "some body blocked a meeting of the Board of Directors" when 

he and Palmer were in Alva. After his return to Salina. he learned that 

the Alva directors signed the amended Palmer contract shortly after 

bis departure,57 The seven Alva men did not represent a majority of the 

board because Miller suddenly announced that the "retired" Salina board 
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never officially resigned and hinted that the Alva men were 

directors. Therefore, Miller stated that Palmer had no basis 

litigation. Miller asserted that the contract had been rewritten to 

t Noah's needs and that it was a part of his plot to further his 

expense of the main north-south line of the 

He wrote Fulkerson, 

Now we might as well bring this matter to a crisis--there is 
only one way to do it. Mr. Noah has tried to undermind [sic] me 
and through Palmer's [attorneys] forced matters acceptable to 
himself or in other words he wished to extend the surveys of his 
Oklahoma Western proposition and went so far as to take the 
matter up abroad to finance them and turn Miller out of the deal. 
There is an old saying, "That open confession is good for the 
soul ll and my advice at this time is that somebody better confess 
until things are straightened out, [or else] what is being done 
by the Alva end of this organization will not be considered. 

Don't try to bluff Miller because he don't know what that 
word means. 58 

Nearly everyone concerned with the project advised Miller to 

with Noah and Palmer. Fulkerson wrote that because 

owned the most stock he had the most to lose and 

he was loyal to Miller. He told Miller that he was 

blaming Noah for lIevery knock that you get from an 

MacLean wrote that the Alva men wanted to work with 

and that he should not allow his temper to hinder the 

progress. He thought that the problems had originated with Noah 

IIbusied himself in looking up your past personalities (which I 

them had nothing to do with your business and railroad 

pac1ties) so they concluded with me and dropped all that and became your 

lends. II MacLean was more concerned that Miller hurry to pay him the 

'tma1nder of his fee and then complete the documents needed for the bond 

sale, because he feared that he was losing his syndicate. "The 
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has already killed one client and another has the 

60
he wrote. Harmony was also urged by Martin H. Potter, 

banker and newcomer to the proposition. He suggested 

t Miller "hold down to straight business lines and allow no feeling to 

ter into what is business.,,61 

Despite all the advice to the contrary, Miller continued the feud. 

associates were trying to steal the proposition and 

t they were only interested in building an east-west road across 

New Mexico coal fields. He continued to portray Noah as 

chief conspirator and villain and said that he was secretly working 

the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway. The Santa Fe wanted 

an east-west road to Des Moines that it could then buy. 

Her believed that because he refused to consider selling out to an 

stablished line. Noah was trying to cut him out of the deal. He informed 

MacLean that he had eight of eleven directors on his side and more money 

than Alva had. He issued another ultimatum to MacLean to either take his 

62
ide in the dispute or accept his departure from the proposition. 

MacLean sided with Hiller but only after an investigation initiated 

by the Alva directors forced MacLean to move to another London residence. 

"A pack of Detectives" thought to have been hired by Fulkerson and Noah 

had so upset MacLean I s "thick-headed German landlords" with its 

investigation of MacLean that they thought he was "some kind of strange 

Socialist or Undeveloped Criminal," and they asked him to find other 

quarters. MacLean accused Fulkerson not only of trying to check up on him 

but of trying to learn the names of his clients in the syndicate so that 

he or Noah could approach them directly.63 
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Fulkerson finally gave up being conciliatory and demanded that Miller 

epay them $940 that they had paid for miscellaneous bills including a fee 

o	 a prospective trust company and the W. S. & G. Construction Company 

Upon repayment he promised to send the minute book, 

company charter, and their resignations, that Miller 

continually demanded for several months. He informed Miller that he 

and the others would go back to working on the Oklahoma Western. Miller's 

iaspicions were further confirmed when Noah went to London to approach 

about financing the Oklahoma Western. MacLean received Noah 

politely but made no promises. Upon hearing of Noah's visit, Miller again 

.ssued an ultimatum to MacLean to either side with him or not work for the 

'innipeg, Salina and Gulf. He recornrneded that MacLean encourage Noah and 

then "through some technicality let their deal drop so they cannot go 

ahead," but MacLean responded that he would not even consider dealing with 

them. 64 

Miller accused Fulkerson of sending circulars that were derogatory 

towards Miller and	 favorable towards the Oklahoma Western to subscribers 

along the line. He	 said the circulars were libelous and he threatened to 

turn them over to the postal authorities. Fulkerson finally wrote a long 

letter on April 22,	 1911, in which he stated, 

I have no apology to make for any of my actions or letters. 
When I saw you were making promises here, there and every where 
about locating shops, division points, this and that, I saw that 
you were not the man I at first thought you to be and we dropped 
you. That is all there is to it. We could no longer work 
together. I guess this is not your first experience of this 
kind [;] others have had the same trouble with you and you with 
them. 

I hope you succeed in your road, it is a good one if you can 
succeed, ours is a good one and needed if we can succeed and it 
remains to be seen who builds west first ... 

I trust you will see where in we are reasonable when we ask 
the return of money spent for things you can use, and that you 
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will realize that our position is not one of antagonism to your 
propositions, if it had been we would have been busy long ago •. 
• for your enemies certainly flooded us with dope and I suppose 
when they show up at other points you will blame us. But I can 
show you plenty of affidavits, copies of official letters, etc., 
to convince you that we were kept informed by your enemies and 
warned against you. 65 

There is little evidence available that verifies Miller's suspicions 

about the malicious intent of Palmer or the Alva men. It is obvious, 

that the Alva businessmen were most interested in the Des Moines 

but this preference was made clear during Miller's first 

negotiations with them. Their stated preference and their majority on the 

board of directors, that Miller had approved, may have made it appear to 

Miller that they were taking over or stealing the proposition. The Alva 

lien officially remained as W. S. & G. directors until the road's annual 

meeting in May, 1911, but the February board meeting was the last they 

attended. Aside from vitriolic exchanges with Fulkerson, Miller ceased 

working on the Des Moines branch and began to concentrate his efforts on 

the surveys being conducted by Slayton and the north-south line from Oak, 

Neoraska, to Oklahoma City. 
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CHAPTER 5:
 

THE TURON PERIOD, JANUARY - JUNE, 1911
 

As Miller I s relationship with his Alva associates began to 

he renewed his efforts to find other backers for the 

Salina and Gulf. He wrote Samuel R. MacLean, his London 

that he had received more monetary support from Salina 

B. F. Brown and H. J. Nesmith than from any of the schemers in 

Miller did not, however, return to the Salina city fathers and 

community for further financial backing. In early December, 

wrote solicitation letters to the postmaster or commercial club 

along the north-south route between Oak, Nebraska, and Oklahoma 

. The letters extolled the virtues of the W. S. & G.' s north-south 

'oad and outlined the advantages of being on the line. The final location 

to be made soon and the speedy formation of a W. S. & G. club 

1b each town to rally support was recommended. Postmasters were asked to 

.end Miller the names and addresses of the town's best boosters and to 

Miller's letter along to them. 

He explained that he was not receiving much support from Salina and 

at in fact, many prominent citizens there were fighting him in an 

der-handed way, because he had once prevented them from taking over his 

proposition and turning it into a plot to rob the people. He wrote to his 

old friend from Oak, Nebraska, days, George Dallas Follmer, that Salina 

would only have a spot on the line and that it would not even have a 

division point. He revealed that the more likely reason for his 

disenchantment with Salina was a simple lack of monetary support rather 

67 
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any duplicity on the Salinans' part. He wrote, "I am sorry to say 

the Bankers of this town took the same stand as the Bankers did at 

• They [Salina] could have had the general offices, machine shops 

.d everything if they would have made an effort to get them. ,,1 

Not only was Miller hostile towards Salina, but there is evidence to 

suggest that Salina was leery of Miller. Progress of the W. S. & G. 

received little coverage in any of the Salina papers. In early February, 

1911, the Salina Semi-weekly Journal printed an editorial concerning the 

possibility of a new railroad through town. It asserted that Salina 

citizens should conclude from their experiences with numerous propositions 

and promoters that the only way to get a north-south railroad was to build 

it themselves without an outside promoter's aid. Without mentioning the 

W. S. & G. or Miller specifically, the Journal may have been thinking of 

him when it stated, "Salina should beware of promoters who make their 

living by selling stock and building a line on paper. These concerns may 

be honest and legitimate, but they will all demand about 25 per cent of 

the gross money raised as their share. ,,2 

Through his December letter writing campaign, Miller became 

acquainted with Martin H. Potter of Turon in southwestern Reno County, 

Kansas, and found him to be his chief supporter during the next few 

months. Potter has been described as the father of Turon. Born in 1854, 

he moved to Kansas in 1875 with his parents. He homesteaded and 

"timber-claimed" 320 acres, which later became part of the city of Turon, 

in Reno County's Miami Township. Potter was very active in civic, 

business, and financial affairs of the small town. He had served on the 

school board and had been postmaster, commerical club president, and 

president of the Turon Town Company. He owned Turon State Bank as well 
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bank in Tangier, Oklahoma. He also owned several other Turon 

Potter Mercantile Company, Potter Drug Company, and Botner 

A biographical sketch written in 1917 stated that Potter 

as always among the first to contribute towards the building of any 

church within ten miles of Turon and described him as "liberal with his 

aeans" to develop his corner of the county. 3 

Within days of receipt of Miller's promotional letter, the secretary 

of the Turon Commercial Club, W. B. Ream (who also edited the local paper, 

the Turon Weekly Press) reported to Miller that a meeting of seventy-five 

businessmen and farmers was unanimous in wanting Miller to put them on the 

route. Ream pointed out that since Turon was half-way between Salina and 

4Alva, it would make a good division station. Miller responded that he 

had intended to make Pratt a division point but that Turon really had the 

better location. If satisfactory arrangements could be made quickly, he 

promised to start surveying out of Turon and hinted that it might become a 

Sdivision after all. Potter also wrote concerning the railroad and Miller 

soun suggested that they meet in his Salina office so that he could show 

6
Potter lithe in-side works of this proposition.lI

Miller's first proposal to Turon stipulated that he would have final 

location surveys made from Turon north to Salina at his own initial 

expense and that the citizens of Turon would subscribe one hundred shares 

of stock or $10,000. One quarter of the amount was to be paid with the 

subscription and 10% was to be paid each week until the total was met. 

Potter and the town of Turon agreed to the purchase but details of the 

payment plan were left uncertain. Miller proceeded with arrangements to 

get the surveys started by hiring an acquaintance from Kansas City, 

Charles A. Slayton, as chief engineer. On December 27, Miller told 
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reserve rooms for the crew of thirteen men for January 2, 1911, 

said that he would be there himself the next day to see the first 

In the same letter, he offered Turon an amended payment schedule of 

down and $750 weekly, which he claimed was "quite a margin to work 

At the same time Miller was also corresponding with the Kingman 

town of Cunningham (about twelve miles south of Turon), Sylvia 

thirteen miles north of Turon), and Plevna (four miles east of 

County towns of Sterling, Lyons, and Little River. 

that Miller did not have a definite route in mind, 

County. No logical route could have included all the 

wrote, and his selection of Turon as a division point 

probably resulted more from the town's quick and enthusiastic reaction 

from any definite plan or study of Miller's. 

Possibly as a means of encouraging prompt responses, Miller often 

employed the technique of telling each town that he preferred its 

lucality, but that something would prevent him from going there unless he 

got quick action. To G. R. Chrislip of Langdon, Miller wrote that he 

favored the more direct route from Sterling to Turon through Langdon 

rather than the route through Sylvia, but Sylvia boosters were working 

hard for the road and he had heard little from the Langdon area. To J. P. 

Ratcliffe, cashier of the Cunningham State Bank, Miller wrote that he 

wanted the railroad to go through that town. One of his Alva associates, 

M. M. Fulkerson, had joined with two other men and bought a half-section 

of land near Prat t on the assumption that the line would not only go 

through Pratt, but that Pratt would also become a division point. 

Consequently, they would profit from the sale of their newly acquired 
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Miller told Ratcliffe that he opposed this move "because I am not 

real estate business" and that he now wanted the line to skip Pratt 

"but it will aid me in my argument if your people will get busy 

close their part of the contract. . . . ,,8 

Possibly intending to rally support, Miller would usually promise 

~s what they wanted in the way of division points, shops, depots, etc., 

1£ "satisfactory arrangements" could be made. The first letters from 

that the town was interested in having a division point. 

division point for that area had been planned for Pratt, 

that fast action from Turon would put the town in an 

cellent position of get ting it. Shortly after Miller promised Turon 

this plum, parties at Cunningham became interested in it. Miller replied 

that their chances had been hurt somewhat by their delays but there 

remained a good possibility of putting the general shops there. Still, 

Cunningham citizens were sufficiently encouraged to report to the Wichita 

9Eagle that they had the promise of the division point. 

There is also some evidence that Miller was quite ready to engage in 

under-the-table deals with individuals in order to gain their support. He 

promised several large landholders that he would build a depot and 

side-track on their land or that he would run the road across their land 

so they could put a townsite on it. Potter and Miller may have had some 

such agreement, since Potter once wrote about seeing Miller in person so 

they could discuss "matters I don 1 t want to write about."IO 

The propositions that Miller offered to the towns usually varied 

according to their populations. Lyons, Sterling, and Turon were asked to 

subscribe one hundred shares and Cunningham, Sylvia, and Little River were 

asked to buy fifty. Reactions varied from cautious enthusiasm at Turon 
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to hesitance at Lyons and Sterling to near outright rejection 

Plevna. In reply to Miller's initial latter, Plevna postmaster Louis 

•	 Ipson sent only six names of area residents and said that he would try 

spread the word about the road but he really didn't have the time. 11 A 

Plevna area man, W. D. Greenwood, asked if Miller 

for $100 to be paid upon completion of the 

stock. He said that many farmers didn't know what 

company was and that they were afraid of the percentage 

plan 12 Correspondents at Sterling, Lyons, and Cunningham 

about the road's certainty and stated that stock 

lales would be much greater if they could be given a guarantee of the 

road's completion. 

Even the most positive respondents at Turon and Sylvia were reluctant 

to meet Miller's terms. After receiving a contract from him in December, 

Sylvia residents made a counter offer in April to give him a bond for 

$10.000 (twice the amount asked) to be paid after the road was built. 

Killer turned down this offer and threatened to drop the town from the 

route. Perhaps in an effort to gain the support of the president of the 

Sylvia State Bank, W. H. Hinshaw. Miller confidentially approached him 

about running the road through a certain tract of land where Hinshaw was 

interested in placing a townsite. He also offered, through Potter, to 

place Hinshaw on the railroad board of directors. Hinshaw rej ected the 

directorship. and Potter made an astute observation when he reported that 

the more Miller offered. the less Hinshaw seemed to think of the 

.. 13
propos1t10n. 

In late December, Potter himself protested to Miller that the 

14
proposed payment schedule for Turon was not realistic. Sometime in the 
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month, after the surveys started, Miller and Potter agreed verbally 

Turon citizens would buy one hundred shares of guaranteed stock as 

pay $1,250 down (half the amount originally asked) and 

ninety days of the deposit of the foreign investors' 

In return, Turon was to become a division 

At first Miller refused to put these terms into a contract with 

that all the contracts with towns had to be similar and 

his promises of a division point were meant to be confidential. He 

complained, in his typical fashion, that Turon was the "only 

8tumbling block" and the commercial club had let him down after he had 

great lengths to help the town. The club refused to accept 

explanation and eventually instructed Potter to inform Miller 

that there could be no deal unless the verbal agreement was put into a 

While Potter questioned the original contract, he was clearly 

by both Miller's threats and the attitude of the commercial 

club. He wrote Miller, "I am mighty sorry the way things are going, the 

fact is I am all broke up; yet I keep a stiff upper lip." 15 Despite his 

threats, Miller soon gave in to the club's demands and sent the type of 

contract they desired, but he emphasized that it be kept secret because 

the entire road would be in jeopardy if the contract's contents were known 

in Lyons, Sterling, and Cunningham. 16 

Miller's relations with the towns of Sterling and Lyons did not fare 

as well. He was never able to get the Sterling Commercial Club to agree 

on a contract. In early February, the club informed Miller that their 

solicitation committee had done nothing on his proposal because sentiment 

17 
was not as favorable as they thought it should be. The Lyons Commercial 

Club did agree to purchase its one hundred shares and had raised nearly 
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required 25% down payment when it halted collections because 

some "unfavorable" reports on the W. S. & G. from Sterling, 

and the club wanted to investigate those reports. Miller reacted with 

anger and traveled to both towns to withdraw his 

While he accused the towns of collusion to avoid making any 

he saw Sterling as more guilty. The surveys that had already 

would be abandoned and the road would go through Alden instead 

Lyons, on the other hand, was to remain on the route and 

18town I S moral support would be asked. Since the primary 

was payment before the completion of the road, the Lyons 

Commercial Club accepted Miller's new proposal and the City Council passed 

· .. h d' I 19a resoI ut10n g1v1ng t e roa 1tS mora support. 

In February, 1911, Miller continued his solicitation letter campaign 

number of towns across southern Kansas. He concentrated 

the following cities: Haviland, Greensburg, Coldwater, 

Ulysses, and Richfield. An announcement was made that the 

road would travel across southern Kansas towards Des Moines, New Mexico, 

rather than across northern Oklahoma. Turon was to be the junction of the 

main north-south route and the branch west to the coal fields. 

Difficulties in building or "heavy work" west of Alva were cited as the 

reasons for the route change, but the deteriorating relations with his 

Alva associates was the real motivation for it. 

Miller's proposals to these towns were similar to those made in 

December, 1910, in that he requested they buy a certain number of shares 

of guaranteed common stock for 25% down and the remainder in installments. 

The proposals differed somewhat as Miller refused to pay for any survey 

expenses himself, because he did not want to get into a situation similar 
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that at Sterling and Lyons where he had made surveys through the towns 

,d then they refused to pay him. As he wrote Potter, "I will not go into 

any deals again unless the money is up as per contract. ,,20 The money paid 

by the towns was to cover all the expenses of the surveying crew and 

completion of the profiles. 

These letters did not quite generate the response Miller desired; 

reaction can be best described as very cautious. A friend of Potter's, A. 

• Sooter of Coldwater, was interested in the road and worked diligently 

its behalf but was unable to elicit many stock subscriptions. The 

at Greensburg was more positive than at other towns. Following 

letters and visits from Potter, the town revived its dormant 

commercial club, formed a committee to investigate the W. S. & G., and 

8tarted taking subscriptions for stock. Still, the club was unable to 

raise the required amount. On April 1, 1911, it reported that half the 

emount was subscribed, but that some of the area's more wealthy citizens 

refused to participate because there was no guarantee of the road's 

certainty. These wealthy few were afraid that if they sent Miller the 

requested amount, the survey would be done and that would be the last they 

21
would hear from the railroad. 

Many of the western Kansas towns wanted more proof that the road 

would be built than Miller could give. The Ashland Commercial Club told 

him that they had "plenty of money to invest in a road," but that they 

were not interested in paying for its preliminary work. "There was a 

proposition offered us recently to invest $3,000 in a preliminary survey 

and we turned it down," they wrote. "Our money is for a road.,,22 

Respondents from the far western counties of Grant and Morton stated that 

their experiences had taught them to demand an ironclad guarantee of the 
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1. G. Marshall of Ulysses stated. "So many roads have 

the county on paper in the last twenty years that we are now 

that we must be shown.,,23 E. M. Dean of Richfield in Morton 

promised to work for the road but warned Miller. "We have been 

[sic] Rainbows in the way of prospective railways so long that we 

have to be shown conclusively before putting up any money.1I 
24 

Martin H. Potter and the town of Turon remained the W. S. [:" G.'s 

trongest	 supporters. Potter aided the cause by writing to prospective 

to assure them that he had thoroughly investigated the 

roposition and found it to be strong. He spent a great deal of his time 

to other towns to try to secure subscriptions and acting as 

IIfield marshal. 1I In March, 1911. Potter and another Turon 

Stevenson. were elected to the W. S. [:" G. Board of 

and Potter	 was named assistant treasurer. Since Miller and 

reasurer M. M. Fulkerson were not getting along. Potter took over many 

functions of the treasurer and when the Alva men were voted out of office 

at the company's annual meeting in May. he officially became treasurer. 

Just prior to the settling of Miller I s contract with Turon. Miller 

hinted that he was looking for a section of land. possibly in Turon. on 

which to put the general machine shops. A month later. on March 2. 1911. 

he wrote to Potter that he needed $5.000 in order lito boost the deal over 

the fence." He offered to enter into another confidential agreement with 

Potter and Turon to give the town lithe general machine shops. the general 

headquarters. and in fact the whole cheese of this proposition ll in return 

for $1.000 and a section of land. Additionally. Miller promised to pay 

25fair market value for the land. Potter quickly persuaded Turon to 

accept the new agreement. and they sent the money within thirty days.26 
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That Miller got the remaining $4,000 is unlikely, for within a few 

of the receipt of Turon's money, on April 6, 1911, Miller wrote 

he would need $10,000 to pay railroad bills within the 

t thirty days. Two weeks later he told Potter that he owed $5,300, of 

ich $2,900 was coming due that month, and six days later still he wrote 

27
needed all of the $5,300 by May 1, 1911. Although the amount 

it is clear that Miller was desperate for money to meet his 

obligations. The $1,000 note to Marine Trust and Savings Bank, 

to cover the down payment for the stock guarantee, had come due 

10, 1910, and the six month grace period in which to make 

to end on April 10, 1911. Payment was also due on the $2,500 

from Traders State Bank in Salina that Miller and B. F. Brown had 

..de in March, 1910. Besides the loan payments, a considerable sum was 

owed to the surveying crew, including the March payroll. There were also 

office expenses to be met, as well as the continual demands for payments 

from MacLean and from Crane and Company of Topeka. Since stock sales in 

laasas were not as great as he had hoped, Miller wanted his New York 

brokers, F. B. Crawford and Company, to start selling W. S. & G. stock in 

the East, and that required $1,334 to pay its initial expenses. There 

were no funds to pay these bills. In fact, Potter notified Miller in late 

April or early May that the company's treasury was not only depleted but 

28
overdrawn. 

To meet his obligations, Miller pressed Potter to force certain towns 

into "closing up" or agreeing to Miller's contract and making the first 

payment. He suggested that Potter change his tactics by avoiding mass 

meetings and just persuading several influential men in each town to buy 

stock. For reasons that will be clear later, Miller stressed that Potter 
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divulge any details of the stock guarantee plan or give the name of 

guaranteeing bank. Instead, he was to say only that the stock was 

by a financially strong bank. Miller claimed the members of 

of Directors were not selling their share of stock, and he 

to quit if they did not give more support to the cause. He 

rther pressued Potter by informing him that he and his friend Stevenson 

the only directors capable of "going out on the line." 

The details of Miller's proposition were changed in an effort to 

funds quickly. He offered to accept full payment for a smaller 

of the installment purchase of the larger number 

originally reques ted. For instance, the towns that had been asked to 

purchase $5,000 or $10,000 of stock were told the road would come through 

their town if only five or six $100 shares were bought and paid in full 

1mmediately. In late April, Miller tried to persuade a prominent Lyons 

citizen, H. C. Taylor, to sell five shares of construction company stock 

to insure his town's spot on the line. When Taylor protested that Miller 

had asked only for the town's endorsement and moral support, Miller 

angrily replied that his request had been a test of Lyons's desire for his 

railroad. Since Taylor declined to sell the stock, the town obviously had 

no confidence in Miller and therefore he promised to go around the town 

rather than through it. Taylor was not too upset about the rejection and 

wrote Miller, "Sorry you must give Lyons the go by, but the owners of the 

road will miss the town as much as the town will miss the road.,,29 

Miller's tactics brought in some ready cash, but not nearly enough to 

meet his expenses. He was able to send MacLean $700 of the $1,000 he had 

demanded for several months. The loan from Salina's Traders State Bank 

was not paid, and Miller and Brown signed a new note for $2,400 to cover 
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After sending messages to Marine Trust and Savings Bank in San 

between boasts of great stock sales and promises 

their $1,000 note after conditions improved, the note for the 

payment for the stock guarantee remained unpaid. 

In January, 1911, Miller reported to Marine Trust and Savings Bank 

the road had had to overcome the opposition of the Atchison, Topeka 

Fe Rai.lway. wkfch had f.looded ~he councryside rd~h s1anderous 

S. & G. In early March, he claimed that "many thousands 

had been collected in stock sales and blamed his Alva 

especially treasurer Fulkerson, for not remitting the needed 

He wrote, "I don't care how hard you crowd the matter at Alva, if 

do business as I have arranged it they can step out of 

deal--I propose to protect our Guaranteed Stock plan.,,30 Later in the 

to pay the money personally if the bank was unable 

to collect it from Fulkerson. In late March, the bank notified him that 

they had sent a letter verifying the stock guarantee to a farmer along the 

proposed line, as they had done many times before; but they warned that 

they would not do so after the April 10 deadline if payment was not 

received. On April Fool's Day, Miller sent a cheery and completely false 

report that large blocks of stock were being sold and that the Kansas 

State Banking Commissioner had endorsed the proposition. Finally a month 

after the due date, the bank returned Miller's note and cancelled their 

agreement to guarantee the road's common stock. The trust officer 

demanded that Miller not use the bank's name in connection with his 

promotion, and stated his case: "You assured us from time to time that 

large quantities of the stock had been sold but none of the sales have 

materialized; you also failed to meet your obligation at maturity; and now 
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are reliably informed that you have used our bank in such a manner in 

enterprise as to cast a reflection on our 

Typically, Miller protested that he had always kept the 

informed of his doings and that large blocks of stock were ready to 

sales were being blocked by the State Bank Commissioner, 

a north-south railroad. Miller then attempted to make it 

ear that he had intentionally dropped the Marine Bank's guarantee plan 

Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf proposition. In an unsuccessful 

another San Francisco bank to guarantee his stock, Miller 

his correspondence with Marine's trust officer had "not 

n satisfactory" and that the bank "was not heavy enough to handle the 

money that we would place in their hands." A few days later he 

to K. J. Russom of Okeene, Oklahoma, that a confidential 

him that the bank would mishandle Miller's deposits into 

32
sinking fund that was to guarantee the stock. 

By March, 1911, the surveys that Miller started in January proved to 

more of a financial burden than he could bear. Although the surveying 

their first camp at Turon, the southernmost point of the survey 

about twelve miles south at Cunningham. Winter weather delayed the 

at first and by late February they were between Sterling 

Lyons. On the morning of April 3, 1911, the crew of fourteen, 

engineer H. R. Gass, and chief engineer Charles A. Slayton 

into Salina city limits and completed their surveys within the 

Miller announced to the Salina Daily Union that 

survey had been run to the southern point of the Oak-to-Salina survey 

Nebraska, Kansas, and Gulf, that he had agreed to purchase. The 

eying crew was not disbanded at Salina but was sent back south to 
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correct and make "minor" changes in the route that probably included 

33
re-surveying around Sterling and Lyons. 

Miller soon began to have problems meeting the expenses of the crew. 

From Slayton's financial statements, it is evident that he signed a 

contract with Miller to do the survey work for a price of $6,230 or $70 a 

day from January 2 through March 31, 1911, plus a monthly salary of $150. 

Miller was also to furnish a camp outfit and to pay for sending the 

profiles and plats to MacLean in England. Miller reimbursed Slayton for 

most of the camp outfit, plus enough to cover the camp's expenses, 

including the January and partial February payroll, but Miller was unable 

to meet the March payroll, that was due on April 1. The crew continued 

working until mid-April, when they threatened legal action and refused to 

leave their camp near Marquette to do any work until they received their 

March pay. 

With most of the surveyors striking, Miller instructed the camp cook 

to take charge of the camp and to throw the strikers out. A few days 

laler, Miller took a car to Marquette where he employed a diversionary 

tactic, perhaps sending word to the camp that their pay was waiting in 

Salina, to get the men to leave the camp. As soon as they left, he hired 

other men to pack up the gear and ship it to his offices. He discovered 

that the strikers had left the profiles, maps, books, and other records in 

a Marquette bank, but, as he boasted to Potter, "owing to a peculiar move 

that I made, the matters were turned over to me and with a little patching 

up I have a completed survey from Salina to Cunningham. All I need is a 

34 
competent survey Draftsman to complete the work." 

Miller blamed Slayton for the trouble, claiming that he and Slayton 

only had a contract for a certain amount of money and that Slayton was to 
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and pay the crew. He implied that the company had given 

more than the contract required and accused him of making a tidy 

himself by not paying his men. Miller promised the men that he 

himself if Slayton would verify the payroll, but Miller 

laimed that Slayton was refusing to cooperate with him. Just a few days 

fore the strike, on April 10, Slayton was fired on the official grounds 

~at he had not turned in any completed work as his contract had required. 

Slayton protested that the surveys were not in final form because Miller 

to work on them after he returned from 

Miller thought that Slayton was advising the surveying crew to 

pay, stay in camp, eat Miller's food, and do no work. He 

Slayton of conspiring with the crew in order to destroy the 

, d. 35 company s cre It. 

Slayton's letters to Miller after his dismissal offer evidence that 

not conspire to destroy the road or its credit and that he 

to the company's financial plight. In his final financial 

statement, he showed a balance of $2,449.65 due him. He offered to accept 

$500 in cash and thirty shares of construction company stock as payment, 

"realizing that the Company is in rather hard financial straits just at 

the present and bearing it the best of goodwill. ,,36 Since he was willing 

to accept stock as partial payment, he obviously did not wish for the 

company to fail. 

In his dispute with Slayton, Miller employed a technique that later 

would help put his company into receivership: he avoided contractual 

obligations by claiming that some technicality had made the contract 

invalid. Shortly before firing Slayton, Miller informed him that the 

Board of Directors had refused to ratify his contract because they thought 
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s price was too high. Therefore, Slayton did not have a valid contract. 

the board's action had been a straightforward disagreement, it probably 

at the first monthly meeting of the board after 

signed the contract. Since it was not brought to 

attention until it was clear that Miller could not meet the 

payments, it seems that this was only an excuse or "back door" to get out 

37
the contract. 

Miller's failure to pay the surveyors had a harmful effect on the 

immediate damage to the road's reputation and in its 

failure. Shortly after the men refused to work, Potter reported 

two of the crew members were in Turon and were spreading the word 

they weren't being paid. "Stevenson and I are being jollied right 

OVer the matter," he complained. 38 The crew members continued to try to 

get their pay, and they eventually filed suit against Miller in Saline 

County District Court in January, 1912. The more serious effect of 

Killer's inability to pay the crew was the role it may have played in the 

kansas State Bank Commissioner's investigation of the Winnipeg, Salina, 

and Gulf Railway, that in turn played a significant role in the company's 

downfall. 

On March 10, 1911, the Kansas Legislature passed House Bill 906, 

commonly known as the "Blue Sky Law," which regulated investment 

companies. The bill was the result of a campaign against the sale of 

fraudulent securities and was a part of a larger movement for progressive 

reforms. The prosperity that followed the Spanish-American War increased 

the number of swindlers selling phony stocks, especially oil and mining 

stocks in the Wes t . Gullible citizens were taken in by the promoters' 

get-rich-quick promises and consequently paid their hard earned money for 
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These charlatans roused the ire of many. who wished 

f.rom unscrupulous businessmen. The panic on Wall Street in 

was a result of over-speculation. only increased the demands 

The Kansas State Bank Commissioner. Joseph Norman Dolley. was 

reformer. In late 1909. he established within the Banking 

~artment an information bureau on companies selling stock in the state. 

to disclose the "fakers" and "blue sky merchants" by making 

about them readily available. Citizens were encouraged to 

information on companies before investing in them. and Dolley even 

letters to newspaper editors requesting that they publicize the 

formation bureau and include blank request forms for their readers to 

. f . 39i n f or ln ormatlon. Dolley's letters to Miller in May and 

1910. were most likely seeking information for his new bureau. 

Through the efforts of Dolley and others. the "Blue Sky Law" was 

the 1911 session of the Kansas Legislature. It 

was the first law of its type in the nation and has been regarded as the 

enly progressive victory in regulating the stock market before the 

40
outbreak of World War 1. The law required that all companies that 

wished to sell stock in the state. with some exceptions. file certain 

documents to be examined by the office of the State Bank Commissioner. 

They also had to receive a certificate from the Bank Commissioner in order 

to offer their stock for sale. The investigation was to determine if the 

company was solvent. if its plan of transacting business was "fair. just, 

and equitable." and if it promised a "fair return" on its securities. 

Pailure to meet these requirements resulted in a refusal to issue a 

certificate and the company's consequent inability to legally do business 

within the state. The law also required that companies file semi-annual 
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arts with the Commissioner and that their general accounts be kept by a 

system with trial balances made at least monthly. These 

to be recorded in a special book that was to be available to 

The law also provided that the Bank Commissioner had the 

send examiners to any company at any time at the company's 

Fees were similar to those for the examination of state banks: 

than $5. 00 a day plus actual travel and hotel expenses. Of 

refusal to allow such examinations resulted in that firm's 

41
its right to sell stock in Kansas. 

Not only was the Kansas law the nation's first "Blue Sky Law," but it 

also very restrictive. The standards set by the Bank Commissioner 

high that in the first year fewer than one hundred out of fifteen 

applicants were granted certificates. Seventy-five per cent of 

e applicants were labelled as fraudulent operations and another 12!:2% 

seen as being too risky or as not promising a "fair return." The 

and similar laws, that were quickly passed in several southern and 

were not without their critics, who objected to the broad 

given to the enforcing agency and especially to the "fair return" 

42
of the law. The 1915 session of the Kansas Legislature weakened 

the law by differentiating standard from speculative securities and 

exempting standard securities from nearly all state control. 43 It was 

Hiller's misfortune that the Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf fell under the 

jurisdiction of the first "Blue Sky Law." The company would still have 

been covered by the 1915 revision, however, because the stock would have 

certainly fit into the speculative category. 

After the bill passed, the Topeka State Journal reported that Bank 

Commissioner Dolley was sending out hundreds of letters to all known 
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wsinesses and corporations that sold stock informing them of the new law 

44
the required documents. Miller received one of the 

1911. On April 5, he sent Dolley a packet of 

information, including the corporation charter, by-laws, Board of 

resolutions, copies of stock certificates, and copies of 

contracts with various cities. He explained that the sale of bonds by 

would guarantee enough money for the fixed expenses of 

construction and equipment and that preliminary expenses were being met 

45
through the sale of stock. A week later he sent a list of board members 

and a notarized financial statement, that showed assets of $100,000 of 

capital stock, $20,000 of surveys, $3,000 for office furnishings, $8,750 

of "cash subj ect to call," and $1,255.38 cash in the company treasury. 

Liabilities included only two unpaid bills: $543.39 for stationery (from 

Crane and Company) and $162 for a Smith Brothers typewriter, leaving an 

46
available asset balance of $132,299.99. 

Miller's reaction to Dolley's inquiry reflected his characteristic 

optimism. Even before he responded to Dolley, he wrote to the Marine 

Trust and Savings Bank that he had already received endorsement and that 

stock sales were picking up rapidly. On April 6, the Salina Daily Union 

stated that Miller felt the new law would have little consequence to his 

railroad. "'We are out the $3 required as fees, together with our 

postage, is all that I can see,' he said. 'If this company ever did 

anything out of the way, we would be pounced upon by the postal 

authorities the first thing. ,,,47 This attitude was communicated to Potter 

on the same day. "I don't think there is very much up, only the same old 

story. our Kansas Legislature has undertaken in the last session to attend 

everybodys [sic] business except their own and that is why we had to make 
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to Dolley and tell him just what we are doing and accept the 

advice of a guardianship in our work. I . am not worried about the 

48 
out come." 

Miller's associates did not share his feelings and were quite 

concerned about the effects of the new law, but he urged them not to get 

"week knees" and assured them that the W. S. & G. certificate would come 

"any day." Miller began to become somewhat annoyed with Dolley when he 

asked Miller for additional information on the railroad, including the 

reasons for listing capital stock as an asset, the meaning of "cash 

subject to call," the amount of commissions paid on stock sales, and the 

~ture of the company's obligation to pay the 6% dividend on guaranteed 

stock. In his reply Miller complained that his company was only trying to 

"give the people of this State a North and South line, which they have 

prayed for for years" and that Dolley was delaying important work which 

was costing the road thousands of dollars in workers' salaries and in lost 

stock sales. He claimed that his road's reputation was also being damaged 

by the investigation. "None of this stock has been sold although 

arrangements had been made for the sale of a considerable amount of it but 

owing to the fact, of the statement sent out by the Bank Commissioner to 

Attica, that we had no authority to sell this stock, all these 

arrangements have been killed so at the present time, we have not issued 

any stock and that it will be a very hard matter to again interest the 

Kansas farmers because they have it in their heads that the Department at 

Topeka would refuse to grant us a privilege of selling this stock.,,49 

Miller traveled to the Bank Commissioner's office in Topeka on April 

20, and spoke with F. J. Partridge, who was in charge of the 

investigations concerning the W. S. & G. 's application. Partridge 
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he could go ahead with his business while the 

was pending. Miller quickly wired the anxious Potter that 

on selling stock and that any questions should be directed 

o Partridge. The Salina Daily Union reported that Miller had already 

approval, but that the certificates weren't printed 

Miller quickly notified Partridge that the paper had misquoted him 

him. "The only statement that I made was 

with the Banking Department and that they 

that they did not want to stop work on any legitimate 

that I should go ahead and proceed." Miller explained 

State Senator Fred H. Quincy of Salina, who introduced the "Blue Sky 

into the Senate and marshalled support for it there, was being 

paper. "You understand this is some of [former U. S.] 

Senator Burton's work and intended as an insult to Senator Quincy of our 

as well as Mr. Dolley and the administration."S1 

Potter remained uneasy and unsatisfied with Miller's news. He 

thought it would be too risky to go ahead with stock sales without a 

certificate and stated that Dolley had only two choices--to either grant 

the certificate or refuse it. He wrote that he and the cashier of his 

bank would write Dolley to see if they could learn his intentions. 52 

Potter's prudence and caution brought an angry response from Miller, who 

accused him of viewing Dolley as a "Guiding Angel" and of telling Dolley 

about the existence of the W. S. & G. Construction Company. He also 

threatened to cancel the contracts with Turon and refund their money. 53 

Potter's replies were both conciliatory and frank. He denied that he 

informed Dolley about the construction company. (Dolley's office must 

have never learned of this company, because no inquiries were made about 
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even though it was covered by the new law.) Potter offered to resign 

the Board of Directors if Miller wished but stated, "Our bunch have 

'True Blue' to you and your Company. In conclusion, if our 

and down the line, and the money we have put up is not 

appreciated, and as Directors if we can not make suggestions or exercise 

thoughts, when we do it in a gentlemanly way, 

your bunch is about through with us. ,,54 Miller 

this explanation and assured Potter that they had just 

In the meantime, the Bank Commissioner's office received news of the 

55 
survey crew and requested a complete report on the matter. 

tiller vehemently replied that the only debts of the company were those 

already reported, Le. the stationery and typewriter bills, and that he 

had broken his contract with Slayton because of Slayton's incompetence. 

Killer may have been trying to manuever Dolley into a position where he 

would have to criticize the surveyors by writing, "One of the men you 

r~fer to, Mr. H. R. Gass, made the statement in my office that if we would 

not pay the money they demanded, that Mr. Dolley would put us out of 

business. I do not know where he got his authority, although he stated 

that Mr. Dolley had informed Mr. A. S. Hadley [another crew member] that 

the case would end as just stated. ,,56 

Dolley wrote a few days later that he had been told that Slayton had 

agreed to verify the payroll. He asked for an explanation of Miller's 

57
continued refusal to pay the crew in light of this fact. Miller fired 

back a long, angry letter in which he again denied owing the men anything. 

He also denied that Slayton had agreed to certify the payroll. Slayton's 

faults and alleged plots against Miller were recounted in detail and 
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of the crew, including H. R. Gass, were also accused of 

company money. Miller offered his and chief engineer H. E. 

sworn statements regarding the affair and they were sent on May 

Miller ceased to be optimistic about receiving certification from the 

and instead began to take the stance of a fighter who 

overcome his persecutors. He informed several people 

of the new law was Salina Senator Fred Quincy and that he 

passed especially to put the W. S. & G. out of business. 

Be boasted that the reaction against the Senator was so great that he 

not be re-elected. Miller was careful not to let Dolley's office 

that this was his opinion; instead he attributed it to others. On 

April 27, he wrote to Special Assistant Bank COIDn1issioner Partridge, 

I am of the same opinion as you are, that the law was not 
aimed at our proposition but many people think that because 
Senator Quincy was the father of the law and that we are located 
in Salina, that it was the intention to block us in building 
this line. These reports are being heard on the streets of 
Salina, in fact it is the common talk and it will have much to 
do with the defeat of Senator Quincy when he comes up for 
re-election and I certainly would hate to see the Senator 
defeated because he is a very valuable man. 

The people in general want a North and South Line of 
railroad and I find that reports are coming from all points 
along the line condemning the action of the department relative 
to our matters. 59 

As the chances of gaining certification dimmed, Miller began to claim that 

it was inconsequential to the ultimate completion of the road. Even 

though he might not be able to sell stock in Kansas, he would be able to 

sell it in the East and in Oklahoma where its importance would be 

appreciated. 
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Although some of the framers of the "Blue Sky Law" were acquainted 

operation, the idea that they specifically aimed to put him 

t of business probably existed only in his mind. The W. S. & G. was not 

known to have rated that type of attention from the State 

Neither was Quincy the father of the law, as Miller claimed; 

Jley is generally given credit for that role. Quincy did introduce the 

11, which originated in the House, into the Senate and led it through 

at chamber to its passage. All Senators voted for the measure except 

either abstained or were absent. Miller had long regarded 

an enemy of the W. S. & G., because Quincy was on the Salina 

committee that had given a negative report on the road in 

Because of this real or imagined enmity, Quincy's role in the 

the bill may have been magnified in Miller's mind. While 

incorrect in giving Quincy sole credit for the law, he was 

in predicting his re-election chances. In the November, 1912, 

four-term Senator was narrowly defeated by the Democratic 

60
candidate. 

Sometime before June 16, 1911, Dolley made a final request of Miller: 

he wanted Miller to submit to an examination of the company's books by an 

auditor at the company's expense. The exact nature of the request is 

wnknown, but Miller claimed that he was instructed to pay Dolley's auditor 

$10 a day for an unspecified length of time. Miller denied the request 

and claimed that the Bank Commissioner's office was making a personal 

61
attack on him, and threatened to sue. Finally, on June 29, Dolley 

denied the W. S. & G. certification to sell stock within the state because 

of Miller's refusal to have the books audited. Dolley stated that if 

Miller intended to do business in Kansas, he would have to use "straight
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business methods" with "everything played upon top of the table 

the broad open sun light." He would also have to have records 

available for examination that would show the company's cash flow: "Whose 

coming out of and also whose pockets receive it." Dolley 

denied making any attack on Miller but stated, "We have received much 

information as to your business life in the past.,,62 Miller's rejoinder 

was that his Board of Directors had refused the audit because Dolley asked 

for $10 a day when the law called for $5 plus expenses. "The boys were of 

the unanimous opinion that the excessed $5.00 spelled graft in capital 

letters," he wrote. 63 Without Dolley's original letter, it is difficult 

to determine how Dolley arrived at the $10 figure. Perhaps he was 

estimating that it would be the total cost, including expenses, to the 

company. Dolley was a member of the progressive reforming wing of the 

Republican Party and it is unlikely that he would participate in any plan 

to accept graft. Even if he had, it is also very unlikely that 

arrangements to collect it would have been made through official 

COl respondence . 

Miller was undaunted by his troubles with the Bank Commissioner. He 

explained that he was being persecuted because Dolley was a jealous, 

frustrated railroad promoter who had tried and failed to build his own 

road. Dolley was also portrayed as a tool of the established lines, 

especially the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe. He threatened to bring suit 

to force Dolley to grant the W. S. & G. a certificate; but he agreed not 

to sell stock in Kansas in the meantime because, "I do not think it best 

to stick my head in the noose and let old Dolley throw the rope over the 

limb and hitch a Santa Fe Engine on to the end of it. ,,64 
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Miller encountered other troubles as well. He remained unable to 

trust company to act as trustee for the English syndicate's 

He had hopes that Farmers' Loan and Trust Company in New York 

uld accept his application. because one of Potter's friends was familiar 

had written a recommendation for the W. S. & G. 

the recommendation did not produce the desired results. 

,Derous applications were sent to other New York trust companies. Those 

at responded to the applications offered polite refusals. usually with 

10 explanations. Miller blamed the refusal of one company. Guaranty Trust 

of New York. on Dolley. who was accused of advising the firm 

Miller. Whether Dolley did this or not. Miller probably did 

imself no favor by informing the company	 that only one of Salina's four 

65
banks would give him a good recommendation. 

Miller suggested and MacLean finally agreed that MacLean would travel 

to New York to use his personal powers of persuasion to gain a trustee for 

the road. Funds for the trip were not forthcoming and it was never made. 

Hiller remained convinced that the New York companies had conspired to 

prevent all new railroad construction and he asked for MacLean's approval 

on a Chicago firm. MacLean reluctantly agreed to accept a Chicago firm 

but still preferred a New York trust company. In early May. H. J. Stover. 

cashier of Traders State Bank in Salina and a new friend of the W. S. & 

G., presented the road's case to the Continental and Commercial Trust and 

Savings Bank in Chicago. but to no avail. A month later Miller reported 

to MacLean that since no trust company would act as trustee for a new 

road. he would try to raise enough money from stock sales to build ten 

miles of track. Then he thought the proposition would not be considered 

an unbuilt road and a New York bank would be willing to serve as 

66 
trustee. 
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On April 29, 1911, Miller announced to Potter that he had changed the 

ad's route because of his problems with Dolley. The north-south route 

uld still go through Turon but it would not branch west there. Instead 

t would travel across the Oklahoma Panhandle and would therefore reduce 

67
miles of track in ungrateful Kansas. Potter became ill in 

and suffered a nervous breakdown, which he attributed to 

Oferworking for the railroad and troubles with his own bank at Turon (the 

$3,000). He resigned from the Board of Directors on May 

take the waters" in Colorado for several months. Soon 

resignation, his friend George T. Stevenson also resigned, 

Stating that Miller could find a stronger man than he to further the 

interests. Miller was understanding at first and wished Potter a 

speedy recovery, but later he became rather hostile towards both Potter 

and Turon. He complained that they had given up on the proposition just 

when he needed them. He accused Potter of resigning at the request of 

Dolley and of having some part, along with Dolley, in the Guaranty Trust 

Company's refusal to act as trustee. Potter responded to these 

accusations in a calm, frank manner. He reminded Miller of Turon's hard 

work and the $3,700 that they had contributed to the cause. "I tell you, 

Miller, you are the limit," he wrote. "You ought to be the last man in 

the Company to cast any insinuations. What you need is friends--not 

enemies--if you are in earnest to put this proposition through.,,68 Miller 

responded with an angry restatement of his complaints and accusations and 

temporarily ended his relationship with Potter. 

As it became clearer that he would be barred from selling stock in 

Kansas and that even if he could sell stock, sales would not raise enough 

money, Miller again began to make arrangements for F. B. Crawford and 
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of New York City to sell stock in the East. Crawford was anxious 

Miller's work and noted that "the present time is conspicuously 

. h .. ,,69energet i c campalgn on suc an attractlve lnvestment. A 

was signed in May, but Miller was unable to come up with the 

$1,334 to pay part of Crawford's initial expenses. He blamed 

this, claiming that he had spread bad rumors about the firm and 

the Board of Directors. It was not until he found other 

Miller would be able to send the necessary funds. 

After Potter's resignation, K. J. Russom, a real estate broker from 

northeastern Blaine County, Oklahoma, briefly took his place as 

W. S. & G. supporter. When Miller became disenchanted with the 

route, he used Russom's services, as he had Potter's, in 

interesting other Oklahoma towns in the road. Employing the same 

technique used in Kansas, Miller contacted a number of Oklahoma towns with 

promises of running his line through their town in return for a certain 

m=ber of stock subscriptions. Okeene was promised a freight division, 

but, like Turon, was to keep it confidential because he had hinted to 

nearby Fairview thought that they might get it. On the proposed 

north-south route, Miller corresponded with Cherokee and Helena in Alfalfa 

County, Fairview and Ringwood in Major County, and Omega and Kingfisher in 

Iingfisher County, besides Okeene. For the Panhandle branch to New 

Mexico, Miller invited the following towns to join the proposition: 

Lookout and Freedom in Woods county, Buffalo in Harper County, Gate and 

Beaver in Beaver County, Guymon in Texas County, and Boise City in 

Cimarron County. By late May, Okeene had raised enough money to make its 

first payment of nearly $1, 000. Miller had instructed Russom earlier 
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:0 send their money directly to Crawford and Company, but when it was 

told him to send the money to Salina because he claimed 

had already been made with Crawford. 

Miller reopened negotiations with the promoters of the Denver, 

l1ngfisher and Gulf Railroad, in order to avoid paying the high charter 

fees and still gain the right of eminent domain in Oklahoma, a right 

to Oklahoma corporations. The road's promotors claimed to 

from Okeene to Oklahoma City and twelve miles of grade 

completed. Miller offered to purchase all rights and franchises of the 

road for $100,000 in cash, to be paid within six months, and to bring the 

road's president, D. K. Cunningham, on to the W. S. & G. board and appoint 

him General At torney of the company. Miller promised to start 

construction in the summer of 1911 and upon completion he would 

70
incorporate the road into the W. S. & G. system. Cunningham had some 

difficulty in contacting the D. K. & G. stockholders, but in late June 

they finally reached a tentative agreement that Miller would pay $10,000 

iL cash and $90,000 by January 1, 1912. Miller had already begun to make 

preliminary arrangements to begin construction. In mid-June he boosted 

the road's credibility by notifying Oklahoma towns along the line that he 

was planning to purchase 600,000 ties and ten thousand tons of steel to be 

delivered at Oklahoma City and Okeene in August. With this material and a 

track laying machine, he planned to build the road's first one hundred 

miles at a rate of two or more miles a day. He also reported that he had 

found new, wealthy financial backers, the Brindley Company of New York 

City and that they would build the road as soon as he could close a 

. h hem. 71contract Wlt t 
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CHAPTER 6:
 

"FAST COMPANY," PART 1, JULY - DECEMBER, 1911
 

Sometime in June, 1911, Miller began serious negotiations with the 

Brindley Company of New York City to construct and equip the Winnipeg, 

Salina and Gulf's first grand division from Omaha to Oklahoma City with 

connecting branches from Kansas City and Des Moines, New Mexico. A final 

contract was signed on July 28, and Miller wrote to MacLean, "I have 

broken into fast company but I found it was necessary to handle this 

deal. ,,1 Through its association with the Brindley Company, the Winnipeg, 

Salina and Gulf Railway met with both its greatest successes and its 

ultimate failure. The officers of the Brindley Company, described as 

being close to the "Wall Street crowd," and their money gave the W. S. & 

G. a new respectability. For a time it seemed that Miller's dream would 

become a reality; but just one day less than ten months after signing the 

cOfltract, the Brindley Company filed suit in U. S. District Court in 

Topeka, Kansas, that resulted in the eventual dissolution of the railroad. 

How the relationship between Miller and the New York firm was 

initiated is unknown, for virtually none of the correspondence between the 

two has survived. It is possible that the officers of the Brindley 

Company saw one of the notices Miller periodically sent in to trade 

journals that stated that construction would start "soon." They may have 

then contacted him, as did many other businesses that dealt with 

railroads, to offer their services. Or perhaps Miller wrote to the 

Brindley Company and invited it to submit a bid for the road's 

construction. 

102 
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The expectations of Brindley Company officials are also unknown. 

may have approached Miller's proposition as a safe business venture 

they may have seen the offer as a speculative arrangement. Regardless 

of the Brindley Company's reasoning, it is obvious that Miller had a 

desperate need to find new financial supporters to continue the W. S. & G. 

He had been barred from his chief fund-raising method, stock-selling, in 

Kansas. and he was unable to raise enough funds to complete the documents 

that MacLean required for his negotiation of the road's first mortgage 

bonds. Miller believed that many of his problems would be solved if he 

could manage to build at least ten miles of track. He thought there would 

be no problem then in finding a New York City trustee because the W. S. & 

G. 'Would be considered an already established road and it would not be 

affected by Wall Street's prejudice against new lines. Obtaining a 

trustee would fulfill the most difficult of MacLean's requirements and 

then the English syndicate's money would become available to build the 

rest of the railroad. 

To MacLean, Miller explained that it was necessary to bring in the 

eastern men because his local board of directors deserted him after one of 

his former associates from Alva. Henry A. Noah. circulated a story that 

Miller and MacLean were conspiring to defraud the people. According to 

Miller, Noah claimed to have learned of Miller's and MacLean's intentions 

during his trip to London to see MacLean about financing his Oklahoma 

2
Western line. There is no evidence, however, to substantiate this story. 

To his friend. K. J. Russom of Okeene. Oklahoma, Miller was somewhat more 

truthful when he wrote that he had invited the Brindley Company to join 

the proposition because he couldn't raise enough cash alone. But he 

blamed his problem on Russom's neighbors. the Oklahoma farmers, whose 
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demands for cash for rights of way were "something that has never been 

known in the history of railroad construction. ,,3 

As the negotiations continued, it began to appear that the future of 

the W. S. & G. was more secure. Miller hinted to his correspondents along 

the line that a new proposition would be offered which would be far more 

appealing than previous proposals. He would not ask for money to cover 

preliminary expenses but instead would yield to the many requests he had 

received and would accept cash bonuses after the road's completion. He 

offered to refund the money already put in by Turon and Okeene, because it 

would not be fair to keep their money when other towns would get the road 

although they had only made promises to pay after its completion. He 

warned his correspondents that even though their funds would not be 

required immediately, the New York associates would demand quick action 

and commitment from them. Cautioning a party in Guymon, Oklahoma, he 

wrote, liDo not frame up any deals, that cannot be carried through, for 

this reason; I have now associated with me, men who will not trifle and if 

yo~ were to offer a proposition and our people were to come to Guymon and 

close it up and the thing failed, it would be all off as far as Guymon was 

concerned. ,,4 He also warned his friends along the line that if they 

"wanted in on the ground floor" of the proposition, they should buy stock 

in the W. S. & G. Construction Company without delay because the Brindley 

people had recognized the stock's great potential and were planning to 

5
purchase all available shares. 

Negotiations with the owners of the Denver, Kingfisher and Gulf 

reached a stalemate at the same time that negotiations with the Brindley 

Company concluded. While D. K. & G. owners and Miller had agreed on a 

purchase price and terms of payment and Miller had received their surveys 
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d profiles, he still demanded a "complete invoice of the proposition." 

wanted precise information about rights of way, especially the exact 

to the D. K. & G., as well as the status and 

rights of way. On the other hand, the owners of 

make the $10,000 down payment and threatened to 

to make it. Neither side was satisfied, since 

$10,000 and the D. K. & G. officials did not have 

.e documentation that Miller wanted. By the time he had signed the 

Miller had nearly given up on acquiring the Oklahoma 

He told Russom that he was writing to the owners again for detailed 

financial information but he considered it a waste of a stamp. A few days 

later he wrote that he no longer wanted the D. K. & G. because its debts 

6 ..ounted to more than twice the agreed purchase price. 

Prior to his agreement with the Brindley Company, Miller began to 

prepare his office for increased activity: two new typewriters and an 

adding machine were ordered and preliminary arrangements were made to hire 

a new chief engineer, Warren Nickerson of Milwaukee, at a monthly salary 

of $200. In mid-July, Miller approved proofs for stock certificates to be 

engraved by Security Bank Note Company in Philadelphia and sent the 

initial $25 payment. He promised that the subsequent payment, as well as 

the payments for the new office equipment, would be made later by the new 

Brindley associates. He also notified F. B. Crawford and Company in New 

York that his new Eastern associates would pay its initial fee so Crawford 

could begin selling W. S. & G. stock in the East. Miller received an 

unexpected boost from the Oklahoma State Banking Department in July 

shortly after his rej ection by the Kansas State Banking Department. In 

response to a request from Russom, the building and loan auditor of the 
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department, W. M. Malone, wrote, "Mr. Miller the president is 

as a man of fair general reputation, and spoken of as a good 

man, but [his] means regarded limited. Authorities report the 

prompt in meeting obligations and speak of prospects as fair.,,7 

As the prospects of a contract between the W. S. & G. and the 

Company grew brighter, it was apparently agreed that the 

would meet at the railroad's headquarters. Miller notified 

the line that he and the Brindley officers would be traveling 

proposed route. He thought that the branch across northern Oklahoma 

the most attention from the Easterners because of its 

the coal fields. He wrote to G. E. Patten of Lookout, 

not be surprised with the next thirty days if you find a 

Lookout and tell Mrs. Patten that the whole crowd 

The trip never materialized but Miller did entertain some of his new 

two or three weeks. On July 8, the Salina Evening Journal 

the W. S. & G.'s new vice president and general manager, 

es M. Herbert, had arrived in Salina to begin arranging for the road's 

Herbert had been in the railroad business since 1880 and 

held various positions, including superintendent of the Kansas and 

division of the Missouri Pacific, general manager of the Denver 

Rio Grande, and vice-president and general manger of both the Colorado 

Southern and the Fort Worth and Denver City Railway. He had retired 

become interested in the iron and foundry 

He told the Journal that the great possibilities of the W. S. & 

had lured him back into active railroad work. The paper also reported 
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the Brindley Company had accepted the terms of a contract to 

9
the road and that financing had been completed. 

Sometime after Herbert's arrival, another new associate, George R. 

Cotter, joined the W. S. & G. Cotter, of Texarkana, Arkansas, was a 

lumberman and also had railroad management experience with the Fort Worth 

and Denver City. Cotter and Herbert may have known each other through 

their experience with this railway. The connection between the two men 

and the Brindley Company is unclear. Neither man appeared to have been 

associated with either the Brindley Company or Miller prior to July, 1911. 

It is possible that Brindley recommended Herbert and he, in turn, 

recommended Cotter. 

Gilbert H. Gilbert of the Brindley Company and possibly other 

officers of the company also arrived in Salina in July. Rumors began to 

circulate about the railroad and one of the newspapers reported that 

strangers from New York and elsewhere had been seen at Miller's offices. 

Although Miller denied it, the Salina Daily Union reported a rumor from 

Un~on Pacific circles that the W. S. & G. had purchased the Union 

'f' , " " "1 10Pac~ ~c s ent~re t~e p~ e. 

After several weeks, Miller signed a contract as president of the 

Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf Construction Company with the Brindley Company 

to survey, design, build, and equip the W. S. & G. 's first grand division. 

The division was approximately 1080 miles, from Omaha to Oklahoma City 

with branches from Kansas City to Salina and from Kiowa, Kansas, to Des 

Moines, New Mexico. The contract stipulated that the W. S. & G. turn over 

all its surveys, profiles, and plans to the Brindley Company and that it 

was to immediately make a final location survey for the line. The 

completed survey was to be submitted to the W. S. & G. for its approval. 
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~e railroad construction company was to pay for the survey as well as to 

provide all necessary rights of way. As soon as rights of way were 

obtained, the Brindley Company was to begin construction of a first class 

steam railway. Details of the construction were left unspecified except 

that the track was to be laid with seventy-pound new rails and that the 

average cost per mile was not to exceed $14,500. The W. S. & G. reserved 

the right to make arrangements for subcontractors, equipment 

manufacturers, and others, with the agreement of the Brindley Company. As 

it completed construction of each division of approximately one hundred 

miles, the Brindley Company was to immediately turn it over to the W. S. & 

G. Construction Company. The railroad construction company agreed to 

assume the purchase and delivery of the rolling stock but in return the 

Brindley Company was to design and build all terminals, roundhouses, and 

other buildings needed by the road. All work was to be completed within 

three years. 

For its services, the Brindley Company was to be paid actual 

COllstruction costs plus 10% in cash. Expenditure statements and 

consequent payments were to be made twice monthly. The W. S. & G. 

Construction Company was to turn over nearly one quarter of the railway 

company's common stock to the Brindley Company immediately and one year 

later, on July 28, 1912, it was to receive 92 1/3% of the unsold preferred 

stock. In order to defray the construction costs, the W. S. & G. 

Construction Company was to arrange the sale of the first mortgage bond 

issue of $29,997,000 and the sale of $3,000,000 par value of the railway 

company's cumulative 6% preferred stock. (Prior to his involvement with 

the Brindley Company, Miller had claimed that all railway company stock 

was cornmon stock that paid a 6% dividend. Part of the agreement with the 
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Brindley Company must have included differentiating the stock	 between 

11$27,000,000 par value common stock and $3,000,000 preferred stock.) The 

contract was made with the Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf Construction Company, 

which was merely a tool of the railway company and Miller. A contract, 

that was virtually identical to the contract between the construction 

company and the Brindley Company, was also made on July 28 between the W. 

S. &G. Railway Company and the W. S. & G. Construction Company. 

In addition to the contract, the Brindley Company agreed to advance 

funds to meet the immediate operating expenses of the railway. The 

Brindley Company later claimed that it had been misled into believing that 

the W. S. & G's financial status was far better than it actually was. It 

contended that Miller had claimed $5,000,000 of the first mortgage bonds 

were already subscribed and would be immediately purchased at a price of 

about eighty-five cents on the dollar. A deposit of $500,000 was said to 

have been made and immediately available. Additionally, large 

subscriptions for W. S. & G. stock, that were to be paid in cash, were 

claimed to have been placed, and negotiations for bonuses from the various 

towns along the route were nearly completed. 12 Miller's rationale for 

Brindley's advancement of funds is unknown but he did tell MacLean that he 

would pay Brindley up to 25% of the entire capital stock of the railway 

company for the advances. 13 The Brindley Company was also to secure 

through their Wall Street connection a New York trustee for the road. The 

Trust Company of America was cited as its first choice and Knickerbocker 

Trust was second. The officers of the Brindley Company also became 

officers and directors of the W. S. & G. Railway and Construction 

companies. The apparent leader of the Brindley men, Alexander Perry, 
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became the W. S. & G. treasurer. Gilbert H. Gilbert became second 

vice-president, and Charles C. Whitehead became secretary. 

The new board of directors included the three Brindley men, Herbert 

~ho was also general manager and first vice-president). Cotter. Hal J. 

Nesmith of Salina. and Miller. The names of those holding the remaining 

positions were not revealed to the public but Miller claimed that the men 

were Easterners who represented some of the strongest financial 

institutions in the country. There is no indication that these positions 

were actually filled; they were probably held open for representatives of 

the yet unnamed trustee. 

Miller's assessment of his arrangements with the "Wall Street crowd" 

1s unclear. At times he wrote that he was allowing the Brindley Company 

to "take the proposition off my hands. II To K. J. Russom. he wrote, "I 

have virtually turned this matter over to them and am only sitting in the 

game now to protect the interests of my friends and see that the line is 

built according to my pledges to the people along the line." 14 To 

MacLean, Miller gave a different view. He wrote that the Brindley Company 

had relieved him of the construction work only and that it was to turn an 

operating railroad back to him. In another letter. Miller told MacLean 

that he had "lost nothing" in his arrangements with the Brindley people. 

He claimed to have come out of the deal stronger than before. "I have 

15
bound these fellows down by a money consideration." he boasted. This may 

have been Miller's true feeling about his new association. As he told 

Warren Nickerson before hiring him. "We have entered into a mixed up 

arrangement relative to the construction of the line. The Brindley 

Company will act as subcontractors but I find that virtually everything is 
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going to fallon myself and Mr. Herbert to see that the line is 

constructed in the proper form. ,,16 

In the weeks prior to his closing the contract with the Brindley 

Company, all seemed to be going well for Miller except for his 

relationship with MacLean. As he had in the past, MacLean complained that 

the members of the English syndicate were growing impatient with Miller's 

delays and had their money ready to spend. "Fully half million cash 

option is reported ready for closing up the underwriting, and the balance 

is to be duly arranged for in payments suitable to your construction 

requirements," he wrote. 17 He also complained that Miller had not sent 

him all the expense money he needed and warned that he might not be able 

to hold the syndicate together past the August bank holidays. 18 News of 

Miller's negotiations with Brindley seemed to encourage MacLean who then 

decided that the bank holidays need not be a deadline as long as it looked 

as though Miller was actually progressing with the road. He also said 

that he could interest some French and Swiss bankers in the proposition 

even if the English syndicate did break up. He did want, though, to be 

fully informed of Miller's progress with Brindley.19 Before his request 

could reach Miller, Miller telegraphed him that the new board of directors 

was in session and that all required documents would be forwarded to him. 

MacLean was quite pleased with the news and reported that he had tried to 

inform the syndicate but could only locate one member. The other 

20
investors were away at the seaside, avoiding London's heat. 

Miller instructed MacLean, as he had in the past, to restrict his 

substantive communications to others and send them only to Miller. He 

reminded MacLean, "Owing to the fact, that our experiences in the past 

• have ended in failure, I wish to suggest that I have matters now, where 
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they will materialize and should any of the representatives from New York 

or elsewhere write you, simply inform them, that you have a resolution 

from the Board of Directors, authorizing that the negotiation is being 

handled between the writer and yourself." In the same letter, he stated 

that Alexander Perry was "inclined to be a little inquisitive and for that 

reason [I] insist that you recognize no one in this deal but myself. 

have given him to understand that this will be the case." Miller also 

suggested that MacLean persuade most of his clients to pool their stock 

with Miller's and in that way they would have enough stock to vote out the 

Brindley Company if it became necessary. "We will have absolute control 

and should the New York parties get smart on our hands, we can eliminate 

21
them," he advised. 

After the Brindley contract was signed, Miller did as he had hinted 

and offered a new proposition to the towns along the route. No funds were 

asked for preliminary expenses but bonuses to be paid after the road's 

completion were requested instead. The amount asked depended on the size 

anu population of the area. Lindsborg was asked for a bonus of $10,000, 

Greensburg for $12,000 and Guymon for $15,000. Miller told residents of 

the western Cloud County towns of Jamestown and Delphos that he would need 

a $24,000 bonus from the county in order to run the road in their 

direction. In most cases, the localities were to pay 25% of the amount 

upon completion of the road and the remaining 75% over the following three 

years. 

Miller announced that the first construction would take place between 

Salina and Oak because there was a greater demand for a northern outlet 

than a southern one. Even though many preliminaries still remained to be 

done, he confidently stated that "cars will be running out of Salina on 

I 
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Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf Railway before Christmas. ,,22 The route of 

Des Moines branch was undetermined since Miller contacted towns in 

both northern Oklahoma and southern Kansas. By late August, Martin H. 

Potter of Turon had recovered from his illness and had returned to that 

city. He expressed a willingness to work for the proposition again but 

asked Miller rather pointed questions in regard to the arrangements with 

the Brindley Company and the nature of the road's finances. Miller 

responded by accepting Potter's offer to work for the road and then 

threatening to drop Turon from the Des Moines branch. He told Potter's 

friend, A. L. Sooter of Coldwater, that this was his last offer to 

southwestern Kansas towns and that he would build across Oklahoma if he 

did not receive the proper support from them. He complained about Potter, 

"I have tried to get brother Potter and the Turon boys to aid me in this 

matter but Potter seems to want to do everything but what we are anxious 

23 
to have done." 

Miller did not correspond with many towns along the Salina to Kansas 

City branch, but he briefly reconsidered the Topeka Southwestern. George 

W. Crane saw the Salina Evening Journal's article announcing the arrival 

of Herbert and when he wrote to again remind Miller of his unpaid bill, he 

asked how the new plans would affect the Topeka Southwestern line. Miller 

replied that he would still be willing to incorporate the line into the W. 

S. &G. system if the Topeka group would agree to the original terms, i.e. 

about $50,000 with $5,000 or $10,000 down and construction started in 

ninety days.24 Crane was certain the terms would still be acceptable and 

thought that the only difficulty would be in assemblying the road's Board 

of Managers during the hot summer months. "Whenever matters are in such 

shape that you think you can take hold and swing it, let some of us know," 
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2S 
wrote. Miller qUickly replied that he was ready for action, but at 

point the matter sank into oblivion. 

The announcement of Miller's association with the Brindley Company 

a favorable reaction from the Salina press. The Salina Daily Union 

ote, "They (Saline County citizens] have not taken a general interest in 

the Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf, because several proposed north and south 

railroads have never materialized, but the change of tactics by the 

. has given rise to rumors that success has crowned the 

the promoters so far as raising the money was concerned and the 

movements would be made soon looking to the immediate 

eonstruction of the road. ,,26 The Union's rival, the Salina Journal, in 

its semi-weekly version, noted that the construction of the W. S. & G. had 

become "practically an assured fact," and predicted that the road might 

27make Salina the Kansas metropolis rather than Wichita or Hutchinson. 

Miller was certainly pleased with this new-found support but was careful 

to not overuse it. He wrote to his editor friend in Turon, W. B. Ream, 

"Salina has at last come to their senses and I am being given here a most 

loyal support. Both papers are doing their best for us and I am bound to 

hold them down. We do not wish them to write too strongly at this 

time. "28 Miller cited the press's new support to MacLean in his argument 

for the necessity of allying himself with Easterners. MacLean had 

originally recommended that the railway board of directors consist of 

local businessmen. Miller contended that he had tried this but was unable 

to succeed because of "extreme jealousy" among Kansas businessmen. He 

claimed that Kansans were so jealous that they would fight a business 

29venture rather than see fellow citizens make money from it. 
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Within three weeks of closing with the Brindley Company. trouble 

caused Miller to threaten to annul the contract. The cause. 

~cording to Miller. was the Brindley Company's reluctance or tardiness in 

the railroad's expenses. On August 10. Miller wired the Brindley 

that he needed $500 wired to him that day. He also inquired as to 

3D
would receive the draft with which to pay Crawford. Brindley's 

response is not known. but it probably demanded an accounting of the 

because the next day Miller fired back. "I am not an employee and 

to explain but will annul the Brindley contract unless amount is 

sent by wire today." The day following that Miller declared to Herbert. 

"Perry cannot run this office. ,,31 On August 14. Miller telegraphed the 

eastern office that its failure had caused him much trouble but that all 

would be well if the cash was to be immediately forthcoming: a week later 

he had still not received any funds and he asked. "Is it your intention to 

continue this method of meeting Company obligations?" On August 29. 

Miller said he had sent approved vouchers for Crane and Company. Nesmith. 

and himself and issued the following warning to Brindley: "You will hear 

nothing from this office until amounts are paid in full." The form in 

which the vouchers had been prepared seemed to have been part of the 

controversy. because two days later Miller wired. "Prepare vouchers to 

32
suit yourself. I want cash as per your agreement." 

The situation reached a crisis in early September when Gilbert and 

Whitehead of the Brindley Company traveled to Salina. On Tuesday morning. 

September 5. Miller met with them and Cotter and had what he characterized 

as a "stormy session" in which he was ultimately victorious. He described 

the proceedings to MacLean. "After discussing the matter for ten minutes 

on their [Gilbert's and Whitehead's] part. I convinced Mr. Cotter. who was 
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1ng for himself and Mr. Herbert, that the Brindley Company were a pack 

and without any delay Mr. Cotter stepped in to one of 

stenographers and dictated a letter, which . . is an ultimatum for 

Brindley Company to make good." The two Brindley representatives then 

.d the blame on the absent Perry, and Whitehead was said to have written 

a seventeen page letter advising him to make the necessary payments. 

agreement was made, according to Miller, between Whitehead, Cotter, and 

who are acting straight" to "take the matter up and push it 

annulling the Brindley contract" if Perry did not make good on the 

During this meeting Miller also reported that he had 

the Brindley Company was not strong enough to secure a New York 

as they had agreed to do. Consequently Mr. Cotter contacted some 

friends at Commerce Trust Company in Kansas City, Missouri, and began 

negotiations for it to act as trustee. Miller claimed this move followed 

MacLean's instructions, and although the letter of instruction has not 

survived, MacLean was apparently happy with the Kansas City trust 

company. 33 Miller told MacLean that he thought he now had a good working 

relationship with the Brindley Company and reminded him that, "it only 

requires a little firmness on your part to absolutely refuse to recognize 

any factions and as I told you, you conduct matters with me alone.,,34 

Brindley's version of the proceedings of the September meeting is 

unknown, but with one exception it did meet the railroad's expenses, 

including the long overdue bill from Crane and Company of Topeka and the 

$1,334 payment to F. B. Crawford and Company of New York to start its 

stock selling campaign. Brindley did not, however, pay MacLean the $2,550 

he demanded. The amount that Miller received is also unknown, but the 

Brindley Company did meet the August payroll of $1,850 for the Salina 
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office, which included $1,250 to Herbert, $200 each to Special Engineer 

~lie and Chief Engineer Nickerson and $50 each to two stenographers, one 

bookkeeper, and one janitor. 

After the September meeting, Miller's relations with the Brindley 

Company improved for a few weeks. One of the results of the meeting was 

that Wylie and Nickerson were sent over the route north of Salina. 

Purchase of the surveys of the Nebraska, Kansas & Gulf, which ran between 

Salina and Oak was not ruled out, but it was evident that running new 

surveys was preferred. They returned on September 23 and reported that 

there would be heavy work in Cloud County between the Solomon and 

Republican rivers. Nickerson also reported that there did not seem to be 

much support for the road in northern Kansas. He wrote, "Although there 

had been much talk of aid in showing us the country, it all resolved into 

'hot air' and no man went a foot of the distance with us except when 

looking over the country via Hedville.,,35 

On their return, they discovered that the line would have to be 

resurveyed south of Salina in order to include Lindsborg and make other 

changes in the route. A surveying crew was organized, tents were ordered, 

and the party of fourteen in three heavily loaded wagons left the Salina 

36offices on the morning of September 29. Nearly a month later it was 

reported that the crew had reached Lindsborg and were headed on to 

37
Turon. 

In early October Miller informed Potter, with whom he was still 

annoyed, that the line would branch at Kiowa and go thrugh the Panhandle 

rather than branch at Turon and take the southern Kansas route. Potter 

expressed his regrets but indicated that he would still do all he could 

38
for the road as long as it went through his town. When the news spread 
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to others in the town, several wrote Miller imploring him to reconsider. 

blaming the Santa Fe railroad for his cool reception 

and stating that he would build the branch from Turon 

after all "if the Turon Commercial Club will take hold of this matter and 

carry out our plans." The plans were for the club to help drum 

up support for the W. S. & G. along the southern and southwestern Kansas 

route. They club was to assure towns that Turon had known about the W. S. 

&G. for some time and that there was so much support for it that the town 

39
had placed a considerable sum of money in a trust for the road. At the 

same time, Miller was telling his Oklahoma correspondents that the line 

would branch at Fairview, Oklahoma, and take the Panhandle route to the 

New Mexico coal fields. The surveying party continued south from Salina 

and at the end of the year it was announced that they were within ten 

miles of Turon. Miller announced that the road would begin to aquire 

rights of way between Salina and Kiowa as soon as the crew reached Kiowa 

40and that part of the first grand division would be constructed first. 

Miller made other preparations for construction. Through his friend, 

K. J. Russom of Okeene, Miller made inquiries into acquiring another 

Oklahoma railroad, the Pueblo, Oklahoma City and New Orleans. Miller had 

been very familiar with the state of the company in 1908 and claimed that 

he wanted to obtain their charter because the road had little, if any, 

indebtedness. If they were successful in buying the charter, he promised 

that construction would begin in Oklahoma. He might very well have had 

unsatisfactory dealings with the road I s owners in the past because he 

insisted that Russom do the negotiating and that he reveal neither the 

. 41
railroad nor the promoter he was representlng. Russom began 

corresponding with the line I s secretary, George H. Dodson of Oklahoma 
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Since Dodson and his associates had not completely abandoned their 

for construction, they were more interested in a partnership than in 

If a partnership was out of the question, Russom learned that 

they would offer the road for about $50,000. Miller had objected to the 

$50,000 price tag because he knew that only $15,000 to $22,000 had been 

invested in it and that it had been offered for sale in 1908 for $25,000. 

While Russom did not disclose Miller's name, he did tell Dodson a bit 

about the road he presented and that a contract for its construction had 

been let. Dodson commented rather sarcastically that Russom had described 

a totally new method of railroad construction. He asserted that the usual 

first step in promoting a railroad was to decide upon a route and make 

permanent surveys that would show the exact numbers of bridges, culverts, 

fills, and the amounts of dirt to be moved. Only then could financiers 

and construction contractors be approached because only then could an 

intelligent estimate of construction costs be made. He also questioned 

the competence of a financier and contractor who would work for a road 

without a permanent survey, maps, profile, and field notes. Russom 

indignantly replied that the financing and construction parties had ample 

opportunity to know what "every foot" of the line would cost. 42 A few 

days later Russom notified Dodson that he could expect to hear directly 

from the president of the road he represented, but Miller never contacted 

Dodson. In early November, Miller advised Russom that it was no longer 

necessary to obtain an Oklahoma chartered railroad because a recent U. S. 

Supreme Court ruling had virtually invalidated the advantages that 

Oklahoma had given roads chartered in the state. 
43 

Miller continued to prepare for construction. He made initial 

inquiries into the procedures and charges for filing foreign charters in 
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states of Nebraska and New Mexico. He also promised to make a 

with the Pennsylvania Inspection Bureau of Johnstown, 

to inspect the road's rolling stock and all bridge and 

. 1 . . 1 44materla upon lts arrlva. For a brief time, Miller 

with an Edward Roemer of New York City about financing and 

S. & G. 's second grand division from Oak, Nebraska, to 

Roemer owned the Winnipeg and Galveston, another paper railroad 

covering much the same territory as the W. S. & G. Miller gave up 

Degotiations, however, when Roemer informed him that Roemer's contacts in 

both railroad financing and construction were doing his work only as a 

favor to him and that they rejected ninety-nine out of one hundred 

45applications for their services. 

As a result of the September confrontation with the Brindley Company, 

Commerce Trust Company of Kansas City, Missouri, was approached by Cotter 

and H. J. Stover, cashier of Traders State Bank in Salina, about acting as 

the trustee for the funds raised by the English syndicate. Stover 

reported that both the company's president, W. T. Kemper, and treasurer, 

Richard C. Menefee, were impressed with the W. S. & G. and interested in 

acting as trustee. Menefee himself wrote and indicated that the trust 

company would be pleased to act as trustee "if satisfactory arrangements 

could be made.,,46 Miller immediately informed MacLean of the breakthrough 

but he refused to release the news locally. In response to a query by 

Potter, Miller stated that the road had a trustee but that the Board of 

Directors had instructed him to tell as little as possible about it 

because the trustee would be flooded with bothersome letters asking for 

verif lcatlon.
. . 47 In mid-October Miller sent the trust company a proposed 

Deed of Trust, a mortgage bond, and the W. S. & G. stock agreements. He 
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80 proposed that the trust company name four men to the W. S. & G. 

President Kemper quickly responded that while they were interested 

road. Miller still needed to show them that the bonds had been 

and that the road would be adequately financed. A few days later 

suggested that MacLean persuade his syndicate to place at least a 

deposit on the bond sales in a London bank as a pledge of good 

Cotter continued with his negotiations with the prospective trustee 

and by the end of October he reached the following tentative agreement: 

Coomerce Trust would act as trustee for the W. S. & G. for a payment of 

$5.000 plus $.50 for each of the first twenty thousand bonds issued. It 

was expected that MacLean would arrange for the $500.000 deposit as soon 

as he received word of the trust company's acceptance of the railroad's 

deed of trust and mortgage bond. There was also an understanding that the 

trust company could withdraw if the bonds were not sold within a specified 

time period. Shortly after the agreement Cotter wired Miller and stated 

that it might be possible to persuade the trust company to require only 

$1,000 down with a promise to pay the remaining $4.000 with the money 

released by F. B. Crawford and Company from their stock selling campaign. 

Cotter also suggested that the Brindley Company advance the necessary down 

49 
payment. 

While Herbert was pleased with Commerce Trust's interest. he 

cautioned Miller against assuming that any definite action would occur 

immediately because the final surveys hadn't been completed and the rights 

of way hadn't been obtained. He wrote. "It is a mistake to say that 

MacLean will have deposited a million or half million on receipt of Trust 

Deed and that the Trust Deed can be secured at the present time through 
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without any further showing. We must have a mortgage on 

bond. Now what have we to mortgage? Nothing that will 

be accepted until we have permanent surveys made and right of way secured 

deed, etc."SO 

After the Brindley Company paid its initial fees, F. B. Crawford and 

Company launched its stock selling campaign. Miller expected the company 

to start turning over the proceeds of its sales to him but none appeared. 

In response to Miller's inquiry, the company stated that it was not 

delaying its sales, as Miller suggested, but that it was waiting until 

enough subscriptions were taken to insure that the company could handle 

the sale of all the preferred stock. At that point, the company would 

require MacLean to prove that the bonds had been sold. Proof was 

necessary because, "we do not intend to let our investors get a railroad 

on their hands, which is under way, and then not be able to complete same 

because of the failure of the underwriting of the bonds."Sl 

Miller's initial response was typical. He threatened to withdraw the 

CO:.ltract with Crawford if they didn't hurry up and send him the sale's 

proceeds because the road needed the money then and would not need it 

later. He accused Crawford of asking for information that was neither its 

concern nor required by its contract. He also denied he had said the 

bonds were underwritten "because that is not the way that our Bonds are 

being disposed of," but he did not elaborate on the method MacLean planned 

52 
to use. 

Despite his threats to withdraw, Miller did all that he could to 

persuade Crawford to transfer the money from the stock sales to him. He 

asked that MacLean notify Crawford that the bonds had actually been sold. 

He also wanted MacLean have his syndicate put up a deposit of any 
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unt and have a London bank certify it. Miller thought this would meet 

.e requirements of both Crawford and Commerce Trust and that he would 

money from Crawford to complete the road without 

help. 53 Of course, MacLean did neither because he had not 

all of the needed documentation, particularly an executed 

with Commerce Trust and a complete set of profiles, maps, and 

Miller confidentially offered to give Crawford a certain number 

in both the railway and construction companies if Crawford would 

installment from the sale. He also offered to give 

Crawford his personal "absolute note" in return for the funds which would 

stipulate that Miller would refund the money if the bonds were not sold 

within a specified time. In late October, Miller wrote that he had been 

having some difficulty with the Brindley Company. He promised to give 

Crawford all the information it required if it would recognize and 

communicate with Miller only. The money from Crawford was to be deposited 

directly into Commerce Trust to ensure its safety.54 

F. B. Crawford and Company rejected all Miller's offers and always 

reminded him that the company had taken up the selling campaign on his 

representations that the bonds had been sold in London. He was also 

reminded that he had changed the proofs on Crawford's circulars to state 

that the bonds were sold. Crawford stated that had it been aware that 

this was not the case, it would not have launched its campaign. Such a 

sale would be a waste of time and money and would subject the company to 

litigation. The letter continued, "Our reports on Mr. McLean [sic] lead 

us to believe that he is honest but not of any special strength 

financially, in fact he has not had any business office for five years. 

You can understand that with information of this kind, why we insist upon 
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.g shown the real money or substantial underwriting. ,,55 Miller then 

ed the Brindley Company attorneys for the state of affairs. He stated 

could not sell the bonds until he received a properly 

of trust and mortgage bond. Miller claimed he was ready to 

the Brindley's attorneys were causing a delay for 

56
unknown reason. Miller's relationship with Crawford remained at 

s status for the remainder of 1911. 

Although Miller's relationship with the Brindley Company seemed to 

few weeks following the September confrontation, Alexander 

of the Brindley Company, who was also the W. S. & G. treasurer, 

regained Miller's confidence. Miller informed MacLean, "I am fully 

that our man Perry in New York is putting up a deal there, that 

to go ahead, he would turn the entire proposition to some of 

7his Wall Street friends and by so doing, kill it. ,,5 Consequently, Miller 

and Herbert had planned to be able to influence enough members of the 

Board of Directors (including those to be named by Comemrce Trust) to 

centrol the situation and prevent the Brindley men from taking the 

proposition away from them. 

By early October, MacLean still had not received his $2,550 fee from 

Brindley. Miller advised him that Miller, Herbert, and Cotter were 

following a course in which Brindley would be forced to pay up or get out 

of the deal at the next board meeting, which was scheduled for October 17 

at Kansas City.58 At that meeting Miller learned that Layng, Spencer and 

Crane, Brindley attorneys, had advised that the company spend nothing on 

the W. S. & G. until it could be proven that the bonds had been sold. 

Some weeks before, they had written directly to MacLean and informed him 

of their advice. They also told him that new trust company practices 
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ulting from the 1907 Wall Street Panic would require that the bonds be 

there could be any agreement with any reputable trust 

Miller was fairly pleased, however, with the outcome of the 

and the Brindley Company finally sent MacLean the 

Subsequently Miller once again reminded MacLean to 

him and to ignore Brindley. He claimed that MacLean 

Brindley nothing because the money he received 

G. and not Brindley. He promised Brindley that when 

the executed deed of trust, the English syndicate would 

place $7,500,000 on deposit for the bonds. Unfortunately Miller never 

.ntioned this figure to MacLean. On the same day that he told Brindley 

about this deposit, he also wired MacLean asking if he would place just 

60
$500,000 on deposit when he received the proper papers. 

Herbert and Cotter were not as pleased, apparently, as Miller with 

the October meeting. In the latter part of the month Herbert demanded 

that a special board meeting be scheduled for November 3, at Salina unless 

the Brindley Company paid all the W. S. & G. 's outstanding bills, as they 

had agreed. The Brindley Company responded that they did not see the 

necessity of such a meeting and thought that Herbert was expecting too 

much. They also indicated that they were trying to comply with MacLean's 

requirements as quickly as possible. Herbert declined to delay the 

meeting, which Miller saw as a bad move because he thought that the 

Brindley "boys" would 
61

"make good." Hiller offered to stay away from the 

meeting, which would result in there being no quorum, if Brindley sent him 

$250 immediately and another $1,000 later. The Brindley Company did send 

him a check for an unknown amount and the meeting was delayed until early 

December. Brindley further pleased Miller on November 15, by meeting the 
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62
payroll in full on time and with cash. Miller explained to 

even though it appeared as though he was being impartial in 

between Herbert and Cotter on one side and the Brindley 

Cotter were really following Miller's 

By using this technique, Miller was confident that Brindley 

. 63
to t helr agreement. 

In the meantime, Miller continued to have problems with MacLean. 

tiller's telegram asking for verification of a $500,000 deposit had gone 

unanswered and Miller believed that it had damaged his position with 

Commerce Trust. About two weeks later Miller received a letter from 

he stated that the remaining requirements would probably 

cost between $60,000 and $70,000 and that the bonds would have to be 

completely engraved before the syndicate would put up any money. "This is 

what begins to hurt, II Miller protested. "I have followed your 

instructions and told my associates, that when the Deed of Trust was 

filed, that a deposit could be made and that the Bonds would be ready for 

df::livery as soon as possible. II If MacLean would only have his syndicate 

place a deposit, Commerce Trust would be satisfied and Miller thought that 

64
Crawford would begin to turn over the proceeds of the stock sales. 

MacLean then claimed that he had often explained that such a deposit was a 

"very impractical proposition" and, noting that his clients were 

impatient, he again outlined the necessary requirements, that now included 

65 
an additional £189 to meet his expenses. 

At some point in early November, Miller must have given up on the 

Brindley Company. He entered into a scheme with Herbert and Cotter to 

oust Brindley and bring in some of Herbert's wealthy friends in its' place. 

Miller suggested that they employ his f avori te technique of declaring a 
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~ntract invalid through some technicality. Herbert disagreed and stated, 

"r cannot harmonize my opinion, from my experience in corporation business 

executive work, with yours to the effect that some small technicality 

be advanced to abrogate contracts if they were or are based on legal 

legitimate premises. My opinion is that we will have difficulty in 

letting Brindley Company out if they should make a fight to stay with it. 

The better way I think is to carry it to them as Cotter and I have 

outlined: to have them either make good immediately, or retire of their 

own accord." Herbert was of the opinion that the Brindley Company would 

bow out of the proposition. As a part of the plan, Cotter traveled to New 

66
York in mid-November to obtain the resignations of the Brindley men. 

The stage was set for the final confrontation with the Brindley 

Company to be held at the annual meeting of the W. S. & G. Construction 

Company's Board of Direc tors in Salina on December 5, 1911. Miller, 

Herbert, and Cotter were to issue a final ultimatum to the Brindley 

associates: either they were to immediately remit $48,849.86 that Herbert 

an~ Miller had determined would meet their obligations, or they would be 

voted out of office and Herbert's associates would be voted in. Miller 

warned the Brindley Company in a telegram on November 20 that he was tired 

of fooling with them and that directors would be elected who would "let 

the deal go through. " The next day he telegraphed, "All business 

suspended with Brindley Company. Contract will be officially annulled at 

annual meeting.,,67 Miller notified MacLean of these plans and stated that 

they expected Whitehead, who was portrayed as a reasonable man, to 

withdraw from the Brindley Company and join the W. S. & G. at his and 

Herbert's invitation. (Miller thought that the Brindley Company would 

then fold.) Miller was to be in charge of all the financial arrangements 
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all duties concerned with construction. All 

cLean's requirements were to be completed by mid-January and Hiller 

MacLean to then move quickly to get the bonds sold. He wrote, 

to the fact, that I have challenged them, stating that I have 

coofidence in you being able to do your part, I hope you will come to my 

rescue as rapidly as possible. ,,68 

Even though nearly $49,000 would be demanded of the Brindley Company 

and MacLean had estimated that $60,000 to $70,000 would be needed to 

complete the documentation, Miller told Herbert that $25,000 would be all 

that would be necessary to meet all the requirements. In return, Herbert 

and his new associates were to have a contract similar to Brindley's and 

they were to receive all the stock that had been assigned to Brindley.69 

By December I, Miller said he had the resignations of the Brindley 

associates and warned Crawford and Company that they might demand a refund 

for the money Brindley had paid for the stock selling promotion. If such 

a demand were made, Miller instructed Crawford to refuse and to say that 

it~ account was charged directly to the W. S. & G. 
70 

The Brindley 

officers did not come to the annual meeting and left the way clear for 

Herbert and his associates. 

The meeting did not go as planned. Miller suddenly reversed his 

opinions of Herbert and the Brindley Company. He claimed that Herbert had 

demanded to be in charge of the entire W. S. & G. operation, including 

both construction and finance. Miller immediately suspected that Herbert 

and his new associates would kill the proposition in order to benefit the 

older, established lines. The delays that Miller had previously credited 

to Brindley were now chalked up to Herbert, because Miller learned that 

Herbert had instructed Perry to delay until Herbert gave his okay. 
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rthermore, Miller accused Herbert and Cotter of conspiring with Commerce 

railroad's money to convert to their own use. 

the Brindley Company to Herbert. He wired Perry, 

"Standing by Brindley against Herbert crowd. Will rej ect Herbert if you 

ready to amend contract and go ahead. Fight hot. Answer quick." 71 

Herbert and Cotter did not resign immediately after Miller turned on 

them and still tried to have two wealthy associates, J. E. Hutt of 

Lawrence, Kansas, and J. B. W. Amsden of Joplin, Missouri, elected to the 

72w. S. & G. Construction Company Board of Directors. A few days later 

Herbert and Cotter left the Winnipeg proposition. Their departure briefly 

left Miller without any substantial financial supporters. He approached 

one of Herbert's associates, Amsden, about joining the proposition without 

Herbert. Miller told him that Herbert had deliberately inflated the 

amount needed to complete MacLean's requirements to $25, 000 in hopes of 

making a profit from Amsden's contributions to the construction fund. 

Hiller claimed that this was his reason for forcing Herbert out of the 

cOlllpany. The amount really needed was estimated to be no more than 

$15,000. Miller promised that he would be completely open and honest with 

Amsden, but Amsden was apparently unconvinced and did not join the W. S. & 

73G. 

Salina banker H. J. Stover managed to convince Miller that Commerce 

Trust had not conspired with Cotter and Herbert but that Cotter was really 

the source of the trouble with the Kansas City trust company. Miller 

notified MacLean that the trust company was making a few changes in the 

deed of trust and that it would be properly executed after the Christmas 

holidays. He wrote, "You cannot dream of the opposition I have overcome 

in working out this proposition but you well knew when I undertook it I 
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no master except death and you will find that if I stay above 

a short time longer that I will pull it through. . •• I think 

74 , however, that our hardest fight is over. 11 By maintaining his 

lationship with Commerce Trust, Miller managed not to throwaway one of 

of this period. 

While Miller wanted to renegotiate with the Brindley Company, it did 

go smoothly at first. The firm apparently sent him some indication of 

a willingness to rejoin the proposition, but they did not send any funds 

surveying crew as Miller had requested. The crew and Chief 

Nickerson were unpaid and threatened to quit. Finally, on 

15, Miller notified Brindley that he had sent the offical notice 

of the annulment of their contract. The next day he telegraphed that the 

annulment would be cancelled if they were ready to proceed with him. 

Brindley must have again indicated a willingness to continue working with 

him, since Miller wrote that all could be worked out but that it would 

"require a personal interview to expedite matters as action must be taken 

to hold things together. 1I7s The interview did not take place, but Miller 

was satisfied with Brindley's letters. By late December funds were sent 

for the surveying crew and the proposition was IIheld together ll for a few 

76 
more months. 
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CHAPTER 7:
 

"FAST COMPANY," PART 2, JANUARY - JUNE, 1912
 

With the departure of Herbert and Cotter from the railroad, Miller 

entered into the second and final phase of his relationship with the 

Brindley Company. Outwardly, it usually appeared that the Winnipeg, 

Salina and Gulf Railway would soon emerge from its status as a paper road 

and start construction. It enj oyed continued support from the Salina 

press, and public interest in the road grew. Despite the outward positive 

appearances, Miller's sources of financial support either failed or 

rejected him, and the stage was set for the events that led to the 

ultimate dissolution of his company. 

At the request of Commerce Trust Company, David Ritchie, a Salina 

attorney, appeared before the Kansas Public Utilities Commission on 

January 4 on behalf of the W. S. & G. He applied for and received 

certification from the commission for the railway company to issue bonds 

to the amount of $29,997,000 at the rate of $27,775 per mile. This 

achievement was widely reported and was generally seen as another sign of 

the line's impending construction. Miller notified his London financier, 

Samuel R. MacLean, of the event and claimed that not only did the 

commission give its permission to issue bonds, it also gave the road its 

special endorsement. 1 

For the first time in the existence of the proposition, towns 

approached Miller offering their support in return for a spot on the line. 

In mid-January, Miller received a delegation of five businessmen from the 

Oak, Nebraska, area. They offered two proposals: one was for a freight 
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point and the other was for the general division shops and 

as well as the freight division. In return for the freight 

alone, the Nebraska men offered $20,000 plus enough land for the 

If they were to have the shops and offices also, 

y offered the $20,000 bonus plus an entire section of land. It was 

timated that the road would only need half the section for its buildings 

:d grounds, and it was presumed that the road would use the other half 

for its own purposes, such as locating a townsite or an addition 

This greatly distressed the Salina Daily Union, which reported 

under the headline of "Oak Wants to Steal Our Shops." Miller 

out that the town that got the shops would be very lucky indeed 

because they planned to employ five thousand men and have a monthly 

2
payroll of over $200,000. As with most of the proposals he received from 

towns, Miller made no definite decision but let the Oak businessmen think 

that their proposal stood a good chance of acceptance. 

For a brief time, Miller again took up the branch to Kansas City. 

Af\:er receiving several letters from individuals in Osage and Franklin 

counties, Miller decided to offer his proposition along a new route to 

Kansas City which included Roxbury in northeast McPherson County, Tampa 

and Lincolnville in Marion County, Burlingame in Osage County, Centropolis 

in Franklin County, Baldwin in Douglas County, and Olathe in Johnson 

County. He expected to receive $1,000 per mile to be paid after the 

road's completion plus the necessary rights of way.3 The junction of this 

branch and the main north-south line remained unspecified. Those at 

Centropolis were the most interested in the prospects, and eventually two 

Franklin County townships held elections in May to vote aid bonds for the 

road. For most of the W. S. & G. 's existence Miller had rejected all 
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aid bonds because he felt it would be putting a debt upon the 

He had also objected to aid bonds because they could be voted 

stock. He changed his mind and decided to accept the aid 

township would agree to pay the costs of the election and if 

trustees would agree to sell the purchased stock back to the 

for the nominal fee of $1. Miller felt that the Centropolis 

should have made an effort to "line up" the other towns, 

4
Baldwin, and Olathe, but they apparently did not. 

e railroad received little support along the rest of the proposed branch 

consequently Miller let the matter drop. 

In mid-January, the Hutchinson Commercial Club approached Miller 

running the W. S. & G. through its town and 

to vote for $20, 000 in terminal bonds. Miller took a special 

in this offer because he had spent some time in Hutchinson prior 

moving to Salina trying to interest the town in his north and south 

and he had met with failure. The Hutchinson press had also 

cIiticized Miller's road after he moved to Salina, especially in early 

1911 when Hutchinson's nearby small town neighbor, Turon, was playing an 

important role in the W. S. & G. In responding to the Hutchinson club, 

Miller was relatively positive. He stated that while the surveyors were 

south of Turon and had already passed Hutchinson, they had run into an 

undisclosed difficulty that would be hard to overcome. If this were the 

case and if Hutchinson were to "get busy," then there was a possibility 

that the line would run from Lindsborg to McPherson to Hutchinson and 

across southern Kansas to New Mexico. There was also the possibility that 

5
the Kansas City branch would join the main north-south line at Huchinson. 
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Miller's true feelings were probably not as kindly or positive. To 

e Salina Daily Union, he remarked, "I believe Hutchinson has spoken a 

too late.,,6 Miller also assured his old associate from Turon, Martin 

he would do all he could to keep the surveys unchanged 

providing, of course, that the "Turon boys" kept up 

their support of the road. Miller savored, along with Potter, the 

Hutchinson's overtures. "I wish you would keep in 

ouch with what Hutchinson is doing," he wrote Potter. "Before they get 

7through, we will hand them a lemon." 

Miller finally turned down Hutchinson's proposal and in doing so, 

Hutchinson-Salina rivalry that delighted the Salina Daily 

On February 19, it reported that Hutchinson had advanced two other 

railroad propositions in hopes of killing the W. S. & G., because it had 

failed to be placed on the railroad's route. One of the propositions was 

reported to have backfired. The town tried to build an interurban to 

Sylvia in order to drive the W. S. & G. out of that town. When the 

Hutchinson committee approached the Sylvia city fathers for a small bonus, 

however, the friends of the W. S. & G., acting on Miller's instructions, 

stepped in and informed the city that Miller would ask for neither bonuses 

nor bonds but would demand the town's wholehearted moral support only. 

Given the choice of an interurban for a small price or a transcontinental 

steam railway for free, Sylvia chose the W. S. & G. and the interurban 

idea was dropped. The Union also announced that Hutchinson was behind a 

new proposed north-south railroad which was projected to run from 

Concordia to Wichita, through Salina and Hutchinson. The road was 

reportedly being organized to embarrass the W. S. & G. "Mr. Miller says 

the Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf has passed the embarrassing stage," the 
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8
gloated. About a month later, under a headline of "Oh You Dear, 

Revenge: Hutchinson Could Not Get the Winnipeg Road So It Slaps 

the Union reported that Hutchinson's new north-south 

now named the Hutchinson and Northern, had dropped Salina from its 

9
and would go through Abilene instead. When the Hutchinson Gazette 

the bond elections in Franklin County and questioned the 

railroad promoter who would ask for funds for a north-south 

both eastern and central Kansas towns, the Union poked fun at 

~e paper for not realizing that Franklin County was to be an east-west 

10
branch of Miller's north-south road. 

The first steps were taken in February towards securing terminal 

facility bond elections in both Lindsborg and Salina. Miller employed 

Salina attorney David Ritchie to draw up petitions for both towns. 

Lindsborg's was to be for $12,000 and the money would presumably be 

Miller's bonus. From Salina, Miller wanted a $30,000 bond voted, to which 

he promised to add $10,000 to make a $40,000 depot for Salina. Another 

petition was to be prepared for aid bonds from Smoky Hill Township in 

Saline County for 10% of the township's total land valuation of $241,000. 

If the bond issue were to pass, Miller promised to build the line's 

general shops and general offices in the township. 11 Unfortunately, none 

of the elections became a reality. Ritchie's services in drawing up aid 

bond petitions were offered to other towns along the proposed route but 

few were interested. 

Following the certification of the W. S. & G. to issue bonds by the 

Kansas Public Utilities Commission, Miller made the final arrangements 

with B. C. Howard of Commerce Trust Company in Kansas City, Missouri, to 

execute the indenture of mortgage and deed of trust. By the middle 
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the month, Howard and Miller had tentatively agreed on a draft of the 

cument and a copy was sent at the Brindley Company's request on January 

In the agreement, Commerce Trust Company was to act as 

trustee for money raised by the English syndicate to purchase 

& G.' s first mortgage bonds. It was to receive the English 

to distribute it to the contractors constructing the line. In 

return, the railway company was to give the trustee 51% of its stock to 

trust for the mortgage bond holders during the construction 

The railway company may have also agreed to assign other 

13 
assets to the trustee as well. On Monday, January 29, 1912, 

Hiller met with representatives of the Brindley Company and Howard at the 

Commerce Trust Company offices in Kansas City and all signed the trust 

deed. A copy was immediately sent to MacLean in London, and the financial 

requirements were met for the negotiating of the bonds. 

The execution of the trust deed was not accomplished, however, 

without problems with the Brindley Company. While Brindley had expressed 

a willingness to continue with Miller after the departure of Herbert and 

Cotter, there was no immediate renegotiation and Miller continued to have 

the same problems he had had with the Brindley Company. Soon after 

Brindley had sent funds for the surveying crew, Miller requested that $250 

be sent to him for expenses incurred in obtaining Commerce Trust's 

services as trustee. Brindley promised to send the money in a few days, 

but Miller complained that Brindley was causing a possibly fatal delay. 14 

Brindley had notified Miller in early January, 1912, that it was 

willing to make the $5,000 deposit required by Commerce Trust and to pay 

MacLean the amount he claimed, but it first needed to see the deed of 

15 
trust and have the document examined by its attorneys. Miller 
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dently expected the New Yorkers to object to the terms of the document, 

within two days of mailing it he threatened to cut the Brindley 

out of the deal entirely if they did not accept it as he had sent 

He claimed that Commerce Trust had suggested that the W. S. & G. 

new secretary and treasurer (positions held by the Brindley 

if the Brindley Company continued to delay the execution of the 

The Brindley Company wanted to insert a provision into the 

which would exempt its representatives, Whitehead and Perry, from 

for W. S. & G. debts. Although he did not care for 

agreed to incorporate it into the agreement, and on 

lanuary 22, he stated that matters had reached a crisis which necessitated 

document that week. At the same time, other matters 

reached a crisis: the Saline County Sheriff attached Miller's office 

for non-payment of taxes, and Miller wired Perry for $300 to 

. h 17retr1eve t em. 

The next day Miller pressed his threat to replace the Brindley men by 

telegraphing o. T. Johnson, Brindley Company president, "Unless 

satisfactory assurance can be given by wire that your crowd will be here 

and qualify as officers and close mortgage and other business, we will 

consider that you decline and elect new men tomorrow night and proceed. II 

He also wired his threat to Charles C. Whitehead, w. S. & G. secretary, 

and claimed that the local directors had called for the election because 

Whitehead had ignored Miller I s previous telegrams and had gone behind 

Miller's back to ask Commerce Trust for information about the trust 

I8
deed. The threats must have been effective because the next afternoon's 

Salina Daily Union announced that five Brindley officials would be coming 

for a meeting to be held about January 26 in order to complete the 
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for the road's construction. The Union continued, "Then 

nothing more to do save to start out additional corps of 

at once and commence building the road in March.,,19 

Miller did his best to prepare B. C. Howard of Commerce Trust for the 

ting with the Brindley men and make certain that Howard would side with 

arise. Miller requested that Howard address 

offer of placing three men on the W. S. & G. boards in 

that he would accept. With these new directors, Miller felt he 

be able to control the board and consequently be victorious in any 

disagreement with the Brindley Company. Howard declined Miller's offer 

the officers of Commerce Trust felt Miller could name 

than they. They also thought that it would be better not 

have any role in the railroad management since their company was acting 

as trustee. 20 Miller accepted Commerce's decision but informed Howard 

that he would only tell the Brindley representatives that the trustee did 

not want its name connected with the W. S. & G. Board of Directors at that 

21
tUle. 

Miller warned Howard that the "boys from New York" were "a bunch of 

fellows (at least some of them) who have considerable money and think they 

know it all." They were taking issue with the deed of trust that Howard 

and Miller had drawn up. Miller felt that the Brindley attorneys were 

partly to blame; he thought they were advising the Brindley Company to act 

contrary to Miller's wishes because Miller had decided against appointing 

them as the W. S. & G.'s general solicitors. Miller asserted that since 

the document pleased the railway company, the trustee, and the investors 

(who hadn't seen it yet), then it shouldn't matter if it pleased a "lot of 

New York Lawyers" or not. He told Howard that he should insist that the 
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accepted the way it had been drawn up.22 On Saturday before 

meeting with the Brindley officials, Miller sent a special 

Howard with last minute instructions on handling the 

'findley crowd," because they might arrive at Kansas City and try to meet 

th Howard before Miller could ge t there. Miller was sure that they 

dd want to substitute a new deed of trust and indenture of mortgage 

their attorneys, and he wanted Howard to say that Commerce 

only agree to the original document. "On our arrival don't 

say, that the paper must be executed as it is drawn and there 

no further argument," he advised. "I will take care of the 

The meeting went smoothly, the document was executed, and 

made the $5,000 deposit. 

It continued to appear as though the W. S. & G. was moving towards 

construction. In late January, Miller placed an order for five thousand 

copies of the W. S. & G. prospectus to be printed by Schooley Stationery 

Company in Kansas City, Missouri. Miller made a contract for a $3,500 fee 

wi~h another Kansas City printing company, F. P. Burnap Stationery and 

Printing, to lithograph fifty thousand $100 bonds with sixty coupons for 

semi-annual payments. Miller planned to use these lithographed bonds, 

which were more quickly and less expensively produced than engraved bonds, 

in lieu of engraved bonds and would substitute the engraved ones when they 

were ready. At Howard's suggestion, the order was delayed in February 

until MacLean could approve the printed part or the story of the bond. 

The company did go ahead and complete samples and all the other work on 

the bonds. In mid-February, Miller made arrangements with Security Bank 

Note Company of Philadelphia to make ten thousand stock certificates for 

the W. S. & G.' s preferred 6% stock. A charge of $550 was quoted and 
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ler promised that payment would be remitted by the railroad's "finance 

City. 

In January, Miller signed contracts with the American Steel and Wire 

of Chicago to provide fence posts, woven wire fencing and gates 

road. In late March, Miller reported to the Salina Daily Union 

been made to purchase enough ties and steel rails to 

hundred miles of track. By mid-March, the W. S. & G. 

~panies had filed the proper papers with the Oklahoma Secretary of State 

corporation doing business within the state. One of 

tiller's Oklahoma correspondents, J. W. McCully of Helena, was an Oklahoma 

.tate legislator and used his friendship with the Secretary of State to 

let the papers filed. He claimed that the W. S. & G. companies were the 

first "foreign" corporations to file in Oklahoma since statehood. Also in 

&rch, the Brindley Company obtained a charter from the Kansas Secretary 

of State for a Kansas branch of the company. The charter was required 

before the Brindley Company could do any construction work in the state. 

Wh~n the granting of the charter was announced in the Salina Daily Union, 

it was also reported that only the bad winter weather was delaying 

.construct10n k 24wor . 

In mid-February, Miller announced to the Salina press that the 

Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf had begun to acquire rights of way starting at 

Salina and working south. He promised to pay a good price for the land, 

to buy it outright, and to allow for any damage done to it. Condemnation 

proceedings were to be used only as a last resort. Miller predicted that 

most would want to accept his offer because they would receive much less 

if the land were condemned. Unlike other railroads, no one man would be 

in charge of soliciting the rights of way. Instead, committees of local 
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would take care of the matter in or near their communities. For 

a committee from Salina was to secure the right of way from 

Salemsborg and another committee from Salemsborg would work the 

tance between their town and the McPherson County line. Using this 

Miller predicted that the work would progress much faster. 

to be an important feature of the right of way work because 

that the money from London would be available for 

within the next thirty days. 25 A few days later, Miller 

the Union that his railroad would not establish townsites as 

done but would not object if individuals established them 

S. & G. side-tracks, which were to	 be placed six to eight miles 

As	 far as the townsite business was concerned, Miller stated that 

26
"railroad knows no friends and no foes." 

In mid-January, Miller received the application of William Coughlin 

of Denver for the position of general manager vacated by Herbert. He had 

heard of the opening through his friend E. E. Smythe, who was on the 

Kansas Railway Commission. Smythe was also a friend of Miller's and he 

recommended Coughlin for the job. Coughlin had had over twenty years 

experience in railroading, holding various positions, such as assistant 

general superintendent of the St. Louis and Southwestern, general 

superintendent of the Denver and Rio Grande, and general manager of the 

Kansas City Southern. He left the Kansas City Southern in November, 1910. 

27
and had been giving expert reports for other roads since then. Miller 

accepted his application and offered him the position. effective April 1, 

1912, at a monthly salary of $1, 000, his salary with the Kansas City 

28
Southern. Coughlin accepted and arrived in Salina on March 19. 
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Despite the external optimistic signs, Miller and his railroad began 

serious problems. His inability and unwillingness to pay 

er W. S. & G. Chief Engineer Charles A. Slayton and the surveying crew 

their work in March and April of 1911 returned to haunt Miller. On 

31, 1912, the crew, led by H. R. Gass, brought suit against Miller 

railway company in Saline County District Court for its wages plus 

amounted to $786.98. The suit itself amounted to little, 

r Miller's attorney Ritchie was successful in finding and protesting 

the plaintiffs I petitions that resulted in delays. Ritchie's 

or demurrer to the original petition were sustained on March 23, 

The plaintiffs were given thirty days to file an amended petition 

May 10. Other obj ections were made and a 

amended petition was filed on September 30, 1912. The case 

29
continued into 1913 but was eventually dropped. 

Miller suffered more from the adverse publicity than from the suit 

itself • As the word spread down the proposed line, Miller found it 

necessary to defend his past actions when he should have been 

concentrating on other matters. To J. M. Miller of Kiowa, Kansas, who had 

been working diligently to "line up" support for the Kiowa and Panhandle 

route to Des Moines, Miller justified his actions by stating that he had 

proof that he had overpaid Slayton and that the crew had refused Miller's 

offer to work under his direct supervision. Explaining that even though 

he could not prevent the crew from suing him, he continued, "I write this 

for your information that you may be in position to tell some of these 

fellows down there that they are a cussed lot of liars.,,30 

The new surveying crew, that had been organized and paid by the 

Brindley Company in the fall of 1911, had reached Turon by the end of 
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11, and it proceeded slowly southward towards Kiowa. Winter weather 

,pered progress, but Miller explained, "We mean to have this line ready 

the first of April . • • and we cannot wait for summer 

will burn our fingers, if we let it lay too long.,,31 In 

the party reached Kiowa and inched into Woods County, 

By the end of June, Woods and Harper counties had been 

Even though the Kiowa and Panhandle route to the New Mexico coal 

was being surveyed, Miller still let correspondents in southwestern 

Kansas believe there was a chance for them to land the W. S. & G. In 

early February, Miller wrote A. L. Sooter of Coldwater that if he could 

gather Coldwater's and the rest of Comanche County's support quickly. it 

would "cinch" the southwest Kansas route, and the Kiowa route would be 

abandoned. 32 When a businessman at Stafford expressed an interest in the 

road, Miller replied that he wanted to run the western branch through 

Stafford to Greensburg and westward to New Ulysses in Grant County and 

Sa~ta Fe in Haskell County. He apparently did not receive the amount of 

support he expected from these various communities. 

Miller also encountered problems in finding support along the Kiowa 

and Panhandle route. Miller accepted the aid of two men, J. M. Miller of 

Kiowa and L. J. Strohmeier, also of Kiowa and formerly of Speermore, 

Oklahoma. in soliciting aid in the Kiowa, Kansas, area and in Woods and 

Harper counties in Oklahoma. They ran into considerable difficulty at 

Buffalo in Harper County. The town had already made a committment to the 

proposed line of Miller's old adversaries at Alva. Miller wanted the town 

to drop its support of that line. the St. Louis. Oklahoma, and Pacific 

Railroad, in favor of the W. S. & G. The town's residents were unwilling 
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and Miller threatened to cut Harper County off the route 

In the midst of Miller's threats and promises, one of his letters to 

was misdirected to a Mr. Strosnyder of Buffalo. It was read by 

and others, and its alleged contents were reported to the 

Republican. Its editor wrote, that while he had not seen the 

it had been read by "one of the best citizens of Harper County" 

contents proved that the W. S. & S. was run by a lot of 

Miller reacted with moral outrage. He insisted that 

ask the U. S. Post Office Department to investigate the 

which he did on February 20. Miller also sent a copy of the 

in question to the Republican's editor and threatened to turn the 

in to the postal authorities unless the paper retracted its 

Miller told Strohmeier that he didn't expect to hear from the 

postal inspectors because they did "not seem to pay much attention to 

irregularities." He regarded them more as playing a "game of politics 

rather than serving the people right. ,,34 Niller' s threats, however, did 

frighten L. R. H. Durham, the Republican editor, who wrote, "You are a man 

of affairs, Mr. Miller, and you cannot think that a fat corporation like 

the Winnipeg, Salina & Gulf Railway would be seriously injured by a little 

country paper." He offered to retract his earlier statements and print 

Miller's correspondence, which pleased Miller and caused him to ask that 

35
the postal authorities cancel their investigation. 

Miller's past reputation in Oklahoma also hindered his progress 

there. In late January, Strohmeier reported that he had been unable to 

muster any enthusiasm in the Woodward area because Miller had been there 

several years before and had left town without paying his $400 board bill. 
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thought Miller was a "dead beat" who could never build a 

In February, J. M. Miller and the Speermore (Oklahoma) Commercial 

discovered apparently independently that there were certain 

crepancies between the contracts Miller gave towns and the notes he 

subscribers to sign. The notes stated that there would be an 

on the last three payments. The contracts stated that the 

only three years in which to complete its obligation but the 

no mention of any time limit. Robert Newberry of the 

"Mr. Miller, we mean business but [we] 

.ve received several very queer reports, as to your past dealings in 

1I37places. Miller responded by immediately annulling the contract 

Speermore, even though the town had filled the necessary 

He threatened to bypass J. M. Miller's and Strohmeier's 

Kiowa entirely by taking the southwest Kansas route. Miller also 

J. M. Miller and Strohmeier of changing the contracts by demanding 

advance of construction, and he asked them to withdraw from the 

Buffalo area. Strohmeier protested their removal and stated that they had 

only added a townsite deal to Buffalo's proposition. It did require a 

cash down payment but Strohmeier justified his position by stating, "You 

shurely [sic] did not expect us to spend our time and money for the 

expense of the contracts of right away [sic] and bonus simply for 

38
pleasure. II 

In late March, Miller learned that the Oklahoma Corporation 

Commission had advised the Guymon Commercial Club of Kansas State Bank 

Commissioner J. N. Dolley's refusal to grant the railroad permission to 

sell stock in Kansas. Miller assured the parties at Guymon that the 
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his proposition in Oklahoma, and at the same time 

off two angry letters to the Commission accusing them of being 

by Dolley. The Commission replied that it had indeed learned of 

toward the W. S. & G., but that it had played a small 

in their letter to Guymon. The Commission asked to be notified if 

er had purchased or attempted to purchase the rights of way originally 

eyed in the Panhandle by the Santa Fe, Liberal and Englewood Railroad. 

continued, "We note that a considerable portion of your prospectus is a 

roduction of an article published in an Oklahoma newspaper about five 

concerning the Santa Fe, Liberal & Englewood Railroad.,,39 

then explained the commission's hostility by saying that one of his 

enemies in the entire world,I' E. F. McKay, worked for the 

McKay had been associated with the Santa Fe, Liberal and 

claimed failed because false representations were 

order to sell its securities. Since he knew the true facts, he 

hesitated to inform his friends. Consequently, he earned McKay's 

. d h C . C . i . h' 40p01sone t e orporat10n ornrn1SS on aga1nst 1m. 

The new-found support shown by Salina after the arrival of the 

Company began to erode in the early spring of 1912. The long 

dormant Salina, Tipton and Northern, that ran northwest from Salina to 

Tipton and on to Nebraska. resurfaced in December. 1911, and plans were 

made in two Saline County townships to hold aid bond elections. In early 

~rch, Miller threatened in his characteristic manner to build neither the 

W. S. & G. shops nor the $40,000 depot in Salina if those aid bonds 

passed. The Salina Daily Union editorialized, 
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Mr. Miller had better hire a guardian to pass upon his 
"stuff" before he gives it to the public, if he contemplates any 
more talk to the public along this line. Nobody is capable of 
building a railroad nor managing a smaller business, who does 
not know enough to know that the building of "The Salina, Tipton 
and Northern" road. instead of injuring, will materially help, 
his proposed line. This break of Miller about not building a 
$40,000 depot and placing his shops at Salina, in case the 
people of Salina extend aid to the other road, will go far, yes 
very far, to cast suspicion on his enterprise. Mr. Miller must 
learn that threats of this kind will only hurt his project, and 
not the Tipton road. 

The people of this city, and county, will gladly aid both 
roads, when they are assured that they mean business, and they 
are now assured that the Salina, Tipton and Northern does mean 
business. Now let Miller get his enterprise in as good a shape 
instead of fighting the other enterprise. 41 

Miller continued his battle with the Tipton road by reporting their 

.tock selling activites to Commissioner Dolley. He also tried one last 

persuade Dolley to give the W. S. & G. permission to sell stock in 

He argued that "Democrat socialists" were going to use Dolley's 

in a smear campaign against Republicans in the up-coming 

Therefore, he advised that it would be for the good of the 

d d to grant h1m0 t he nee e Of' ° 42 Dolley did not respond toparty cert1 1cat10n. 

this request. 

While he did not prevail in his conflict with the Salina, Tipton and 

Northern, Miller felt vindicated in his running dispute with Dolley. In 

April, the Kansas Attorney General ruled that the Public Utilities 

Commission had authority in railroad matters, rather than the Bank 

Commission. Miller boasted to many that the opinion proved he had 

triumphed over the "Blue Sky Law," that he claimed was passed especially 

43 
to put him out of business. 

Sources of financial support that Miller had planned to depend upon 

began to wither away in early 1912. In February he learned that the firm 

he had engaged to sell his stock in the East, Crawford and Company, had 
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campaign until MacLean could prove that the bonds were 

It refunded the money to those who had already subscribed. Miller 

to gloss over the situation and conceal the facts from all, 

MacLean. He claimed that he had instructed Crawford to hold the 

the bonds were sold because he had "from the very start 

,,44
money matters. 

MacLean's actions fell far short of Miller's expectations. With the 

of trust, Miller also sent MacLean a map and profile of the 

first freight division, that ran south from Salina to Turon. He promised 

that the Brindley Company would be sending MacLean the additional 200 

that he had requested. All of MacLean's requirements had been met and 

Miller expected him to sell the bonds to his English syndicate. "I have 

strained myself financially beyond a point where I should have done but 

had absolute faith in your word, that your people are ready to make good," 

he wrote. "I ask you to move with all possible haste and . get at 

least $200,000 of their money in the bank so that the situation will be 

45
re:ieved here." Miller was so confident that the entire bond issue 

would be sold quickly that he suggested MacLean begin to work on financing 

the road's second grand division from Oak to Winnipeg. He had deduced 

from MacLean's letters that MacLean's French secretary had strong ties to 

some of the French financiers who were supposedly backing the railroad of 

Miller's foes in Alva. Since the W. S. & G. was obviously the stronger 

road, Miller suggested that MacLean persuade the financiers to drop the 

Alva road and purchase bonds for the W. S. & G.'s second grand division. 
46 

Much to his dismay, Miller learned in mid-February that MacLean had 

not been able to sell the bonds to the English syndicate of investors. 
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.tain had had a coal miners' strike which had paralyzed business, and 

~Lean's syndicate refused to take any action on the American bonds. He 

his correspondents in France had expressed some interest 

$5,000,000 of the bonds and the railway company's $3,000,000 issue of 

stock. He offered to go to Paris to close the deal, if Miller 

his trip expenses. Upon receipt of MacLean's letter, Miller 

accept French offer. What became of syndicate ... [I] 

your advice.,,47 His primary objection to the French 

was that he would receive only 62.5% of the bonds' value. He 

to sell the bonds at no less than 85% net to meet the requirements 

Kansas Public Utilities Commission. There would also be higher 

fees because the French wanted the bonds in different 

denominations than the English. Later that same day, Miller devised a way 

in which the French financing would be acceptable: the road would simply 

issue more bonds. He telegraphed MacLean, "Can accept Paris offer and 

meet conditions by increasing rate per mile twenty percent. Close if 

acceptable.,,48 By increasing the rate to $33,330 a mile from $27,775, the 

extra expenses would be met. Presumably, the Kansas Public Utilities 

Commission would not be notified of the change so it would appear that 85% 

was being received. Miller also authorized MacLean to sell the preferred 

stock to the French in order "to get things agoing [sic] and get quick 

49
money. " 

The prospect of French financing caused some concern at Commerce 

Trust Company because it would require a reworking of the deed of trust. 

Miller assured trust officer Howard that MacLean was using the French 

offer as a ploy to force the English syndicate to take some action. If 

the English investors did as Miller expected, they would purchase the 
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d issue and the deed of trust would not need to be revised. Then 

free to sell the French the bonds for the second grand 

In late February, Miller received sample copies of the 

bonds from F. P. Burnap Stationery and Printing and 

them to London for MacLean's approval. He wired MacLean, 

bonds mailed today. Arrange deposit quick." He remained 

outwardly at least, that MacLean would send the first 

of the English syndicate's money so that construction could 

He told the Salina Daily Union, "The instant a cablegram is sent 

that a part of the money is on deposit, things will break 

We may get the money any day now. I am certain we will get 

51
days. " 

MacLean, however, refused to take any action but instead demanded 

100 for his trip to Paris to close the deal. Miller wrote him a sharply 

lOrded letter expressing his surprise and disappointment. Miller asserted 

~at he had believed the English syndicate's money was ready and waiting 

to be delivered upon the completion of MacLean's requirements. He told 

the others in the proposition trusted MacLean but 

that he had always followed MacLean's directions completely. He 

complained that his reward for this faithfulness was to learn that no 

bonds had been sold and that MacLean wanted more money. A few days later 

he notified MacLean that the Brindley Company would be sending the £100 

for his Paris trip.52 In mid-March, MacLean acknowledged receipt of the 

money but stated that he felt another £100 was still owed him to cover the 

expenses of keeping the syndicate together. In mid-April, MacLean 

reported that while he was waiting for an invitation from Paris to close 

the deal, he had taken a soliciting tour of Brighton and other seaside 
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The "men-capitalists" of the area were interested in at least 

of the bonds. Additionally, his French contacts were still 

in $5,000,000 of the bonds and $3,000,000 in preferred stock. 

would buy the bonds at 5% less than par and MacLean would take 

10% commission, leaving Miller 85% net. The disadvantages to the French 

were that they demanded different denominations than the 

the bonds would have to be in both French and English. 

other requirements to be met, such as making the bonds in blue 

the French national colors. MacLean renewed his request for 

funds and increased it to £125. He claimed he had already spent the 

53from Brindley for "incidentals hereabouts."

Finally on May 2, MacLean sent Miller the following telegram from 

1I54"Engaged five millions stamped bonds [at] agreed price. 

Unfortunately, telegraph communications were hampered because MacLean 

started using a code book that Miller did not have, and he was unable to 

interpret some of the words. Miller protested that the skeptics in the 

conpany were claiming that these uninterpreted words were really secret 

code words known only to MacLean and Miller and that these words were 

proof that the two were plotting against the rest of the company. In 

mid-May, Miller received letters from MacLean that further explained the 

sale. MacLean promised he could sell the entire bond issue to the French 

within twenty-four hours on receipt of Miller's bonds. The bonds had to 

meet the French requirements and half of the stamp tax or $50,000 for the 

$5,000,000 block of bonds had to be paid. The sample bonds done by Burnap 

were unacceptable and MacLean suggested that the bonds be printed in 

Europe. He also suggested that Commerce Trust Company place a certificate 

of deposit for the $50,000 duty in any Paris bank as a good will gesture 
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55
the French financiers would pay all the government duties. By 

Miller received these letters, MacLean had left Paris and was en 

to London. Miller was unable to locate him via cable at either 

or London and more doubt was cast upon the negotiations. On his 

London, MacLean ceased telegraphing because he said he had no 

the wires and he communicated only through letters to Miller, 

t arrived in Salina about two weeks later. While MacLean's success was 

tainly welcome and Miller tried to make the best of it, it really came 

late to benefit the W. S. & G. Other events had occurred which made 

~pos$ible for Miller to meet MacLean's new requirements to complete 

Despite his claims to the contrary, Miller's relationship with the 

remained unsteady. Following the departure of Herbert 

and Cotter and the reinstatement of the Brindley contract in December, 

1911, Miller had boasted to MacLean, "I have virtually broken up The 

Brindley Company and accepted some of its representatives in our Companies 

The Brindley Company's name is still connected with the 

proposition to disguise some matters, which we do not wish the public to 

understand at this time, The Winnipeg, Salina & Gulf Construction Company 

are the contractors of the line and of this Company I am President and 

have a control of the Board of Directors. ,,56 It is doubtful that the 

Brindley Company had the same view, since two more of its officials joined 

the board of directors of the W. S. & G. companies. O. T. Johnson, 

Brindley Company president, became the W. S. & G. vice-president and 

57
another Brindley employee, W. J. Miller, became a board member. Shortly 

after the execution of the trust deed in late January, Miller was 

successful in forcing Alexander Perry, with whom Miller had never got 
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S. & G. treasurer's position. The treasurer's duties 

taken over by the secretary, Charles C. Whitehead, who was also a 

Miller continued to have money problems with the Brindley Company. 

to make the $5,000 deposit with Commerce Trust and 

crew, it was reluctant to pay Miller himself. Just 

weeks after the deed of trust was signed, the Brindley Company failed 

meet the payroll for Miller and his office staff. On February 16, 

cabled Brindley president O. T. Johnson, "Why were checks for 

office omitted. We need money on vouchers mailed you February 

Wire answer. ,,58 Miller called a special meeting of the local 

and threats about Brindley's future association with the 

'ailroad were probably made. Within a few days the payroll checks for the 

Office staff were sent, but money for Miller was not included. He wired 

again, "Personal expense check omitted. Forward without further 

Must have cash to close abroad ,,59 Two days later Hiller 

reassured the Brindley Company that the funds from the foreign syndicate 

would be released soon because he had just sent the sample bonds to 

London. The New Yorkers were probably satisfied, at least temporarily, 

and forwarded Miller's money to him. 

The next month another crisis with the Brindley Company erupted. The 

nature of the dispute is unknown, but it caused Miller to claim that one 

or more of the Brindley officials were improperly placed on the W. S. & G. 

board of directors because they were not stockholders. He also 

"discovered" an unspecified defect in the contract between the two W. S. & 

G. companies and declared it void. He demanded that a new contract be 

made and that Coughlin, who had just arrived on the job, manage both 
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Apparently Brindley officials had obj ected in some way to 

because Miller threatened, "Your action relative to Coughlin 

60 
to a halt." Enough concern was created among the 

associates that one of their number, Gilbert H. Gilbert, and 

others traveled to Salina to consult with Miller in early 

The outcome of the meeting was unrecorded, but Miller later 

Gilbert had only come to stir up trouble in the Salina 

Money problems continued in April. On April 9, Johnson complained to 

tiller that MacLean had not signed the voucher for the £100 Brindley had 

sent, because he thought Brindley had paid too high an exchange rate. 

attitude toward MacLean was revealed when he wrote, "It is 

annoying having this continual return of vouchers, as I am 

the belief that New York Bankers know as much about exchange 

rates as Mr. MacLean, if not a little more. ,,62 Since Miller thought that 

be was keeping the record on payments to MacLean, he immediately suspected 

that Johnson was making a duplicate set of records in order to make it 

appear as though twice as much had been paid to MacLean. Miller promptly 

wrote MacLean of his suspicions and chided him for returning any vouchers 

to New York. Miller repeated his demand that MacLean confine his 

correspondence to the Salina office only. MacLean was also instructed him 

to insist that the Treasurer's position be given to a Salina man because 

of the Brindley Company's attempted trickery in regard to the vouchers. 

Hiller's nominee for the position was Earle G. Eberthardt, who was the 

former Saline County Treasurer, a local banker, and a relative newcomer to 

· 63t he propos i tlon. In late April, the Brindley Company sent Miller a 

notice that they would not put any more funds into the W. S. & G. until 
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from MacLean's bond sales was available. Litigation was 

threatened. Upon receipt of this notice, Miller recommended to 

64
surveying crew be disbanded. For some unknown reason 

course of action was not taken and the railroad tried to keep the 

surve-ying. In the following weeks, the crew became a source of 

embarrassment to Miller because he was unable to meet its 

In early May, Miller invited the Brindley Company's threatened 

and predicted that it would not succeed. The defect in the 

tract between the two W. S. & G. companies had not been corrected and 

Therefore, Miller reasoned that the contract between 

Brindley Company and the W. S. & G. Construction Company was also 

At the same time, Miller also engaged the services of a new 

C. W. Burch, senior partner of the firm Burch, Litowich and 

represent him if the Brindley Company carried through with its 

The Brindley Company, in the meantime, tried to convince Coughlin of 

their position. At this point, Coughlin was held in higher regard at the 

Brindley Company, and it may have been thought that Coughlin could reason 

Miller if Coughlin understood Brindley's position. Gilbert wrote 

the Brindley Company's object was to build a railroad but it also 

wanted to protect its interests by employing usual business measures. He 

continued, "Heretofore we have not taken the most ordinary business 

precautions in connection with the advancement of funds to promote and 

assist the project, and it is being forcibly impressed upon us that this 

confidence in the ultimate outcome of the scheme is being imposed upon.,,65 

Coughlin defended Miller's expenditures, saying they were necessary to 
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construction. He admit ted he had told Miller of the Brindley's 

being able to float the railroad's bonds, but stated 

t he hoped it would help create more harmony by putting Miller in a 

to dispel their doubts. Instead, he realized he had created more 

66
and he regretted it. 

and Gilbert traveled to Salina and met with Miller a final 

on May 21 or May 22. At Gilbert's insistence, Coughlin sat in on the 

It lasted two days, during which the Brindley Company indicated 

continue to finance the railroad only if it could prove that 

the bonds had been sold. Apparently Miller was unable or 

to satisfy Johnson and Gilbert and instead asked that the 

dley Company send $50,000 to Paris to cover the railroad's half of the 

on the bonds. Having already spent about $45,000 on the 

oposition, the Brindley Company refused to spend more. On this note any 

of a working relationship between Brindley and the railroad 

The Salina Daily Union reported the meeting and stated that the 

with the Brindley Company had been dissolved. It 

Brindley Company agreed to finance matters until our 

was secured. In the meantime we discovered that the 

furnish the money and so we called their hand. I have 

about a suit being started. Anyone can bring suit. How 

it will end is a different matter. We agreed to pay back the Brindley 

Company all the money they put in plus 6 per cent interest. I don't know 

what they can sue on. I will make a demand for the books in New York and 

1£ they are not received, we will commence a suit against the Brindley 

Company. "' He assured the paper's readers that the threatened suit would 
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impede the railroad's progress. He reported that other contractors 

e interested in taking over the Brindley contract and that money would 

67
from abroad. 

A few days following his return to New York City. Gilbert wrote 

apologized for placing him in an uncomfortable position 

meeting in Salina. He restated the Brindley Company's 

that Miller had misled it into believing that the construction 

"very light ll and sent copies of Miller's letters to prove this 

Gilbert noted that his company had completed a survey of about 160 

that Miller had never turned over any previous surveys to 

contract had stipulated. He reviewed MacLean's excuses 

the bonds quickly and stated, "Personally I have no faith 

MacLean's ability to handle the financial end of a project of this 

nor have I any confidence in Mr. Miller's various statements 

the condition of the bond issue." Gilbert was also of the 

.pinion that Miller should have amassed more local enthusiasm for the W. 

since he had lived in Salina for several years. He 

Doted that the seventy-six mile Tipton road had about $300,000 of 

subscribed bonds and other subsidies that were legally collectible and 

stated that if Miller had done as well, he would have had between $600,000 

and $700,000 of collectible aid from the portion of the route that 

Brindley had surveyed. Gilbert indicated that his company had 

investigated both Miller's and MacLean's past performance records and had 

been unable to find any encouraging news. He concluded, "In an enterprise 

of this magnitude, we are not justified in being governed by what Mr. 

Miller says he has done or will do. There comes a time when it is 

essential that he should prove his assertions by delivering the goods, 
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opinion that this time has long passed. . . . Of course 

that in your present position the matter is a rather delicate 

but I also feel that the Brindley Company, to say the least, have 

68 
n humbugged." 

On May 27, attorneys for the Brindley Company filed suit in U. S. 

~strict Court against the Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf Construction Company 

for payment of twenty-two promissory notes dated from 

1911, to May 3, 1912, plus 6% interest. Miller was served 

6931 and given until June 26 to answer the charges. 

the action to the Union but professed to know nothing 

of the grounds of the suit. He stated that the Brindley Company had 

his offer to repay them everything that they 

bad advanced plus 6% within thirty days. " 'I don't know why they are 

suing,'" he was quoted. "'Unless they hope to injure other plans I have 

railroad construction but they cannot touch them.' ,. He also 

asserted that the money the company wanted was more than it deserved, 

be~ause it was over $18,000 more than the amount Brindley had advanced. 
70 

Miller's new attorneys, Burch, Litowich and Mason, prepared a motion 

for the court that the Brindley's petition needed to be "more definite and 

certain" by stating when, where, and of whom payment of Miller's notes was 

demanded. The motion also asked that the Brindley Company specify the 

form of the demand for payment and if it were written, Brindley should 

provide copies. The motion was filed on June 26, and it was the last 

. k . h 71act10n ta en 1n t e case. Unfortunately it did not advance the cause of 

the W. S. & G. much, because a few days earlier the Brindley Company 

apparently decided to drop that suit. It filed a second suit against 

Miller, the two W. S. & G. companies, and the Commerce Trust Company. 
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CHAPTER 7: NOTES
 

1Records of the U.S. District Court (record group 21) [hereafter RG 
]; District of Kansas, First Division [hereafter Kansas]; "Records of 

Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf Railway Company, 1908-1912" (microfilm 
servation project 6NCN81-002) [hereafter 6NCN81-002]; Winnipeg, Salina 

Gulf [hereafter WS&G]; records of the President [hereafter Pres.]; 
y of letter to Samuel R. MacLean, Jan. 6, 1912 (fiche 30). 

2Salina Daily Union, Jan. 19, 1912, p. 2. 

3RG 21, Kansas, 6NCN81-002, WS&G, Pres. [hereafter RG 21 
'es.], copies of letters to W. D. Kaub, Jan. 25, 1912 (fiche 24) and to 

• H. Mecham, Feb. 2, 1912 (fiche 25). 

4RG 21 •.. Pres., copy of letter to L. L. McKim, Feb. 24, 1912 
(fiche 25). 

5RG 21 .•• Pres., copy of letter to Lincoln S. Davis, Jan. 18, 1912 
(fiche 24). 

6Salina Daily Union, Jan. 31, 1912, p. 3. 

7RG 21 ... Pres., copy of letter to Martin H. Potter, Feb. 12, 1912 
(fiche 25). 

8Salina Daily Union, Feb. 19,1912, p. 8. 

9Salina Daily Union, March 22, 1912, p. 6. 

10Salina Daily Union, March 4, 1912, p. 3. 

llRG 21 ... Pres., copy of letter to David Ritchie, Feb. 27, 1912 
(fiche 25). 

12
RG 21 •.. Pres., copy of letter to B. C. Howard, Feb. 28, 1912 

(fiche 25). 

13RG 21, Kansas, The Brindley Company v. The Winnipeg, Salina and 
Gulf Railway Co., ~ al. (civil case 1299), Bill of Complaint, pp. 24-27, 
Archives Branch, Federal Archives and Records Center, Kansas City, Mo. 
[hereafter FARC]. 

14RG 21 ••. Pres., copies of telegrams to Brindley Company, Jan. 5, 
1912, and to Alexander Perry, Jan. 6, 1912 (fiche 29). 

15RG 21 ... Pres., telegram from O. T. Johnson, Jan. ll, 1912 
(fiche 12). 

16RG 21 ... Pres., copy of telegram to Perry, Jan. 17, 1912 (fiche 
29). 

17RG 21 ••• Pres., copies of telegrams to Charles C. Whitehead and 
to Perry, Jan. 22, 1912 (fiche 29). 
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18RG 21 ... Pres., copies of telegrams to Johnson and to Whitehead, 
. 23, 1912 (fiche 29). 

19Salina Daily Union, Jan. 24, 1912, p. 1. 

20RG 21 . Pres., letter from Howard, Jan. 20, 1912 (fiche 12). 

21RG 21 . Pres., copy of letter to Howard, Jan. 24, 1912 (fiche 

22RG 21 . . . Pres., copies of letters to Howard, Jan. 23 and Jan. 
1912 (fiche 24). 

23RG 21 .•. Pres., copy of letter to Howard, Jan. 27, 1912 (fiche 

24RG 21 . . . Pres., letter from J. W. McCully, March 23, 1912 (fiche 
and Salina Daill Uni2~, March 9, 1912, p. 6. 

25Salina Daill Union, Feb. 15, 1912, p. 2. 

26Salina Daill Union, Feb. 20, 1912, p. 2. 

27RG 21 . . . Pres., letters from William Coughlin, Jan. 16 and Jan. 
1912 (fiche 12), and Salina Daill Union, March 20, 1912, p. 1. 

28RG 21 ... Pres., letter from Coughlin, Jan. 29, 1912 (fiche 12). 

29Records of the District Court of Saline County, Kansas; H. R. Gass, 
tal., v. H. Leone Miller and The Winnipeg, Salina & Gulf Railway Company 

(civil case 8272); Saline County Courthouse, Salina, Kansas. 

30RG 21 ... Pres., copy of letter to J. M. Miller, Feb. 19, 1912 
(fiche 25). 

31 RG 21 ... Pres., copy of letter to Potter, Jan. 22, 1912 (fiche 

32RG 21 ... Pres., copies of letters to A. L. Sooter, Feb. 6, 1912 
(fiche 25), and to Robert Garvin, April 9, 1912 (fiche 26). 

33Buffalo Republican, February 8, 1912, p. 1. 

34RG 21 .•• Pres., copy of letter to L. J. Strohmeier, March 7, 
1912 (fiche 26). 

35RG 21 •.. Pres., letter from Buffalo Republican, March 13, 1912 
(fiche 13). 

36RG 21 ... Pres., letter from Strohmeier, Jan. 29, 1912 (fiche 
12). 

37RG 21 Pres., letter from Robert Newberry, Feb. 14, 1912 
(fiche 12). 
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38RG 21 . . Pres., letter from Strohmeier, May 18, 1912 (fiche 15). 

39RG 21 . . . Pres., copies of letters to Oklahoma Corporation 
1ssion, April 1, 1912 (fiche 26), and letter from Oklahoma Corporation 
ssion, April 22, 1912 (fiche 14) . 

. . . Pres., copy of letter to J. W. McCully, April 25, 1912 

41Salina Daily Union, March 7, 1912, p. 4. 

21 ... Pres., copies of letters to J. N. Dolley, March 21 and 
1912 (fiche 26). 

43Salina Daily Union, April 15, 1912, p. 2. 

44
RG 21 ... Pres., letter from F. B. Crawford and Company, Feb. 9, 

912 (fiche 12), and copy of letter to Coughlin, Jan. 24, 1912 (fiche 24). 

45RG 21 ... Pres., copy of letter to MacLean, Jan. 30, 1912 (fiche 

46RG 21 ..• Pres., copy of letter to MacLean, Jan. 31, 1912 (fiche 

47
RG 21 . . • Pres., copy of telegram to MacLean, Feb. 13, 1912 

'fiche 29). 

48
RG 21 . . . Pres., copy of telegram (second) to MacLean, Feb. 13, 

912 (fiche 29). 

49RG 21 ... Pres., copy of letter to MacLean, Feb. 14, 1912 (fiche 

50RG 21 •.. Pres., copy of letter to Howard, Feb. 19, 1912 (fiche 

51
RG 21 .•• Pres., copy of telegram to MacLean, Feb. 24, 1912 

Uiche 30), and Salina Daily Union, Feb. 27, 1912, p. 5. 

52RG 21 .•• Pres., copies of letters from MacLean, March 18, April 
and April 23, 1912 (fiche 17), and copy of letter to MacLean, April 
1912 (fiche 30). 

53RG 21 ••• Pres., copies of letters from MacLean, March 18, April 
16, and April 23, 1912 (fiche 17), and copy of letter to MacLean, April 
11, 1912 (fiche 30). 

54RG 21 ... Pres., telegram from MacLean, May 2 [1912J (fiche 8). 

55RG 21 . Pres., copies of letters from MacLean, May 1 and May 4, 
1912 (fiche 17). 
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56RG 21 ... Pres., copy of letter to MacLean, Feb. 29, 1912 (fiche 

57Salina Daily Union, Jan. 24, 1912, p. 1.
 

58
RG 21 ... Pres., copy of telegram to Johnson, Feb. 16, 1912 
fiche 29). 

59RG 21 . • . Pres., copy of telegram to Johnson, Feb. 22, 1912 
(fiche 29). 

60RG 21 . . • Pres., copy of telegram to Johnson, April 15, 1912 
(fiche 29). 

61RG 21 . . . Pres., copies of telegrams to Gilbert, March 26 and 
krch 27, 1912, and to Whitehead, March 28, 1912 (fiche 29). 

62RG 21 ... Pres., letter from Johnson, April 9, 1912 (fiche 14). 

63RG 21 .•. Pres., copy of letter to MacLean, April 11, 1912 (fiche 

64RG 21 . . . Pres., copy of letter to Coughlin, April 26, 1912 
(fiche 27). 

65 RG 21, Kansas, 6NCN-81-002, WS&G, records of the General Manager 
[hereafter RG 21 ... Gen. Mgr.], copy of letter from Brindley Co. to 
~ughlin, May 10, 1912 (fiche 31). 

66RG 21 ... Pres., copy of letter to Gilbert from Coughlin, May 14, 
1912 (fiche 27). 

67Salina Daily Union, May 24, 1912, p. 1. 

68RG 21 .•• Gen. Mgr., copy of letter from Gilbert, June 1, 1912 
(fiche 31). 

69RG 21, Kansas, Brindley Company v. Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf 
Construction Company (civil case 1283) [her;after civil case 1283], motion 
filed May 27, 1912, and summons filed June 3, 1912, FARC. 

70Salina Daily Union, June 1, 1912, p. 1. 

71 RG 21, Kansas, civil case 1283, motion, filed June 26, 1912, FARC. 



CHAPTER 8: 

THE DISSOLUTION OF THE WINNIPEG, SALINA AND GULF RAILWAY, 
JUNE - DECEMBER, 1912 

The filing on June 22, 1912, of the bill of complaint in the second 

t brought by the Brindley Company against the Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf 

legal process that put the company into receivership and 

in the court-ordered dissolution of the W. S. & G. in November. 

months Miller made a valiant and desperate effort to save his 

His efforts met with some success but those successes were 

by his failures. Not only were the W. S. & G. 

and their meager assets sold, but in October Miller 

federal charge of mail fraud. During this period it 

that Miller began to lose his grasp of reality. His 

correspondence and statements to the press were always optimistic about 

the future of his north-south railroad and never recognized the gravity of 

the true situation. As public support slipped away and conditions 

worsened, his statements became even more optimistic. His public optimism 

notwithstanding, Miller took a course of action that brought an end to the 

W. S. & G. and his dream of building a north-south railroad. 

On Monday, June 24, 1912, B. C. Howard, trust officer of the Commerce 

Trust Company, advised Miller by phone that they had been named as 

co-defendants in a suit brought by the Brindley Company. Shortly 

afterward Miller was served by J. R. Harrison, U. S. marshal for Kansas, 

with papers notifying him of the litigation. A copy of the Brindley 

Company's bill of complaint, which amounted to thirty-three typewritten 

pages, was also delivered by the marshal. 

170
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The bill of complaint asserted that Miller had conspired with MacLean 

defraud those who bought stock and that the two never intended to build 

A "pretended bond and investment office" had been set up in 

to make it appear that he had formed a syndicate of 

who were ready to buy the railroad's bonds. Miller and MacLean 

to have run this scam in other states and received "considerable 

s of money" from it. Still, the complaint contended that Miller at no 

had the financial means to carry out railroad construction, and the 

G. companies were formed entirely for Miller's benefit. Miller's 

to get certification to sell stock in Kansas under the "Blue Sky 

the complaint contended that Miller had "sedulously 

concealed" his failure from the Brindley Company. 

Miller was said to have fraudulently represented himself and his 

plans to Brindley by showing letters which were purportedly written by 

MacLean concerning a successful bond sale. He was also said to have 

claimed to have aid agreements nearly completed with towns along the 

rOIJte. Through fraudulent means, Miller had persuaded the Brindley 

Company to advance money for office and operating expenses pending a 

deposit in the railroad's account by the supposed syndicate. The Brindley 

Company professed to know nothing of the "actual facts surrounding the 

origin of the said projects and the said scheme and design of the said 

Miller" until mid-April, 1912. The provisions of the contracts between 

the two W. S. & G. companies and between the Brindley Company and the W. 

S. & G. Construction Company were reviewed, and it was noted that the 

Brindley Company had not received the $7,617,500 par value common stock of 

~e w. S. & G. Railway Company as the contract stipulated. The bill of 

complaint further contended that Miller had signed promissory notes 
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$49,061.11, including a 10% fee as granted by the contract, 

the Brindley Company for the amount it had advanced. It was 

erted that Miller had diverted much of this money for his personal use. 

notes were claimed to have matured on May 27, 1912, and Miller had 

because neither he nor the W. S. & G. had the 

The bill of complaint reviewed the deed of trust and noted that the 

Company had supplied the $5,000 required to procure the services 

Commerce Trust Company. The court was asked to examine the deed of 

because the Brindley Company thought that the circumstances 

"the procurement of the Public Utilities Commission's 

authorizing the proposed bond issue" raised "grave doubts' l 

about the trust deed's validity. While it was thought that Commerce Trust 

any bonds under the terms of the deed of trust, it was 

that the trust company still might have some claim on W. S. & 

Since the trustee's claim on railroad property would be 

gi,en precedence over the contractors', the court was asked to determine 

if any claims to W. S. & G. property were held by Commerce Trust. 

The Brindley Company also asked that the court remove Miller from the 

presidency of the two W. S. & G. companies. The suit requested that the 

court declare the companies insolvent and incapable of performing the 

purpose for which they were incorporated, and therefore dissolve them. 

The court was also requested to appoint a receiver who would determine 

both the companies' assets and liabilities. The receiver would then sell 

the assets and divide the proceeds among the road's creditors. The court 

was asked to declare that the Brindley Company had a valid claim to 

$49,061.11 plus 6% interest from the dates of the various promissory 
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Finally, the Brindley Company asked that the contract between the 

S. &G. Construction Company and the Brindley Company be "rescinded and 

Along with the bill of complaint and subpeona that notified Miller of 

suit and required him to answer it, the U. S. marshal also served him 

a notice that the Brindley Company would apply on Saturday morning, 

29, 1912, to U. S. District Court Judge John C. Pollock in Kansas 

Kansas, for the appointment of receivers for the W. S. & G. 

anies pending the completion of the litigation. Bernard Litowich, of 

Salina law firm of Burch, Litowich and Mason, was also served with 

since he was the general solicitor for both W. S. & G. 

2
companies. After reading the papers, Miller wrote Howard that it was "a 

deep laid scheme" to put him out of business. He wanted Howard to bring a 

the Saturday hearing so Miller could arrange to 

have him assist Litowich. "It occurs to me, that I have been wrongly 

advised relative to some matters by local Attorneys," he wrote. "I am not 

3
quite sure that I can depend on them altogether." The matters about 

which Miller thought he had been misinformed remained unspecified. 

Apparently, no immediate action was taken about adding new attorneys, 

because Burch, Litowich and Mason remained his solicitors of record until 

mid-August. 

The day before the receivership hearing, Litowich entered into a 

stipulation or agreement with the Brindley I s principal attorney, D. R. 

Hite. Litowich acted on behalf of the two W. S. & G. companies and Miller 

only. Commerce Trust Company was evidently dropped from the list of 

defendants, as it was not mentioned in the remainder of the suit. The 

stipulation stated that the court was to appoint a receiver the next day 
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that he was not to take possession of the companies until August 15. 

companies or anyone acting on their behalf gave the court 

to pay the Brindley Company before that date, then the 

r appointing the receiver would become void. If payment were made, 

4 case would be dismissed at Brindley's expense. 

The stipulation virtually insured that the companies would be put 

receivership on August 16. Miller did not have $49,000 or any amount 

to that figure, and his past performance at raising money indicated 

would be unable to raise that amount in forty-five days. 

towich's reasoning for making the stipulation is unknown. He may have 

ought that the case against his clients was so strong that it was the 

H8t arrangement he could make; or Miller may have possibly told Litowich, 

u he did the Salina Daily Union and many of his correspondents, that he 

offered to repay Brindley, and Litowich may have thought the 

stipulation would give Miller plenty of time to make the remittance. 

Privately, Miller may have realized that the stipulation spelled the 

en-:i of the W. S. & G. The stipulation was the last action taken by 

Litowich as Miller's counsel. Sometime between July 1 and August 24, 

Litowich earned Miller's enmity because of it. By August 24, Miller 

dismissed Litowich and his firm as his solicitors and new attorneys, 

Sackett, Brewster and Spafford of Beatrice, Nebraska, were engaged. 

Publicly, however, Miller never acknowledged the significance of the 

stipulation, but instead kept telling correspondents the same things he 

had said after the initiation of the first Brindley suit. At that time he 

wrote his old associate at Turon, Martin H. Potter, that the Brindley 

Company had "neither the brains nor the money to put this deal through and 

we turned them out and as you might know, in cases of this kind, it means 
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that will be the end of The Brindley Company." He also 

new contractor would be on the job "soon. ,,5 After the 

was filed, Miller told his correspondents that the Brindley 

tried to put the W. S. & G. into receivership but the court 

given the railroad forty-five days "to see what it could do." On July 

told the Salina Daily Union, "There will be no receiver. Those 

have got to come clean if they want a receiver and that is 

,,6
do. 

A few days later the Union reported that Brindley officials O. T. 

C. Whitehead, Gilbert H. Gilbert, and W. J. Miller had 

lIeen officially voted out as officers and directors of the W. S. & G. 

companies. Seven new directors were reported to be coming to Salina the 

following week. They were not identified, but it was reported that none 

were from Kansas and that all were interested in developing a certain 

point along the proposed route. It also reported that the railroad's 

bonds were being made in Paris. When they were done, a representative of 

Commerce Trust would go to Paris and certify them. Then the French 

investors would purchase the bonds and transfer their payment to the 

7 
trustee. 

Evidently Miller's strategy after the filing of the first Brindley 

suit was to raise enough money to pay the fees necessary to sell the bonds 

in Paris. Part of the first money from the sale could be used to payoff 

the Brindley Company. In this effort he failed miserably. He interested 

some Nebraska men in the railroad and got some money from them, but it was 

too little and too lately received. If he had been more immediately 

successful, it is doubtful that Commerce Trust would have certified any of 
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bonds because of the pending litigation; and even if it had, the 

would have probably taken longer than the time in which Miller had 

As it became obvious in the early spring of 1912 that the Brindley 

going to leave the proposition, Miller began searching for new 

He and Coughlin wrote to many railroad contractors across 

described the W. S. & G. in the best possible terms, and 

them to submit bids for their construction services. Miller 

many responses and began corresponding with several. 

In early June, Miller began to correspond with John D. Porter of 

Kansas City, Missouri. On June 11, Porter and his 

Miller in his Salina offices. They were shown the 

profiles of 140 miles of the road, and numerous 

letters from MacLean that supposedly revealed the good condition of the 

Porter was favorably impressed and Miller orally 

offered him a contract. The contract was similar to the one made with the 

Company; it contained the all-important provision that Porter 

would advance funds needed before the money from the bond sales 

was available. Miller sent Porter written confirmation of the offer and 

Porter replied that he needed to consult with his brothers and business 

partners in Portland, Oregon, and Tacoma, Washington, and that he would 

have an answer within a few days. Assuming that the answer was positive, 

Porter planned to go to Salina to prepare a detailed engineering report. 

"Pending this report, no time will be lost on our part to consummate an 

equitable contract," he assured Miller. "Providing your financial agent, 

Mr. MacLean, closes his deals as outlined. ,,8 Miller was so certain that 

the firm would accept his contract, that on June 14, he wired MacLean, 
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rter Brothers contractors will relieve financial situation within ten 

cable.,,9 Unfortunately for Miller, Porter left Kansas City 

writing Miller and spent the next seven weeks in the West. 

Porter Brothers did not respond to Miller's proposed 

tract in time to be of any value to him, and he turned his attentions 

another of his correspondents. 

In early May, Miller had received a letter from LeRoy Davidson of 

rlotte, North Carolina, whose stationery advertised, "LeRoy Davidson: 

and Promoter" and "Unlimited Capital Seeking 

Davidson offered his services and noted that he had all 

10
projects investigated before working on them. Miller responded with a 

cablegram that read, "If you are prepared with quarter million ready cash 

preliminaries, come to Salina bonds are sold, money in 

Davidson didn't understand Miller's wire and even had the telegraph 

repeat it to make certain that the message was properly 

transmi t t ed • Still, he volunteered that his railroad expert would be 

available soon, and the two could give Miller an estimate of the expenses 

Killer would be expected to pay for the examination. Davidson earned a 

commission of 2.5% to 5% of the loan minus the amount for the expert 

examination. Miller described the proposition and stated that it would 

take about $100,000 "to get things in motion." Davidson replied that if 

the examination was favorable, he could finance the proposition. 12 

The expert's fee was $500, of which Miller was to advance $100 and 

pay the remaining $400 on the expert's arrival in Salina. Miller 

requested that Davidson send him references and was told that the expert, 

E. L. Propst would bring the proper credentials with him. Miller sent the 
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o and Propst left for Salina on June 9. The trip was a disappointment 

Davidson, because Miller claimed that Propst had arrived without the 

credentials and Miller refused to recognize him as Davidson's 

Neither did Miller pay Propst the remaining $400 of his fee. 13 

learned Propst was a construction contractor in his own right and 

contract to build the W. S. & G. After Propst returned to 

Miller wired, "Get busy. Bind contract with ten thousand 

days.,,14 Near the end of June, Propst returned Miller's contract 

certain changes that eliminated the time limit placed on the 

Propst also wanted to make the contract with the railway 

than the construction company. Miller rejected Propst's proposal 

few days later Propst rejected the W. S. & G. contract. He 

"1 decided that I could not sign the contract in the shape it 

drawn up. I can put up cash if it is necessary, or bond, but I can't 

up cash, until it is secured. I do not see how a contract with a 

Construction Company will bind the Railroad Company to anything. I could 

our contract with the Construction Company, but before we put any 

in it, or put up any, I would have to know what it was to be spent 

for. and know, that the Construction Company was solvent." He invited 

Killer to submit another contract, but at this point. Miller let the 

15 
matter drop. 

During May and June, Miller had tried, without success, to get money 

from his old friends at Turon. On May 17, he wrote M. H. Potter that 

Turon's neighbor, Stafford, was making a determined effort to land the 

railroad for itself. Miller wanted Turon to "cinch the deal" and force 

the W. S. & G. to come through the town by sending Miller the remainder of 

16
its subscription, or $8,750. The next week Miller called Potter's home 
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hopes of persuading him to corne to Salina "to protect what we are 

to do for Turon. ,,17 Miller was unable to reach him, but when 

got the message, he wrote that it was not necessary to hurry to 

because the money from Paris would not be available for three 

Miller refuted Potter's assertions and threatened that the board 

directors would cancel Turon's contract if the remainder of its 

was not sent to Salina immediately. Potter protested that 

stated that the subscriptions were due after the sale of the 

He reminded Miller that Turon had contributed $3,750 already, 

.cluding $1,800 of his own at a crucial time, and that other towns, such 

Sylvia, had contributed nothing. He accused Miller of not showing good 

:dth but softened the accusation with a compliment: "So you cheer up, a 

~ with your ability will get enough money to put this deal through now, 

even if we cannot get our fellows to make a payment at this time. ,,18 

that the wording of the contract was not exactly what he 

of Turon but justified his request by stating that his 

intentions remained the same. The contract specified that the money could 

be used to pay for making the bonds, and the French, in contrast to the 

English, required that the bonds be made and delivered to them before they 

depoei ted any money. 

Potter went to work trying to raise money from individuals in his 

area and on June 8, he wrote that he had found four men who would "go most 

any limit to help your closing out the deal at Paris." Two days later 

Hiller suggested that Turon could "put the deal through" and send their 

money to Paris by June 15. He stated that Wichita had offered $10,000 to 

$50,000 in return for a spot on the line and the shops that had been 

promised to Turon. (Only an initial inquiry had been made by the Wichita 
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inessmen's Association.) Miller threatened, "I will say frankly that 

let the deal fail now I would make most any 

Upon receipt of this letter, Potter wrote, "You are 

becoming desperate. . I tell you Miller, as well as I know 

, your last few letters almost shakes my faith. If your Company can 

contracts then break them, what assurances would we have if we put up 

to get this railroad, and then you could change the line and 

Wichita. No; this will not do." He continued that he and his 

committee of four thought they could raise $1,000 each from towns in the 

area, including Sylvia, in return for an assurance that the towns would be 

on the route and that they would not be asked to contribute any more than 

specified in their contracts. The money was to be deposited at 

Trust with the stipulation that it be used to close the deal in 

Paris. He stated that his committee had planned to visit Miller the next 

20
day and discuss their plan. Miller rejected them, though, with the 

following telegram: "You will only waste your time coming to Salina on 

your proposition. We refuse to accept your offering. ,,21 

In the meantime, MacLean kept urging Miller to send him the money to 

have the bonds lithographed in Paris and to close the deal there. He 

claimed to have groups of financiers ready to finance the railroad's 

second and third grand divisions as soon as the Paris deal was finished. 

He admonished Miller, "Don't waste Time and Opportunity." He had learned 

of the :Brindley's lack of faith in his ability and he advised, "Instead of 

misusing Time and Nerve at questioning and finding fault with their 

universally faithful, untiring, industrious, honest Agent at London, they 

[the Brindley Company] had best hereafter Act Promptly on practical 

advices hereafter, to succeed and not lag at Opportunity.22 
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Prior to the beginning of the second Brindley suit, B. C. Howard was 

than willing to do Commerce Trust Company's part in arranging the 

sale. Since the trust company was not a party to the first Brindley 

it is quite possible that Howard was unaware of the litigation. 

an unintentional delay on MacLean's part, a sample form of bond was 

Miller. Miller and Howard examined it and in early June prepared 

they thought \vould be acceptable to all. Howard had informed 

May that he would be willing to go to Paris and certify 

the fifty thousand bonds, but the trust company expected Miller to 

the trip's expenses, from $200 to $250, and to add another $5,000 to 

the trustee's fees. Miller acted as though he had not received this 

information; on June 8, he informed Howard that a representative of the 

trust company should be leaving for Paris by June 15, because the bonds 

needed to be certified and sold before the hot weather hit around July 1. 

He assured Howard, "I am quite sure, that the Representative can go over 

23
there and certify to the Bonds and bring back the cash." Howard 

reminded Miller of his unpaid financial obligations to the trust company 

and stated that it would be a physical impossibility to certify all the 

bonds by July 1. Besides, the mortgage or deed of trust would have to be 

changed, since the French were taking smaller denominations of bonds than 

the English. He noted that that would take time. He seemed willing to do 

all within his power to help Miller and suggested that perhaps two men 

from Commerce Trust might make the trip to speed up the bond-signing 

24 
process. Of course, after the departure of the Brindley Company, Miller 

did not have any funds to lithograph the bonds or to send a Commerce Trust 

representative to Paris, or to pay the trustee another $5,000. 
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After Commerce Trust was named as a co-defendant in the Brindley 

pany's second suit. Howard's attitude changed. About two weeks after 

initiation of the suit. Miller wrote that he and new associates would 

sending the trustee $500 to cover the expenses of the trip. which he 

soon. Howard replied that $500 was insufficient and that 

the additional $5.000 in trustee's fees. There were 

also complications resulting from the Brindley suit: even though the 

receiver would not qualify until mid-August. the railway company had still 

receivership by the court and it would not be proper for a 

trustee to certify bonds of a company in receivership.25 Miller replied 

trustee's stand would "bust up the entire matter." In his 

cMracteristic style, he threatened to find a temporary trustee in Paris 

and then a permanent one in New York. but Howard and the Commerce Trust 

26
Company were unmoved. On this note, Miller's plan to carry out the bond 

sale and payoff the Brindley Company failed. 

After the commencement of the second Brindley suit, Miller changed 

his strategy to one of a direct attack on the Brindley Company. 

Interestingly. Miller accused his opponents of misusing the U. S. mails. a 

crime that had already sent him to prison once and would do so again. He 

sent MacLean a copy of the bill of complaint and pointed out the 

accusations made against MacLean's character and intentions. Miller 

recommended that MacLean authorize Miller's attorneys. Burch. Litowich and 

Mason. to file suit against the Brindley Company. Miller stated that he 

was certain MacLean's record would prove that he was not a grafter, as the 

Brindley Company has asserted. and Miller thought MacLean's suit would 

stop the company from "using the United States mail as a medium from which 
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people. ,,27 MacLean denounced the perfidy of the	 Brindley 

but he did not take Miller's advice. 

On July 10. Miller wrote to Joe P. Johnson. chief postal inspector at 

Missouri. He sent a letter written by Warren Nickerson 

& G. chief engineer. who had been fired in May) to	 Benjamin 

Brown. a long-time W. S. & G. director and supporter. Miller stated 

t Nickerson had joined with the Brindley Company and that they were 

put him out of business by using the U. S. mail to blackmail 

The letter written by Nickerson was an example	 of their dirty 

Miller further charged that the Brindley Company officials were 

fraud. because they had led him to believe that	 their 

OlIlpany was strong enough financially to build the road when in fact it 

"It can be readily shown. that the matter is a rank conspiracy 

o	 prevent the building of this line." he declared. "We think that we are 

28
of the United States Laws."

Miller's Salina foes also figured into the conspiracy that he saw 

against him. On July 15, he warned MacLean that W. W. Watson, whom 

Hiller described as "the worst enemey that I have in the City," was 

traveling to London to check up on and visit with MacLean. Watson was the 

Salina booster who had given the city's commercial club a negative report 

on the W. S. & G. when Miller moved to Salina in 1909. Miller advised 

MacLean that Watson intended to be a witness for the Brindley Company and 

substantiate its allegations. "You will find this fellow pretty smooth, 

so take warning and have nothing to do with him," Miller wrote. 29 Two 

weeks later he wrote that the postal authorities had assured him that 

indictments would be brought against Perry. Gilbert, Johnson. and 

Whitehead of the Brindley Company for using the mails to defraud. He 
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other indictments would follow which would prove that W. W. 

crowd had been the cause of the trouble. Miller tried to 

p MacLean interested in the proposition by informing him that Miller 

soon be able to send him at least $50-0 for his services and that all 

be set to complete the bond sale in the latter part of August. 30 

events were to prove, however, that Miller had again deluded himself 

optimistic hopes.
 

After the departure of the Brindley Company's money, in May, 1912,
 

surveying crew became a source of trouble for Miller. When Chief
 

bgineer Nickerson was fired in May, the party was left under the care of 

a Mr. Thruston. He, too, was soon fired at the recommendations of Couglin 

Wylie, and the locating engineer, William H. 

Bush, was put in charge. Others in the party left when they did not 

their pay for May. Bush wrote in late June that the remainder of 

the crew was discouraged and that he would not be able to hold the "boys" 

together after July 1 without their back pay.31 Miller tried to convince 

the crew that the fault lay with the Brindley Company and not him. "It 

has been rumored, that several parties in your camp will proceed to attach 

the camp out-fit," he advised. "You might suggest to them, that this 

would be a very foolish move on their part for the reason, that the money 

they are seeking to collect must be collected from the Brindley Company•. 

We consider it unjust on the part of the boys in making these 

threats, for the reason they were working for another party who failed to 

pay them and we have come to their rescue and are doing our very best to 

pay them their money. ,,32 

That the crew was really rescued is open to question. In late June, 

1912, Miller sent Bush three checks for $50 each, drawn on the railway's 
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at Traders State Bank in Salina. Bush cashed one at Protection, 

and another at Buffalo, Oklahoma, and both were refused payment 

of insufficient funds. Upon receiving a collect telegram on July 

from Protection State Bank about the situation, Miller wired, "Some one 

There will be no 10ss.,,33 He then sent drafts, apparently 

his own account, to cover the two checks. He denied that there 

insufficient funds and blamed the cashier and assistant cashier 

State Bank, H. J. Stover and Earle Eberhardt, who were also the 

secretary and treasurer, respectively. He revealed his 

state of mind when he explained, "I simply forwarded the 

checks, without an order of the Board of Directors and they questioned my 

authority for doing this and I took the position, that our engineer needed 

the money and I did not care to wait for a meeting of the Board of 

I make this statement to show you what assistance a man gets 

even from his own friends in trying to carry out the work, which I have 

34
undertaken. " 

Bush tried to keep the men working, but they made little progress, 

partly because there were not enough men left in the party and partly 

because they were working in very rough and hilly terrain. By the first 

of August, they had only reached the western edge of Harper County, 

Oklahoma, surveying less than thirty miles in two months. Miller made 

arrangements with his friends at Guymon to hire replacements for those who 

had left, and he sent small amounts of money to Bush for supplies. In 

late July, he sent Bush $380, but how he expected him to spend it is 

unknown. It was probably more than was needed for supplies and groceries 

for the camp, but it was far short of meeting the payroll. The crew's pay 
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amounted to nearly $800 and a similar or possibly higher amount 

due for May. july's payroll was considerably less, $630, which 

35crew's loss of manpower. 

Despite the forboding situation created by the second Brindley suit, 

to try to make it appear as though the railroad was 

gressing towards construction. In early July he ordered and received a 

typewriter from 1. C. Smith and Brothers in Kansas City, Missouri. 

there were no funds to pay for it, he promised to send the check by 

36
30. A few days later he informed the Armour packing plant in 

nsas City that construction would start around September 1 and stated, 

"We would have no objections, even at this time, to make a contract for 

your line. ,,37 Even though he was having trouble keeping the 

crew together, he promised one of his Guymon correspondents, R. B. 

that he would "crowd" the board of directors for authority to start 

38 
a second party that would work from Guymon west to Des Moines. 

Miller's greatest success in these months was in persuading several 

Nebraska businessmen to join the proposition. On July 3, Miller received 

a telegram from Harry R. Follmer of Lincoln, Nebraska, and son of Miller's 

old friend George Dallas Follmer from Oak. Follmer stated that he knew a 

potential investor in the road and requested "as much information as you 

deem advisable in regard to the French deal. ,,39 On the same day Miller 

cabled back, "Ten thousand will earn ten million. Money back in sixty 

days. French deal ready. Bring your man at once. I can satisfy." Later 

in the day he cabled again with a bet ter idea: "Can you bring seven men 

with ten thousand to form new board. If so act at once.,,40 Two days 

later Follmer replied that he had three "good strong men" but he didn't 
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push the deal too hard because he didn't know enough about 

offer. By return mail, Miller outlined his proposal: he needed 

the bond sale. The money was to be used for having 

bonds lithographed, for sending the representative to Paris, and for 

ting "local" expenses, such as the back payrolls of the survey crew and 

e Salina office staff. All expenditures were to be authorized by the 

In return he offered one thousand shares of W. S. & G. 

stock and 55,000 shares of railway company common 

tock; he again claimed that the $10,000 investment would soon be worth 

Copies of MacLean's letters about the bond sale were sent to 

fTove that Miller was not promoting a '" gold brick scheme.' ,,41 

Within a few days Follmer notified Miller that he and five to seven 

would visit Miller on Thursday night, July 11, 1912. "Everything is 

up to you," he wired. "They have the money. ,,42 The meeting lasted 

night; the men decided to accept Miller's offer by raising the 

themselves and their friends. None put down their money that 

two, A. L. Hannah of Beaver Crossing, Nebraska, and J. A. 

of Wymore, delivered their money and signed contracts with Miller 

two weeks. Hannah contributed $750 and Rueling $1,500. The 

contracts stipulated that the money was to be used for "certain 

outstanding obligations and in providing for expenses in closing the sale 

of certain bonds referred to in the correspondence of Samuel R. MacLean, 

and for no other purpose." Hannah was to receive fifty shares of 

construction company stock and 2,750 shares of railway common stock and 

Reuling was to receive twice those amounts. Additionally, the men were to 

be reimbursed dollar for dollar from the first proceeds from the bond 
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Those who contributed were allowed to form a townsite company which 

have the exclusive rights and cooperation of the W. S. & G. 

promised to name seven of the contributors to the boards 

43the w. S. & G. companies. 

In a burst of optimism, Miller notified his survey crew, Commerce 

MacLean that enough money would be coming in soon to put 

in motion. Unfortunately, the $2,250 may have been all that 

from his new Nebraska friends. Two weeks after the 

JIl-night meeting, Miller traveled to Follmer's home in Lincoln and to 

~ore (about fifty miles south of Lincoln) in hopes of signing contracts 

'nth some of Follmer's contacts. Miller told the Salina Daily Union that 

trip to "eastern points" and that he would be 

a few days with some "interesting news.,,44 Despite Follmer's 

the trip was unsuccessful. After Miller returned to Salina, 

'oUmer reported that he was working with several good prospects. He 

continued, "Ready cash is a little close with me, and if I could get the 

commission on the $2,250 that we got before, it would help me emmensely 

(sic]. ,,45 Miller replied in a disgusted tone that he had just about given 

up on signing up any more of Follmer's prospects in time, and consequently 

he would not advance any part of Follmer's commission. Furthermore, he 

threatened that if he did not receive the needed $10,700, he would return 

46
the $2,250 to Hannah and Reuling. 

Only one other of Miller's new group seemed to be trying to persuade 

others to contribute to the cause, and he did not produce the quick 

results that Miller desired. L. H. Archard, an insurance and real estate 

salesman from Wymore, wrote Miller on August 2, "I have tried to hasten my 

prospective investors all I think I could without making them suspicious, 
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t it does seem difficult to find men who are not a little shy of any 

d of a stock deal. As I told a man yesterday, if some stranger with a 

come into town with some proposition with not one half 

,e chance to make good that this one has, he would sell some stock all 

I am afraid we have made this proposition look a little too good." 

that he had four IIfirst class ll prospects, but they wanted to 

proposition very carefully before investing and that would take 

Within ten days, one or more of the men had decided to join the 

a meeting was scheduled for Monday, August 12, at Miller's 

sign the contracts. Unfortunately Miller's past caught up with 

any additional funds could be donated. On Friday, August 9, 

a telegram from Follmer telling him to not take in any 

money until he received Follmer's letter. 

In the meantime, Miller was having difficulties with his employees 

of his inability to pay them. At the beginning of August, one of 

stenographers and the bookkeeper quit. The Salina Evening Journal 

reported that the young women had walked out because they could not get 

their pay. Miller denied this and stated that he had discharged them. He 

showed the Journal reporter two cancelled checks, dated July 26, for $100 

to each of the two to cover their salaries for May and June. He stated 

that they would receive their July pay at the regular time in mid-August. 

It was also reported that Miller's private stenographer, Bettie O. 

Anderson, was still in his employ, "but owing to some personal differences 

48she was not at work today [August 3]." 

On July 29, Coughlin "flew the track" and Special Engineer Wylie 

announced plans to leave soon on a long vacation. Hiller told William 

Bush, locating engineer and acting chief of the surveying party, that the 
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had left because of differences over the surveying crew. Miller 

were not keeping him properly informed of the crew's 

Coughlin t s departure was not reported in the Salina 

7. The Salina Daily Union noted that Coughlin had had 

long series of disagreements with Miller and that the last straw came 

:n	 he demanded and was refused his back salary. The Union commented, "A 

S0
figured in the final breaking Up.II

Within a few days, Miller became suspicious of Bush and discharged 

Miller instructed him to turn over the company money to another man 

the party and to come to Salina to present receipts for the money he 

Bush came to Salina but did not visit the railroad offices, 

papers he needed had been sent on with his luggage to his 

in Kansas City. Miller wrote to Bush's Kansas City address 

an immediate settlement. Miller claimed that Bush and Coughlin 

friends and that Coughlin had hired Bush in order to extract 

funds fFom the railroad's treasury. Coughlin later denied any conspiracy, 

but there seems to have been some truth to Miller's allegations that Bush 

had not followed instructions in dispensing the $380 sent him in July. 

Bush apparently spent part of it for supplies and food but gave none to 

the party when he left. He apparently took the balance, possibly as much 

as $300, to cover his own salary for May and June. Bush claimed that 

Miller still owed him $160 for his July pay. He wrote, "I regret that 

was obliged to use the means I have to secure at least a part of what you 

owe me but I was advised to do so both by my lawyer and other parties who 

IIS1have lost what is due them from you. The relationship between Bush and 

Miller ended with each threatening, but not taking, legal action against 

the other. 

I 
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Miller was also having problems with Bettie Anderson, his private 

The "personal differences" that kept her away from work on 

~gust 3, kept her away for nearly two weeks. On August 12, Miller must 

have wanted her to return to work because he wired her in Wichita in care 

of her uncle, "Come to Salina tomorrow or I must send sheriff with 

On the same day he also wired her father, C. G. Anderson of 

rural Falun in southern Saline County, "Unless Bettie appears today we 

must arrest her. Important papers have gone and we believe she has them. 

am her friend. ,,52 Miller told both Salina papers that important 

correspondence between him and Bush had disappeared from his desk and that 

Anderson was the only othe person who had a key to it. He called her 

absence from work a "disappearance" and implied that it proved she had 

stolen the papers. On August 16, under a headline of "Miss Anderson 

Denies Story; Says Mr. Miller Agreed It Was False; But Another Question; 

Mr. Miller Says He Was Not Quoted Right--Reporter Submits Answer," the 

Union printed a letter from Anderson denying Miller's earlier statements 

and asking the paper to correct them. She stated that she had been at her 

parents' home the entire time and had not gone to Wichita. She further 

stated that Miller had exonerated her and had told her he had notified the 

Union reporter to have the paper correct its statements. He also told her 

that Coughlin had had a key to Miller's desk. Following her letter was a 

statement from Fred Ludes, the reporter of the original story. He 

asserted that he had correctly quoted Miller. He further contended that 

he had seen Miller several times since and that he had never been 

53
approached about correcting the article. Also on August 16, the Union's 

rival the Salina Evening Journal merely announced that Miller had 
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tracted his former statement. 54 Evidently Anderson returned to work, 

with her were far from over. 

Miller's troubles were mounting. Not only did he have problems with 

office staff and survey crew, but he was running out of time to save 

railroad from receivership, and he was not raising enough money from 

new Nebraska friends. After Henry Follmer notified L. H. Archard on 

August 9, not to take in any more money until Archard received his 

Archard cancelled his plan to take one or more prospective 

investors to Salina on the following Monday. He received Follmer's letter 

on Sunday and learned that Follmer had received some damaging letters 

about the W. S. & G. Follmer had intended to enclose copies of those 

letters but had forgotten to do so. 

Not knowing the contents of the damaging letters and believing that 

Miller should know about the trouble so he could properly address it, 

Archard went to Salina alone and spent Monday and Tuesday, August 12 and 

13, with Miller. Archard told Miller of his strange communication from 

Follmer, but Miller was apparently able to reassure him. Among the things 

the two discussed was the possible reorganization of the railroad. Since 

it appeared that the Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf would go into receivership, 

Miller thought it would be best to reorganize under a new name and start 

over. They apparently discussed and agreed that Follmer's role in the new 

organization would be brief and that he would either be persuaded or 

forced to leave the proposition. 55 

Upon his return to Wymore, Archard received the damaging letters from 

Follmer. Following Miller's refusal to pay Follmer the 10% commission on 

the $2,250, Follmer wrote Coughlin confidentially and asked about the 

status of the railroad. Coughlin (who had already left the company) 
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that the " pro ject will undoubtedly go to the wall" and that he 

probably lose $4,500 due him. Coughlin accused Miller of 

the $2,250 he had received from Nebraska. Of the amount, $750 

pay only some of the employees and the balance was deposited 

personal account. Obviously, Coughlin had been among those 

had not been paid, since his $1,000 a month salary would have wiped 

the entire amount. Before the receipt of the money, Coughlin 

that Miller had so little money that he had been soliciting 

funds to pay his fare to and from Kansas City; but after the receipt of 

funds, he purchased a $100 glass lined refrigerator for his horne. 

Follmer sent a copy of a letter from William Bush to the Salina 

postmaster in which Bush accused Miller of tampering with Bush's mail. 

Bush claimed to have proof that Miller had opened letters that were 

addressed to him and sent to him at the Salina office. He further claimed 

that Miller had destroyed one of the letters and that Bettie Anderson had 

seen him do it. Copies of the letters from both Bush and Coughlin to the 

judge in the Brindley case were also sent to Archard, along with a letter 

from former Chief Engineer Warren Nickerson to Follmer's father, G. D. 

Follmer. Nickerson's letter advised G. D. Follmer to check out Miller's 

record before investing any money in the deal and stated that a copy of 

~ame could be obtained from Kansas State Bank Commissioner J. N. Dolley.56 

Archard believed that Miller was not guilty of any of the accusations 

made by Follmer's informants. Believing that Miller could exonerate 

himself, Archard wrote Miller about his correspondence with Follmer about 

the accusations made by Coughlin and Bush. Archard asked Miller to keep 

57
their correspondence confidential, but Miller did not. Miller soon 

wrote to Follmer and demanded that Follmer send the Coughlin letters to 
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inspector, J. F. Elston, so that Elston could 

a charge against Coughlin of misusing the mails. Miller 

threatened that Follmer would be arrested if he refused to turn over the 

letters. 58 (It is ironic that Miller would want Elston to investigate 

alleged postal violations for him, because at this time Miller himself was 

probably being investigated for misuse of the U. S. mail.) Follmer 

refused saying that if the postal authorit~es were interested, they could 

contact him directly and he would show them the letters. Furthermore 

Follmer stated, "After I have written a man for anything in confidence, 

you can bet your last life that H. R. Follmer is not giving up anything 

after so doing. ,,59 He tried to impress upon Miller that he was Miller's 

friend and was not antagonistic to the Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf; but 

Miller replied that he could prove his friendship only by sending all the 

60
letters to him. 

The forty-five day grace period on the receivership proceeding ended 

on August 15 and the next day the court revealed that D. J. Hanna, a 

Salina businessman, had been appointed receiver of the W. S. & G. 

companies. Miller denied that there was going to be a receiver. The 

Salina Evening Journal reported, '" I have seen nothing that looks like 

receiver taking charge over the office,' said Mr. Miller, 'and in fact I 

think that proceedings that we have started in the courts will tend to 

stop this. ' ,,61 Miller was given a few more days when Hanna declined to 

act as receiver. He had been vacationing in Colorado at the time of the 

announcement, and on his return the next week, he refused to post the bond 

necessary to qualify as receiver. He explained to the Salina Evening 

Journal on August 23, "r I know nothing of the affairs of the company and 
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not care to. '" On August 23, the court appointed a new receiver, 

62ina businessman James A. Kimball. 

In the meantime, Miller had made plans to reorganize. He, Archard, 

others from Nebraska met in Salina on Monday, August 19, 1912, to form 

.e Winnipeg, Kansas, and Gulf Railway Company. Miller informed MacLean 

others that the W. S. & G. case would probably be tied up in the 

years, and it would therefore be better to form a new company 

ahead. It is unknown how long the organizational meeting 

lasted, but the Salina Evening Journal reported on Friday of the same week 

that two strangers had been seen in Miller's offices intently studying a 

of Nebraska. The Salina Daily Union reported that on Thursday, August 

the word "Salina" had been scratched from the railroad's name that had 

63been painted on the windows of the W. S. & G. offices. 

Through his Nebraska friends, Miller found new attorneys, Sacket, 

Brewster and Spafford, of Beatrice. They filed an appearance as attorneys 

for both W. S. & G. companies on Saturday, August 24. They seemed to 

accept the inevitability of receivership. They advised Miller to prepare 

a bona fide claim of his own against the railway company so that he would 

recover something from the company and so that the share received by the 

64
Brindley Company would be less. Miller made a claim, but clearly had 

another strategy in mind. He thought that the W. S. & G. Railway Company 

could be removed from receivership because he thought the attorneys could 

prove the company had no liabilities. With the railway company protected, 

it could sell its rights and franchises to the new W. K. & G. The W. S. & 

G. Construction Company could also be protected by employing one of 

Miller's old techniques: invalidating a contact through a technicality. 

He claimed that the contract between the Brindley Company and W. S. & G. 
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company stipulated that the Brindley Company could begin 

after the construction company had ordered Brindley to begin. 

d no such order had ever been issued. Furthermore, the money Brindley 

pass through the W. S. & G. treasury but 

directly to individuals without Miller's knowledge. 

Miller also asserted that he could prove that the Brindley Company 

conspired from the beginning to steal the proposition from him and 

Miller's first attorney. Bernard Litowich. was a part of the 

wnspiracy. In advising his new attorneys about Litowich, Miller made a 

statement which is very intriguing in light of later events which brought 

prison sentence. 

We should show this man Litowich up in court, and show the 
judge that he was acting for the other side while pretending to 
be our attorney, and that he deliberatively [sic] was a party to 
having the court make an order contrary to the agreement which 
we entered into. He admitted this in the presence of Mr. 
Reuling, Mr. Archard, and Mr. Penrod in my office, and in my 
presence, and if you think best, I will draw up just the 
agreement as he stated it in the presence of the three gentlemen 
named, so that you can prepare the necessary affidavits to 
present to the court. 65 

Sacket, Brewster and Spafford I s reactions to Miller I s suggestions are 

unknown for they did not remain his attorneys. When Miller next appeared 

in court in October, Ira Lloyd of Ellsworth represented him. 

On August 28, James A. Kimball took his oath and posted a $5,000 bond 

to qualify as receiver of the two W. S. & G. companies. The next day he 

and his attorney, who incidentally was Bernard Litowich, called on Miller 

and asked him to turn over the assets of the Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf. 

Miller gave them the company I s seal and said that he had "no property, 

books, papers, charter, or memorandum of any nature whatsoever, except the 

seal" of the W. S. & G. When asked about accounts or credits at the bank. 
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said there were none. Kimball asked about the furniture, 

that it had been purchased from funds of people who had 

He claimed that Miller had told him that he owned the 

rnishings personally. Miller later claimed that he had told Kimball 

to different individuals. Miller also claimed that he 

there was "stuff" in the offices he could have and that 

7
had declined. 6 Kimball's account of the proceedings did not 

this supposed exchange. Miller's refusal to turn over the 

offices bought him three more weeks in which he could try to 

salvage his companies without the interference of a receiver. 

During those weeks Miller continued to work with Archard and others 

hopes of getting the Winnipeg, Kansas and Gulf off the ground, but he 

fell far short of his goal. He also had more problems with his former 

private stenographer, Bettie Anderson. Although Anderson was still on the 

railroad's payroll, she obviously was not being paid. She left the 

railroad offices and went to Wichita probably in the latter part of August 

to visit relatives. Miller followed her there, accused her of stealing 

$1,000 from his desk, and tried to persuade the Wichita police to arrest 

her. There are two newspaper accounts of Miller's trip to Wichita: one 

published by the Salina Daily Union on the day of his return, September 3, 

and the other in the Kansas City Star a month later. The Star reported 

that Miller had informed the Wichita police chief that a warrant for 

Anderson's arrest was being sent from Salina. The chief then sent 

Anderson back to Salina with Miller and a Wichita police detective. At 

Abilene, Miller was reported to have told the detective that he would not 

need to go to Salina because Salina police would be waiting, but the 

detective traveled on to Salina where he learned there was no warrant for 
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arrest. Miller was said to have explained that Wichita 

68had misunderstood him. 

The Union's version differed somewhat. It reported that since there 

8 no warrant, the Wichita police refused to arrest Anderson. Miller was 

ccessful, however, in persuading her to return to Salina with him, and 

r relatives hired the detective to accompany her "so that she would not 

Prior to their arrival, Salina police received a 

Miller to meet their train and arrest Anderson. The Salina 

refused because there was no warrant. Upon their arrival 

and the detective went directly to Saline County Attorney Frank 

for assistance. A few hours later, Miller and his attorney 

appeared in Knittle's office and asked that a warrant be issued for 

Knittle refused on the grounds that there was not 

69
enough evidence to justify issuing a warrant. Of the two accounts, the 

Union I S is probably the more accurate, because its reporters knew both 

Hiller and Anderson and had interviewed the principals involved. 

Miller I S efforts in getting Anderson to stay in Salina were for 

naught, and she returned to Wichita. Miller still accused her of stealing 

$1,000 from his desk, and he wrote to the Wichita Businessmen's 

Association warning its members against hiring her. He also attempted to 

gather enough evidence to have an arrest warrant issued. In this effort 

he solicited written sworn statements from witnesses. He may have been 

less than straightforward with at least one of these potential witnesses. 

He apparently informed H. V. Harden of Strong City that his statement 

would be helping Anderson. Harden replied, "I received your letter of the 

sixth in request of some information. But I could not swear to what you 

say. If I can be of any other service to you or her, please let me 
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70
I will do anything straight to help you, or her." Miller also 

persuade his Beatrice, Nebraska, attorneys to come to Salina to 

"I would much rather get her to talk than to prosecute her and 

if you would be here and take the matter up with her attorney, 

71emight arrange the matter," he wrote. 

Miller also contacted Anderson directly. She evidently told him that 

would return if he sent her two months salary. On Wednesday, 

11, he telegraphed her, "My promise fulfilled. One hundred 

fifty wired you by postal. Silence is the word. Will meet you Thursday 

at Missouri Pacific depot." [Emphasis added.]72 Expecting her to 

the next day, Miller wrote to Archard, clearing her of any 

wrongdoing: "The horizon is now clearing relative to the $1,000 so far as 

Miss Anderson is concerned and I stand ready to convince the most 

skeptical that she was not a party to the stealing of it.,,73 Miller's 

plans went awry when Anderson did not arrive as he had instructed. The 

next dLay he cabled her, "You pledged me on your honor you would come on 

receipt of one hundred fifty. Why are you not here. Act promptly." He 

also cabled the Kirkwood Auto Company where he thought she was working and 

implied that she was on his payroll and that she should not be working for 

the Wichita firm. Anderson still remained in Wichita and Miller's 

telegrams demanding her return became more threatening. On September 14, 

he wrote, "They are arranging to send officer for you. Better come today 

as you agreed," and on Tuesday, September 17, "Galbreath [one of Miller's 

old friends and former member of the surveying crew] made affidavit 

yesterday that he saw you take the money. I must swear to complaint 

Wednesday and will do so unless you make good your promise made last 
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tuesday and get here today on Mo. P. Better accept advice and I will 

4
,indicate you. Answer." 7

Miller may have carried out his threat on September 18 and signed a 

complaint against Anderson, but nothing appeared in the Salina newspapers 

concerning the story. Since Miller was so willing to vindicate Anderson 

if she would only return to Salina, the accusation of the theft was 

probably invented by him as a means of securing her return. While it is 

that Miller wanted Anderson to be in town, his motivation in 

demanding her return is less clear. He may have thought, as a Kansas City 

paper later suggested, that he could influence her actions better if she 

were in Salina. Although he told his Nebraska attorneys that he wanted 

her to talk, his instructions to her reveal that he wanted her to remain 

silent. Precisely what he feared she would tell is unknown. If former 

locating engineer William Bush's accusations were true, Miller may have 

feared that she would testify that she had seen Miller open, read, and 

destroy Bush's mail. Or, perhaps he feared that she would reveal other 

damaging information about him. Miller may have also thought that in case 

she did not remain silent and spoke against him, he would discredit her 

before she discredited him. On Thursday morning, September 19, Miller 

encountered difficulties that were more serious than those Anderson 

presented; but later events indicate that he still felt threatened by her. 

While Miller was scheming to get Anderson back to Salina, receiver 

Kimball was informing the court that Miller had refused to turn railroad 

property over to him. On September 17, Kimball asked the court to hold 

Miller in contempt of the court because of his "neglect and refusal and 

disregard for the court's orders.,,7S The next day the court issued a show 

cause order that commanded Miller to appear in court on October 4 in 
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I 

present his case for not being held in contempt. 

issued on the same day was an order directing the U. S. marshal to 

possession of the railroad offices, eject its occupants, and appoint 

custodian to see that the offices remained unoccupied until the hearing 

on the contempt charge. At 8:30 on Thursday morning, Deputy U. S. Marshal 

served Miller with the show cause order and the possession 

Miller was ejected from the offices and Saline County Sheriff 

76
Burke was appointed their custodian. The Salina Daily Union 

reported that Burke had placed a large padlock on the door to the 

77
offices. 

Miller was given two weeks in which to prove that he was not guilty 

of contempt of court. He also seemed to have been having problems with 

his attorneys. The Beatrice lawyers either retired from the case at their 

own request or Miller dropped them. When Miller appeared in federal court 

to answer the contempt charges, he was represented by a new solicitor, Ira 

Lloyd of Ellsworth. 

Miller's defense was primarily devoted to proving that the contents 

of the seized offices did not belong to either of the W. S. & G. 

companies, but belonged either to himself or others. One group of 

furnishings, including four desks, two tables, twenty chairs, three rugs, 

curtains and a davenport, were said to have been purchased from "monies 

furnished by different persons in Saline County, Kansas, and that not a 

dollar paid for same came directly or indirectly from the said Winnipeg, 

Salina & Gulf Railway Company, or construction company, nor has either of 

the said companies ever owned the same." Attached was an affidavit from 

six men who stated that they had given Miller more than $600 in the spring 

of 1910 so that he could buy furniture for use of the Topeka Southwestern. 
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n though the furniture was in the W. S. & G. offices, they stated that 

the W. S. & G. had repaid them in any way. Another 

furniture, including two desks, two typewriters, two chairs, and 

rug, was purchased from funds that long-time W. S. & G. supporter 

F. Brown had loaned Miller. Brown's affidavit substantiating 

attached. He stated that he had loaned $2,200 to Miller between 

1910, and March, 1911, and that Miller had not repaid any of it. 

Miller claimed that he purchased a third set of furniture, including 

desks, three chairs, and two rugs, for the W. S. & G. but that the 

of directors had refused to authorize the $327 purchase. 

paid $200 down in March, 1912, and Brown completed 

the payment on September 5, 1912. Brown's affidavit also substantiated 

assertions. A final group of furnishings, including two 

typewriters, an adding machine, desks and chairs, belonged to the Brindley 

Miller also reported that payment had not been made for the 

newest typewriter from L. C. Smith and Brothers. Miller further contended 

that the balance of the furniture belonged to him personally, as well as 

the stationery, books, private papers, and correspondence. Although he 

claimed that he had told Kimball that there was some "stuff" belonging to 

the w. S. & G. in the offices (and that Kimball had refused to take it), 

he did not offer any details about the "stuff." Miller contended that he 

was not in contempt of the court because the marshal had seized the 

offices and Miller no longer had any control over them. 

Also prepared for Miller's court appearance was a motion by W. 1. 

Nesmith and his at torney, who was also Ira Lloyd. Nesmith owned the 

building that housed the W. S. & G. offices, and he was the father of 
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Hal J. Nesmith, two of Miller's long-time supporters. Nesmith 

Miller's leases for the of£ices and stated that rent was past 

them. The first lease was for eight rooms at an annual rent of 

The annual rent payment due on March 1, 1912, had not been made. 

leased six more rooms for $650; Nesmith had 

received no payment on this lease either. On September 23, Lloyd had 

.erved Kimball with notices to vacate the rooms within ten days or pay the 

rent due him. Kimball had responded that he, as receiver, did not have 

~ssession of the property, but that if the court decided he should take 

he would immediately vacate. Nesmith told the court that the 

the receiver had refused without just cause to turn over the 

rooms to him. He requested that the court order the marshal, the 

receiver, and the railroad to leave the premises immediately, or to allow 

him to sue to recover possesion of the rooms. 

The contempt hearing was postponed from Friday, October 4, to the 

following Monday, October 7. On that day Miller appeared in court ready 

to present his defense, only to find himself in deeper trouble. At 3:00 

P.M. Miller was arrested in the courtroom by U. S. Marshal J. R. Harrison 

on the charge of using the mails to defraud. The investigation that 

caused the grand jury to return the indictment had been conducted by 

Salina post-office inspector J. F. Elston, and was reportedly initiated by 

complaint from Miller's former associate at Turon, Martin H. Potter. 

Miller was charged with fraudulently representing that his project was 

backed with $29,997,00 of foreign capital that was claimed to be on 

deposit. The Kansas City Star stated that throughout the proceeding 

Miller maintained the dignity and bearing befitting the president of a 

grand railroad. "He was a railroad president, so far as outside 
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appearances went," the Star reported. "A moment later he was a prisoner. 

dignified. Even the surprise he expressed at being in the 

of the law was dignified." 78 Miller was taken to the 

County j ail where he remained for six weeks because he was 

post the $15,000 bond. 

The next day the Star interviewed him in prison to get his side of 

story: he blamed Wall Street for his imprisonment. 

"They have Miller locked up to keep him from building that 
road," Miller declared. "I simply am in wrong with Wall Street. 
That is the only reason I am here." 

The promoter of the railroad . . . says he has committed no 
offense for which he can be convicted. He declares that in 
spite of his arrest, the road will be built some day. 

"We brought about the organization of a Paris syndicate to 
finance this proposition," Miller said--the plural referring to 
himself. "This syndicate is organized now and it had the money 
ready to furnish for the road. It was to pay 5 million dollars 
in the first installment and 5 million dollars later in other 
installments. 

"This syndicate was heard about the road's receivership 
now, however, and it may back out of the proposition and put its 
money somewhere else. That is just what the Wall Street 
financiers who were not interested in the road desired to 
happen. Wall Street was not in on it, and I'll tell you right 
now they're afraid of Miller when he starts out alone."79 

The news made the front pages of the Salina papers, where the stories 

from the Kansas City papers were reprinted. No local comment was reported 

on the events. It may be that interest in Miller and the W. S. & G. had 

dwindled to a point that there was no newsworthy reaction to the events. 

A more likely explanation, however, is that the papers saw their 

journalistic duty to publish the news as they received it from Kansas 

City; but neither wanted to print anything else in order to avoid 

embarrassment to the Salina businessmen and bankers who were still 

associated with the proposition. 
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Miller's arrest virtually ended his defense in the Brindley case. It 

ended, apparently, Miller's relationship with Ira Lloyd. On October 

the court declared that Miller should be discharged from the 

contempt. The marshal was to turn the offices over to 

to preserve all W. S. & G. property as well as "all 

papers, books, letters, reports, accounts, letters files, and 

documents" that were in the offices. Kimball was to allow Miller and his 

to the records and let them make copies of the records in 

his defense in the mail fraud charge. The court answered 

admonishing Kimball to vacate the rooms "with all 

eonvenient speed and without unnecessary delay. ,,80 

On November 2, 1912, a hearing on the Brindley's bill of complaint 

the stipulation was held. Miller was represented by a new attorney, 

Jacob S. Detweiler of Kansas City, Kansas. The court found generally with 

the complainant. It was decreed that Miller be removed from both the W. 

S. & G. companies. The companies were declared insolvent and therefore 

dissolved, and the receiver was ordered to sell the companies' assets and 

divide the proceeds between their creditors. The court also found that 

the defendants owed Brindley Company $49,061.11 plus $981.22 (6% interest 

from July 2, 1912, to November 2, 1912) and ordered that the total amount 

81
be paid from the proceeds of the receiver's sale. 

Kimball inventoried the contents of the offices and reported that the 

two companies' assets were inseparable. Those assets, with the exception 

of the office furnishings, were of little or no value and would only 

interest a railroad company or someone wanting to build a railroad. He 

asked that he be allowed to deposit the companies' correspondence with the 

.. f I 82court, Slnce lt was 0 no va ue. 
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On November 10, Judge John C. Pollock reduced Miller's bond from 

to $5,00. W. L. Nesmith posted the bond and Miller was released 

The next morning the Salina Daily Union reported that he 

S at the offices and feeling fine. He told the Union, "'The road will 

as has been planned. We will occupy the same offices as we 

occupied. The offices will be refurnished with new furniture as 

as they were formerly furnished.,,,83 Through Detweiler's 

efforts, the L. C. Smith and Brothers Typewriter Company recovered their 

typewriter for which they had not been paid. Detweiler was not successful 

at removing from the receiver's sale certain pieces of furniture that 

~ller claimed belonged to him personally. 

The sale was held on November 25, 1912. Hal J. Nesmith purchased the 

furniture, fixtures, and stationery for $877.72. The Brindley Company 

purchased all the surveys, blueprints, profiles, maps, and other data 

concerning the construction of the road. The Brindley Company did not pay 

the court for these items but indicated that they would satisfy the 

company's claim. After expenses of the receivership, including receiver's 

and attorney's fees, rent for the rooms, and taxes were deducted from the 

proceeds of the sale, and the remainder was divided among those who held 

claims against the W. S. & G. The claimants received only a small 

fraction of their claims. For instance, Coughlin had the largest claim of 

84
$4,072: he recovered $64.37. The sale of the office furniture to 

Nesmith probably pleased Miller because the two were still friends. 

Miller was allowed use of the furniture and offices after the receiver's 

sale. 

The Brindley Company tried to recoup its losses by using the material 

gained from the receiver's sale in another enterprise. In late October, 
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Topeka Daily Capital announced that four Brindley Company officials 

E. Gault, J. R. Mulvane, and W. S. Webb, to form 

North American Midland Railway Company. Gault had been one of 

attorneys in its suit against Miller. A charter was granted to 

e company in early November and a month later it was announced that the 

York incorporators were busily at work arranging for foreign 

The financing must not have been forthcoming or perhaps 

else stopped their plans, because nothing more was heard from 

American Midland Railroad. 

Miller, in the meantime, was trying to rebuild. Shortly before 

reported to W. B. Ream, editor of the Turon Weekly Press, 

that he had purchased everything of value from the old W. S. & G. He said 

at	 the "old stand" and had "completely whipped the Brindley 

.. ,,86
in their efforts to steal the propos1t1on. Had Miller 

concentrated on the positive aspects of rebuilding his proposition rather 

than trying to fight his detractors, he might very well have avoided a 

prison term. Themail fraud case still hung over him but it may not have 

been much of a case. In early December, the case's prosecutor, Charles 

Briggs, an assistant U. S. attorney for Kansas, wrote Salina postal 

inspector J. F. Elston and requested that he bring his report and all 

papers concerning the mail fraud case to Briggs I s office as soon as 

possible in order to get witnesses subpoened and draw the indictment. He 

wrote, "We anticipate a fight, and a hard one, on this case and for that 

reason want plenty of time to draw and redraw the indictment if 

necessary. ,,87 This indictment was never drawn and there are no remnants 

of the case in the court's records. In late December and early January, 

Miller or possibly Miller's enemies took a course of action which 

authorities found far easier to prosecute. 
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CHAPTER 8: NOTES 

lRecords of the U.S. District Court (record group 21) [hereafter RG 
1]; District of Kansas, First Division [hereafter Kansas); Brindley 

any v. Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf Railway Company, et a1. (civil case 
99) [hereafter civil case 1299); Bill of Complaint;" Archives Branch, 
~dera1 Archives and Records Center, Kansas City, Mo. [hereafter FARC). 

2RG 21, Kansas, civil case 1299, Notice, filed June 26, 1912, FARC. 

3RG 21; Kansas; "Records of the Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf Railway 
Company, 1908-1912" (microfilm preservation project 6NCN-81-002) 
{hereafter 6NCN81-002]; Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf [hereafter WS&G); 
records of the president [hereafter Pres.]; copy of letter to B. C. 
Boward, June 25, 1912 (fiche 28). 

4RG 21, Kansas, civil case 1299, Stipulation. 

5RG 21, Kansas, 6NCN81-002, WS&G, Pres., [hereafter RG 21 
Pres. ] ; copy of letter to Martin H. Potter, June 1, 1911 (fiche 27). 

6Sa1ina Dai1z Union, July 3, 1912, p. 8. 

7Sa1ina Daily Union, July 6, 1912, p. 1. 

8RG 21 . Pres., copy of letter to John D. Porter, June 11, 1912 
(fiche 27), and letter from Porter, June 15, 1912 (fiche 15). 

9RG 21 . Pres., copy of telegram to Samuel R. MacLean, June 14, 
1912 (fiche 31). 

10RG 21 ... Pres., letter from LeRoy Davidson, May 6, 1912 (fiche 
14) • 

11RG 21 ... Pres., copy of telegram to Davidson, May 11, 1912 
(fiche 27). 

12RG 21 . . . Pres., letter from Davidson, May 11, 1912 (fiche 14); 
copy of letter to Davidson, May 20, 1912 (fiche 27); and telegram from 
Davidson, May 24 [1912] (fiche 15). 

13RG 21 ... Pres., letter from Davidson, June 18, 1912 (fiche 16). 
and copy of letter to Davidson, July 1, 1912 (fiche 28). 

14RG 21 Pres., copy of telegram to E. L. Propst, June 18, 1912 
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CHAPTER 9:
 

OBSCENITY, PERJURY, AND PRISON, DECEMBER, 1912 - MAY, 1915
 

The final decree in the Brindley suit dissolved the Winnipeg, Salina 

Gulf Railway and Construction companies, but it did not end Miller's 

building a grand trunk railroad from Winnipeg to the Gulf. On 

20, 1912, Miller returned from the Wyandotte County jail, where 

six weeks on the mail fraud charge waiting for his bail to be 

to a point that one of his friends would post it for him. It 

that he immediately began working on the Winnipeg, Kansas, and 

Gulf Railway proposition. Af ter the receiver's sale in la te November, 

Miller was allowed by the Nesmith brothers and their father to reoccupy 

his former offices and use the furniture he had purchased for the Topeka 

Southwestern and the Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf. During these months, he 

may have depended heavily upon the Nesmith brothers and Benjamin F. Brown, 

three of his staunchest supporters. Miller faced an up-hill task. His 

reputation had been so damaged by the Brindley case and the mail fraud 

charge that he enjoyed little public support. His personal finances had 

also dwindled. Miller probably saw himself as the victim of a miscarriage 

of justice; his frequent change of attorneys suggests that he thought he 

had been improperly represented in the Brindley case. He certainly 

thought a conspiracy of his enemies from Wall Street to Salina was formed 

against him. He still had to face the mail fraud trial that may have been 

planned for the April term of the U. S. District Court. The course that 

Miller took to defend himself was counter-productive: it resulted in 

additional charges of sending obscene letters through the mail and perjury 

and finally a prison term. 

213 
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On one of the days just before Christmas, 1912, Charles W. Burch, the 

the Salina law firm of Burch, Litowich, and Mason, 

an envelope postmarked at Salina on December 20, at 

3:30 P.M. and marked "Confidential." Upon opening the envelope, he found 

I long typewritten, unsigned letter from a person who wrote that he could 

his name nor visit Burch in person but that he had "for 

some time been employed as a special officer to gain what information I 

pertaining to the 'Winnipeg' concern and its self-elected 

Burch's informant had discovered some things that he thought 

would interest Burch. He had learned that rather than being enemies, 

Miller still enj oyed the confidence of his former stenographers, Bettie 

~derson and Jessie Whitton, because both were his mistresses. Publicly, 

they pretended to be enemies but in reality each of the young women, 

especially Bettie Anderson, was supplying Miller with information about 

his true enemies. Describing his discovery, the informant wrote, 

I was standing at the corner of the alley in front of 
Obers, it was about 7 P.M., I saw one of the former office 
girls, Miss Anderson, pass by and turn north into the alley, I 
trailed her and found that she went by the rear entrance to the 
"Winnipeg" offices, some one met her at the rear door and locked 
it as she passed in. 

I hastened to the hall by way of the front west stairway 
and was soon in possession of the fact that she was in 
Miller(']s private office and that Miller was her companion and 
the surprise was that they are not enemies but even more than 
friends for I learned on that evening that she is his mistress 
for I watched them over the transom and saw him having secual 
(sic] intercourse with her (if you will go to the offices[,] 
take the step ladder that usually stands in the hall, climb up 
and with a bright moon and the curtain up you can see as well as 
in the day time, but they cannot see you in the dark hallway); I 
watched and listened and almost froze for it was after mid-night 
when they left the office together and walked south on seventh 
street. 1 
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Burch's informant also learned that Miller and Anderson had staged 

incident over the missing $1,000 so that it would appear that they 

The scheme was part of a "deep laid plot" to place her in a 

information wanted by Miller. Their first plan failed. 

get her a job with W. W. Watson's wholesale grocery firm in 

early October while Watson was 0n his European trip. Miller was reported 

to have thought that W. W. Watson was the direct cause of much of his 

trouble and that Watson's trip to Europe was a "special mission" to steal 

Miller's syndicate of foreign investors from him and to persuade them to 

support the Brindley Company. Miller wanted Anderson to get a job with 

Watson's firm so that when he returned she would be able to discover what 

had happened. As a part of their plan, she hired Frank Knittle as her 

attorney when Miller brought her back from Wichita, because they thought 

that Knittle's influence would help her find employment with Watson. 

Unfortunately this plan didn't work: George Watson, vice-president of W. 

W. Watson's firm, "run her off and did not hire her." 

After Frank Knittle's recommendation failed to get Anderson in at 

Watson's, she and Miller approached Salina attorney David Ritchie, because 

they thought he had more influence with Watson. (Ritchie had represented 

the W. S. & G. until early 1912.) Before Ritchie would recommend her for 

a job, he demanded that she first take a position with C. W. Lamer, owner 

of the National Hotel in Salina, so that she could learn and inform 

Ritchie of "certain information regarding the affairs of C. W. Lamar. \I 

(Throughout the letter the informant spelled the name "Lamar" rather than 

"Lamer.") They were successful in placing Anderson in Lamer's employment, 

and even though she had worked with Lamer for only a few days, she was 

making a detailed report to Miller on that Wednesday evening of what she 
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Burch's informant reported that Miller had advised Anderson 

~ ~ke false affidavits about her activities at the National Hotel and 

she would soon possess the information Ritchie wanted because 

her character will easily gain the confidence of Lamar." The 

continued, "The plot is to have some one start a fire in the 

Rational Hotel and then have the girl sware [sic] that she wrote a letter 

to some one at Lamars request to do the job for a consideration and my 

advice to Lamar would be to select some one else as stenographer before 

the fire." This plot to frame Lamer for arson was to be of special 

interest to Burch because Lamer was one of Burch's best clients. 

Also of interest to Burch was Miller's plan to disbar Bernard 

Litowich or at least give Burch's firm a bad reputation. It was reported 

that Miller had become suspicious of Litowich after he made the 

stipulation in the Brindley case, and Miller had asked Litowich to make "a 

certain affidavit." Litowich did so and gave it to Miller. A few days 

later Miller "got in his play" and set a trap for Litowich: he called 

Litowich to his office to explain the stipulation to a group of Miller's 

Nebraska associates. Litowich's explanation differed from the affidavit, 

and as he finished his explanation, Miller took the affidavit from his 

desk and asked which was true. "Litowich then and there admitted his 

affidavit false and that he had betrayed Miller and had lied to Judge 

Pollock and had with Dick Hite entered on the records a false stipulation 

but that he would immediately take the matter up with the court and 

correct his mistake." Each of the Nebraska associates had separately made 

affidavits about the incident "in the strongest terms possible to secure a 

disbarment." Miller and Anderson had reviewed and rewritten the 

affidavits. and she was keeping them until they were to be sent to the 
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Nebraska supporters for their signatures. Anderson did not have, however, 

the affidavit that Litowich had made, but the informant had heard them say 

where they had hidden it. He also heard them say they were "tickled to 

that the affidavit was not in the offices when the marshal seized 

them. They thought that the seizure was planned by Burch's law firm for 

the sole purpose of finding Litowich's affidavit and destroying it. 

The informant characterized Miller and Anderson as a "dangerous pair" 

and asked Burch's help in separating them. Burch was to quietly and 

confidentially force Anderson to leave town. The informant did not 

suggest precisely how this was to be accomplished; but he promised that on 

the day she left, he would retrieve the Litowich affidavit, mail it to 

Burch, and "break that deal forever." 

The informant continued that Miller's other stenographer, Miss Jessie 

Whitton, had spent one and a half hours in Miller's office and that they 

also had sexual intercourse. At one point in the letter, this encounter 

occurred "yesterday afternoon" (Wednesday, December 18) and at another it 

was "this afternoon." She was working at Putnam's Investment Company 

where she could "learn much about the affairs at the Planters Bank and 

what that crowd is doing to down Miller as he puts it." Burch's informant 

thought that the young woman should be fired from her present job so that 

all of Miller's sources of information would be cut off. He continued, 

lilt is a well known fact that he [Miller] paid these girls a very large 

salary for many month[s] when they sat in the office day after day and 

looked out of the windows and he paid them only because they were his 

mistresses." Burch's assistance was sought in getting the girls out of 

Salina, because "we must down this man." In his closing sentence, the 

informant warned Burch, "Act with caution as that man Miller is no fool.,,2 
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Had Burch taken the letter at face value and believed its contents, 

probably would have thought that the letter had been written by J. F. 

the Salina postal inspector. Elston would certainly fit the 

description of a "special agent." It was well known that the mail fraud 

charge was a result of his investigation. It was also possible that the 

investigation was continuing, because the case had not yet come to court. 

Burch later told the Salina Evening Journal that he had not made any 

complaint about the letter but had simply given it to Postal Inspector 

who in turn delivered it to the U. S. grand jury.3 

In the latter part of the second week in January, 1913, Bettie 

Anderson also received a typewritten letter, ostensibly from Mrs. John F. 

Elston in Salina. There was no signature, but Mrs. Elston's name was 

typed on the bottom of the letter. "Mrs. Elston" admonished Anderson, "l 

must insist that your relations with my husband be broken off at once. II 

Anderson was informed that all respectable people knew that Miller had 

hired her only because she was his mistress and that he had fired her when 

he had no more use for her. The letter continued that everyone knew that 

she was "trying to send him [Miller] to the pen and that you are laying up 

with my husband in payment of his services to aid you." She was accused 

of posing as Elston's stenographer at hotels where she was making her 

4
"payments" to him. This letter also found its way to the grand jury, 

probably via Postal Inspector Elston. 

On January 13, the Salina Evening Journal reported that Miller, J. F. 

Elston, Bettie Anderson, and her father, C. G. Anderson, and taken the 

early train to Kansas City that morning to testify before the U. S. grand 

S
jury, presumably on the mail fraud case. The Salina Daily Union noted 

that Miller had returned late the next day and was quite confident that 
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case against him. "'The star witness against me didn't star 

nothing. My case was called and then the witnesses were sent 

~me, I" he told a Union reporter. 6 In the late afternoon of January 15, 

the grand jury returned two indictments against Miller for 

the two letters described above, that were judged to be obscene, 

through the U. S. Mail. Using a standard indictment form for this charge, 

letters were described as to their postmarks, addresses, and beginning 

ending statements; but the full text of the letters was not quoted 

because it was "too obscene, lewd, lascivious and filthy to be spread upon 

7
the records of this Honorable Court." (The letters were presented in 

their entirety as exhibits to accompany affidavits later in the case.) 

The Salina Evening Journal reported the indictments and stated that 

they came as a surprise, even though the existence of the improper letters 

was generally known among those who had been watching the case. Miller 

correctly observed to the Journal, "'I see that they have dropped the big 

subject [mail fraud] for the time to take up smaller matters.' ,,8 When 

Postal Inspector Elston, who had been chiefly responsible for gathering 

the evidence in the mail fraud case, had been made aware of the two 

letters, he apparently suspected immediately that Miller had written them. 

He and the officials in the U. S. Attorney's office, who were in charge of 

prosecuting Miller's mail fraud case, probably decided that it would be 

easier to obtain a conviction on an obscene letter charge than on the mail 

fraud. They apparently determined not to continue with the mail fraud 

case, since there is no trace of it in the court records. 

Although the indictments were returned on January 15, Miller was not 

arrested until February 17, 1913. Depu ty U. S. Marshal U. E. Need took 

Miller into custody at 4:25 P. M. and Miller posted the $1,000 bond with 
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Sudendorf and Winfield S. Harvey as sureties. Sudendorf was the 

treasurer of the Western Star Mill in Salina and Harvey a Salina 

9
Miller was released at 5:30 that afternoon. 

The case was to be tried on Monday, April 14, 1913, in Topeka. On 

day Miller presented two affidavits as a part of his defense and 

requested that the court grant him a continuance in the case. He cited 

two reasons in his application for a continuance: a sudden and recent 

change in attorneys and the illness of one of his material witnesses. 

~ller claimed that he had thought that he had engaged John o. Wilson of 

Salina to defend him, but he learned that was not the case just the 

Saturday before the trial. Subsequently Miller had engaged Jacob S. 

Detweiler of Kansas City, Kansas, to defend him and the new attorney 

needed time in which to prepare Miller's defense. Detweiler had 

represented Miller in the final stages of the Brindley suit. Miller also 

claimed B. F. Brown, one of his material witnesses, was ill and had been 

forbidden to leave Salina by his physician. 10 

One of the affidavits that Miller presented was from B. F. Brown and 

the other was signed by the Nesmith brothers, Hal J. and Verne L. In the 

Nesmiths' affidavit, Hal J. Nesmith verified that he had purchased the 

fixtures and furniture at the receiver's sale for the Winnipeg, Salina and 

Gulf and that the keys to the W. S. & G. offices were the same keys as 

those to the offices that Miller occupied after the receiver's sale. When 

the furniture and keys to the office were turned over the Nesmith, he, 

along with Brown and Miller, discovered that two keys to the main doors 

were missing and that someone had had access to Miller's offices during 

the receivership. Consequently, Nesmith stated, "I thought best to keep 
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the offices and did so to find out if I could who had the missing 

and what they wanted them for." 

The Nesmiths' affidavit further stated that they had been working in 

their store late one night in the middle of December "lining up for the 

Christmas rush" when B. F. Brown came to the door. He informed them that 

there was a fire in Miller's offices or else someone had a light on 

The Nesmiths' store was located in the same building as Miller's 

the ground floor. The Nesmiths and Brown rushed up the stairs but 

smelled no smoke. "When we got to the upper hall we went very quietly to 

the glass office door and looked through scratch holes on the door," they 

stated. They saw J. F. Elston in Miller's private office dictating 

something to a woman who had her back to them. (It is interesting to note 

that Nesmiths and Brown only needed to look through holes scratched in the 

paint on the glass doors in order to see into Miller's private office 

while Burch's informant had to climb a step ladder and peek through the 

transom.) As they heard the woman read back the lengthy document to 

Elston, the Nesmiths learned that it was addressed to C. W. Burch and that 

Elston was dictating from notes that Saline County Attorney Frank Knittle 

had given him. They also heard enough of the contents to be certain that 

it was the objectionable letter that Burch received. 

After the woman finished typing, she put the typewriter away and 

turned off the light. Supposing that the two were ready to leave and not 

wanting them to see their eavesdroppers, the Nesmiths and Brown slipped 

into the north hall (which was dark) and waited. To their surprise the 

coupled did not emerge until thirty minutes later. The trio went down to 

the street to try to determine the identity of the woman but the couple 

was out of sight by the time they got there. 
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The Nesmiths' affidavit further stated that they had seen Elston 

in Miller's offices late at night possibly six times between 

3, 1912, and January 13, 1913. Wondering what he was d.oing 

telephoned his home in early January to ask him to come see 

They left a message for him but he never returned 

Brown's affidavit was similar to the Nesmiths' J except that he 

contended that he did not hear anything Elston said because his hearing 

"somewhat defective.,,12 

Two days after the application for a continuance was filed, Miller 

the U. S. Attorney's office a letter and affidavit of his own 

concerning Frank Knittle, J. F. Elston, and others. The matter evidently 

contained accusations about these men that Miller thought should be taken 

to the grand jury. Charles S. Briggs, the assistant U. S. attorney who 

was handling the prosecution of Miller's case, politely responded that the 

grand jury had been dismissed the day before the arrival of Miller's 

letter but that the matter would be given "careful attention and 

consideration." 13 

On the same day that Miller sent the material to the U. S. attorney, 

the grand jury returned perjury indictments against Miller, Brown and the 

Nesmith brothers. The charge against Miller resulted from application for 

continuance in which the grand jury contended that Miller had perjured 

himself when he stated that Brown was too ill to testify and that his 

physician had directed him to stay in Salina. The charges against Brown 

and the Nesmiths stemmed from their affidavits for the obscene letters 

case. The indictments asserted that all of the allegations in the 

affidavits were false and that they were made in order to discredit and 

disgrace J. F. Elston and in order to deceive the court in the obscene 

14
letters case. 
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On April 18, 1913, Deputy Marshal U. E. Need arrested Miller on the 

charge and released him the same day. R. C. Wilson, one of the 

early supporters of the W. S. & G., and E. H. Sudendorf posted the $2,000 

Brown was arrested at 5:40 P.M. and the Nesmiths at 5:45. Brown 

Verne L. Nesmith also posted bonds and were released later that day, 

Hal J. Nesmith spent the night in jail and posted his bond the next 

The three trials were set for the next term of court, that was to 

be in October in Leavenworth. 

The perjury indictments ended the friendship and support that Miller 

had received from the Nesmiths and Brown. It appears that the Nesmiths 

and Brown may have also dissolved their friendship, at least for a time. 

Following the arrests, the Nesmiths went to Elston and told him 

confidentially that they had been used and fooled by both Miller and 

Brown. They thought they were signing an affidavit that they knew to be 

true, but Miller had switched affidavits on them. Elston must have been 

swayed by their arguments and he evidently wrote to the U. S. attorney's 

office asking that the Nesmiths be given leniency or some special 

treatment, especially considering their prominence in Salina. Assistant 

U. S. Attorney Briggs refused Elston 1 s request: 

If these parties have been fooled by Miller and Brown it is 
not our fault, neither is it yours. These matters that have 
come to their minds after the indictments had been returned are 
matters they should have considered before they made the 
affidavits. The higher their standing in that community the 
less reason for them to be in this trouble.... It seems that 
they deliberately and without any cause, so far as we know, 
butted into this matter, and so far as I am personally 
concerned, if I am in this office when these cases are 
prosecuted they will all be treated alike. 17 

Briggs may not have been in office when the cases were tried. The 

change in administration occasioned by the 1912 presidential election 
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a new man, Fred Robertson, into the office of U. S. attorney for 

If Briggs stayed in office, he was removed from these cases; 

the prosecution of all the cases relating to Miller. 

Robertson did not have the same adamant feelings about the 

of the Nesmiths or Brown, since their cases were dismissed 

came to trial. 

The next development occurred in late May, 1913, when Miller's 

W. S. Harvey, E. H. Sudendorf, and Roy C. Wilson reported to the 

court that they wished to be released from their bondsmen's 

responsibilities. They appointed Saline County Sheriff August V. Anderson 

as their agent; he arrested Miller on May 26 and took him to Topeka to the 

18
Shawnee County jail to await trail or until he could post another bond. 

The bondsmen's motivations for withdrawing are unknown, but it appears 

they became convinced that Miller was going to disappear and leave them to 

pay his bonds. Miller later claimed that Hal J. Nesmith had turned the 

bondsmen against him. The Salina Daily Union reported that the arrest 

came as a surprise and only a few knew about it beforehand. 19 Immediately 

following Miller's arrest, his attorney notified the court that he would 

20 
request that Miller's bonds be reduced. Either the motion was denied by 

the court or the attorney did not make the motion, because Miller remained 

in prison until October, 1913. 

In July, the new U. S. attorney for Kansas, Fred Robertson, took 

office and began to review the office's case load. In mid-September he 

wrote to Elston concerning Miller's obscene letters charge: "We are 

something at a loss to understand how we are going to establish a case 

against the defendant. • • . Kindly explain to us how and by what means 

we are going to be able to prove that these letters were written by the 
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Later that day Robertson wrote Elston again and told him that 

learned that Miller had written "certain letters" while in the 

Shawnee County jail and that C. W. Burch had them. Robertson wanted 

Elston to collect them from Burch and add them to his report to 

21
Robertson. Elston must have been able to satisfy Robertson because 

Robertson was able to present a strong case against Miller when the 

obscene letter charge was heard in November, 1913. 

The perjury charges were heard in the October term of court at 

Leavenworth. The Nesm-.iths and Brown appeared on the cases against them 

and both entered demurrers objecting that the charges were not "sufficient 

in law.,,22 Both cases were continued until the November term of court in 

Topeka. 

Miller asked that the court subpoena and pay the expenses for the 

following witnesses to testify on his behalf: Brown; Dr. J. A. Simpson, 

who was Brown's attending physician and who made a certificate attesting 

to his illness; T. B. Braniff, the notary public that notarized Simpson's 

3cert if icate; and Dr. W. S. Harvey, who was Brown's former phys ician. 2

The court agreed and subpoenaed the witnesses. The case was heard on 

October 15. The principal witnesses were Brown, Miller, and Simpson. 

Simpson testified that he had told Brown that he was not in good health 

and that the excitement of the witness stand might be hard on him. Miller 

testified that Brown had told him that Brown was under doctor's orders to 

stay in Salina, but Brown denied that he had said anything of that nature 

to Miller. While on the stand, Miller was reported to have admitted that 

he had previously served a term in the penitentiary and that the present 

case resolved into a matter of which side was more credible. It is 

possible that Miller may have protested that Brown had been promised 
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leniency in his own perjury case if he would aid the state in 

prosecuting Miller. 24 After deliberating the case for more than 

hours, the jury was unable to agree on a verdict. Six voted 

for an acquittal and six for a conviction. The jury was dismissed and the 

25continued until the next term of court. 

As Miller's trial had ended with a hung jury, Miller, through his 

applied to have his bond reduced. The attorneys stated that 

~ller had repeatedly tried to secure the necessary bonds but that he was 

"absolutely unable to accomplish it." Miller submitted an affidavit that 

stated that he was the head of a household of a sickly and delicate wife 

and three small children and that they dependend upon him solely for 

support. He had learned that his wife had become ill after attempting to 

perform her only means of earning a livelihood: manual labor for a 

neighbor lady. Furthermore, he had learned from his wife's letters that 

she and the children were lacking "the necessaries of life" and they had 

been relieved only by a neighbor's charity. Miller requested that his 

bond be set at no more than $500 for the two cases so that he could post 

them and "do something toward the support of his family and protect them 

from want during the coming winter.,,26 The court ordered on October 16, 

that Miller's bonds be reduced to $500 each, and on October 23, the bond 

for the obscene letters case was met by Taylor Miller, Salina city 

councilman, Charles E. Hanley, owner of Salina Mattress Factory, and a J. 

C. Henry. Two days later the bond for the perjury charge was signed by 

John	 R. Smith, who worked for Salina Poster Advertising Company, D. W. 

27
Norton, a Salina contractor, and a William Howard. 

The bonds were filed on October 27 and that evening Miller returned 

to Salina ready to resume work on building his railroad. He was very 
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optimistic about the outcome of his upcoming trials and noted that the 

only proved that there was no case against h.im. The Salina 

reported that Miller was ready to build "if the court would 

only kindly settle up business." The Union continued, "'There are only 

two things that can keep me from building,' said Mr. Miller today. 'One 

1s imprisonment; the other is death. The boys would be ready to begin the 

work of building right now only they don't care to start the work when 

their leader is in jail. ,,,28 

How much railroad work Miller accomplished is unknown, but he had 

less than one month in which to prepare for his trial on the obscene 

letters charge. It is possible to reconstruct, at least partially, 

Miller I s plan of defense from his requests to the court to subpoena 

witnesses on his behalf. Since he was requesting that the U. S. 

government pay his witnesses' expenses because Miller was too poor to pay 

them himself, he was required to state the expected testimony from each 

witness. Miller requested that a long list of people be subpoenaed to 

appear on his behalf. Their proposed testimony was to prove the following 

points: Elston and his wife wrote the objectionable letters; Elston was a 

womanizer and had had problems with his wife because of it; Bettie 

Anderson was a tramp and was out to get Miller; and the Nesmiths and Brown 

were unfriendly toward Miller. 

Five men were to testify that Hal J. Nesmith and Brown had told them 

that Elston had been seen in Miller's office, as their affidavits stated. 

Dr. W. S. Harvey was to testify that Bettie Anderson had told him she 

would "fix" Miller because he had told others that she had had a 

miscarriage. Miller's sister-in-law, Miss Mary Olson, was to swear that 

Anderson became angry with Miller when he discharged her because she had 
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a miscarriage. Several, including one of Miller's bondsmen, were to 

Nesmiths and Brown were enemies of Miller. Some of the 

proposed testimony seemed to suggest that the Nesmiths and Brown had some 

in writing the letters. Salina businessman E. W. Ober was to swear 

Brown had had duplicate keys to Miller's office desks; and the former 

janitor for the W. S. & G. was to testify that Hal J. Nesmith had taken 

one of the typewriters from Miller's office to use in Nesmith's store. R. 

J. Nichols, an agent for a Topeka typewriter company, was also to take the 

stand as an expert on typewriters and typewriting. I. P. Leith, a former 

W. S. & G. board member, and his wife were expected to show that Mrs. 

Elston was very jealous of her husband, and Mrs. Elston's parents were to 

testify that their daughter had had much trouble with Elston because of 

29
other women. Miller's defense on the letter to Burch is fairly clear: 

he wanted to prove that Elston had written it. Miller's idea on the 

letter to Bet tie Anderson is less clear. He apparently wanted to show 

that Mrs. Elston had written the letter and that the allegations in it 

were true, but none of his witnesses had seen Mrs. Elston in the offices. 

Nor was there an explanation of how she could have typed the letter. It 

would have made little sense for Elston to have written the letter 

himself . 

The November term of court began in Topeka on Monday, November 24, 

1913. On that day the two perjury cases against Brown and the Nesmith 

brothers came up and were dismissed. The jury on Miller's trial was 

impaneled shortly before noon on the next day. Testimony for the 

prosecution was presented that afternoon and the next morning. It was 

reported that J. C. Shearman of Wichita spent several hours on the stand 

testifying for the prosecution that the typewriter used to type the 
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~scene letters was one of the machines that had belonged to Miller and 

that the letters had been typed in a "peculiar" manner. Letters typed by 

~ller were entered as proof that he typed in an identical manner. It may 

have also been introduced that Elston's given name was Jesse, not John as 

the letter to Bettie Anderson had indicated; and it may have been shown 

that Miller had referred to the postal inspector as John F. Elston in 

various letters, such as the ones to Harry R. Follmer that demanded the 

return of former W. S. & G. General Manager William Coughlin's letters. 

The prosecution contended that Miller wrote the letters in order to damage 

Elston's reputation and thereby weaken Elston's case against Miller on the 

mail fraud charge. 

On Thursday morning, Sylvester H. Dickinson, a Salina private 

detective, testified that Miller had employed him at one time and that 

Miller had tried to persuade him to make a false affidavit that he had 

seen Elston and Miss Anderson in Miller's offices late at night. 

Dickinson explained Miller's motivations through Miller's statement that 

"'Elston and some of the others had been doing him dirt, and that if they 

wanted dirty work he could give them plenty of it. 11,30 It appears that 

Miller had once hired Dickinson. When Miller had prepared the obscene 

letter case for the October, 1913 term of court, he had asked that 

Dickinson be subpoenaed to testify for him. Dickinson's testimony was to 

cover the results of his investigations that would prove Elston had 

written the letters. 

At the close of the prosecution testimony, Miller's attorneys must 

have decided that the best defense testimony was no defense testimony, for 

they sprang a surprise on the court by calling no defense witnesses. The 

defense's closing arguments were centered on the contention that the 
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prosecution had not sufficiently shown that Miller had either written or 

mailed the letters and that no motive had been shown. The case went to 

the jury shortly before the noon recess on November 26. Later that 

31
afternoon the jury returned verdicts of guilty on both counts. 

Sentencing was set for the next morning, Thanksgiving. Prosecuting 

attorney Robertson suspected, probably correctly, that Miller intended to 

plead for clemency or a reduced sentence because of his frail wife and 

three small children and Robertson set about to discredit that plea. Mrs. 

Miller's sister, Miss Mary Olson was mostly likely unaware of Miller's 

plan and when Robertson approached her about the care that Mrs. Miller and 

the children would receive without Miller's support, she volunteered that 

they would be well provided for at her family's home near Russell. It is 

possible that she may have approached Robertson with her offer, but it 

seems more likely to have been the reverse, especially since Robertson was 

anticipating and building a case against giving Miller a lighter sentence 

than usual. 

Before Judge John C. Pollock delivered the sentence and before Miller 

could make any plea for clemency, Robertson asked to address the court. 

Newspapers recorded his statement: '" Your Honor, I regret that I cannot 

recommend clemency in this case. Of all men who should have known better 

than to become implicated in such a matter as this, it seems to me that it 

is Miller, since he has served a term in the penitentiary for a similar 

crime. There may be a question as to the future care of the prisoner's 

wife and children, and in that event I wish to call to your honor's 

attention, the fact that a sister-in-law of Miller's has offered to take 

the family to her home.'" Judge Pollock questioned Miss Olson about the 

offer and seemed satisfied. Miller, seeing his hope for a reduced or 
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suspended sentence evaporate, flew into a rage and exclaimed to the 

court, "'That woman is responsible for all my trouble. "' Mary Olson left 

. 32
the courtroom ln tears. Pollock sentenced Miller to eighteen months in 

the federal penitentiary at Leavenworth for each of the two counts. He 

stated that in light of the severity of sentences, Miller should not be 

tried on any other charge. The sentences were to run concurrently and the 

seven months that Miller had spent in jail awaiting trial were to be 

counted against the sentence. The next day, November 28, 1913, Miller was 

taken by a deputy U. S. marshal to Leavenworth. 

Press coverage of the trial was provided primarily by the Topeka 

papers. They reported, as did the Kansas City papers when Miller was 

arrested for mail fraud, that Miller was dignified and gave the appearance 

of a solid businessman. Miller was compared to J. Rufus Wallingford, a 

character in a popular 1910 novel by George Randolph Chester and 

dramatization by George M. Cohan titled Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford. J. 

Rufus Wallingford, the comedy's protagonist, was a confidence man. 

Miller's outburst about his sister-in-law was reported as a surprise to 

all, even Miller's attorneys, since her name had not come up during any of 

the testimony and since she had been subpoenaed to testify on Miller's 

behalf. The press recognized that Mary Olson had had nothing to do with 

the railroad or the obscene letters and reported that Miller was like 

Adam: he blamed a woman for his downfall. 

The Topeka State Journal noted that Miller's case had raised 

considerable interest in central Kansas, but that could not be discerned 

from the coverage the Salina papers gave to Miller's trials. Stories 

about the case made the front pages of the papers but they were copied 

directly from the Topeka papers and there was little reporting by Salina 
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reporters about the events. 33 One of Salina's minor papers, the Salina 

comment editorially on Miller's case. It merely 

stated, "He fooled with the buzz saw and was nipped. ,,34 As when Miller 

was arrested for mail fraud, the Salina papers may not have wanted to 

print any more than the wire stories in order not to embarrass those 

Salinans who had been connected with the scheme. 

Miller's legal troubles did not end with his sentencing. The loan 

that B. F. Brown had taken out for Miller's benefit from Traders State 

Bank for $2,500 in March, 1910, had not been paid off. The original note 

was for ninety days and Miller used the mortgage on his Salina home as 

collateral. Brown had made some payments but not enough to liquidate the 

note. New notes were signed on May 2, 1911, November 27, 1912, and August 

27, 1913, in order to extend the time of payment. The last note was for 

$1,500 with 10% interest. 

In mid-February, 1914, Traders State Bank approached the Probate 

Court of Saline County and requested that since Miller was in prison, a 

trustee be appointed for him so that the bank could take steps to 

collec t what it was owed. On February 20, Probate Court Judge C. W. 

Wilson appointed J. A. Fleming "trustee of all and singular, the goods, 

and chattels, rights and credits . . . with full power to secure and 

dispose of said property, according to law.,,35 

On March 2, 1914, Traders State Bank filed suit in Saline County 

District Court against Fleming, Miller's wife Elsie, B. F. Brown, and his 

wife Mary to recover the $1,500. It requested that the property Miller 

and his wife had put up as collateral be foreclosed and sold to 

payoff the note. On March 31, Brown filed his answer and a cross 

petition. He stated that the money was borrowed for Miller's sole use and 
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benefit and that neither he nor his wife had received anything from the 

Brown further stated that he had paid $1,043.50 on the principal 

and $495.13 interest. He asked that Fleming and Mrs. Miller repay him the 

$1,538.88 from the proceeds of the sale of the property that exceeded the 

amount Traders State claimed. 

During May, 1914, Mrs. Miller's attorney, Frank Knittle, filed a 

demurrer stating that the plaintiff's petition was insufficient and a 

motion requesting that the plaintiff's petition be more specific. On June 

1, 1914, he filed an answer that denied "each and every allegation" in the 

original petition and in Brown's petition. Ironically, Miller had seen 

Knittle as an enemy during Miller's earlier legal troubles. Knittle was 

Saline County Attorney and had represented Bettie Anderson after her 

return from Wichita in September, 1912. Knittle's efforts were fruitless, 

however, and the court ruled on June 2, 1914, for the plaintiff and 

ordered that the property be foreclosed and sold. 

On July 22, 1914, at the east front door of the Saline County 

Courthouse, Saline County Sheriff August V. Anderson auctioned Miller I s 

home. The highest bidder was B. F. Brown, who bid $1,500, the principal 

of the amount due Traders State. The court confirmed the sale on August 

11, 1914, and gave Fleming and Mrs. Miller six months in which they, or 

anyone acting on their behalf, could redeem or buy back the property for 

$1,500. The property was not redeemed, and Sheriff Anderson delivered the 

deed to Brown in mid-February, 1915. In the meantime, Miller had been 

released from prison and had returned to Salina. When Brown tried to take 

possession of the property, Miller refused to turn it over to him. Brown 

returned to the court and requested that the Millers be removed from the 

property. An order was issued; Miller, his wife, and family left the 

36 
property, and it was turned over to B. F. Brown by March 19, 1915. 
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The Millers moved to another house in Salina and remained in town 

nearly eighteen more months. Although Miller may have given some thought 

to promoting his railroad, he probably did not work on it again. When 

they turned over their property, it seemed that the legal problems 

stemming from the Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf promotion were at last over. 

The official end came, however, a few months later. On May 19, 1915, the 

perjury charge that had never been retried was dismissed at the request of 

U. S. attorney Fred Robertson on the bases of Judge Pollock's remarks at 

Miller's	 sentencing and the assertion that there was insufficient evidence 

37 
to convict Miller. Thus ended Miller's dream of building a grand 

railroad from Winnipeg to the Gulf of Mexico. 
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CHAPTER 10:
 

AFTERMATH AND CONCLUSION
 

After Miller and his family had been removed from their foreclosed 

home, they remained in Salina until August, 1916. How he supported 

himself is unknown, but it seems unlikely that he tried to revive his 

north-south railroad: he and his road had been too thoroughly discredited. 

At some point, Miller became interested in the commercial laundry 

business. According to family members, he may have worked at the prison 

laundry and become acquainted with the techniques of the business there. 

In late August, 1916, Miller and his family moved to Blue Rapids in 

Marshall County, where he had purchased or leased an old mitten and glove 

factory building. He planned to open the town's first commercial laundry 

and had invested most of his money in the building and equipment. Family 

stories relate that tragedy struck on the night of their arrival in Blue 

Rapids: Miller's building burned to the ground. Nevertheless, the 

Millers stayed in the town. For the next decade, Miller and his wife made 

a living for themselves by taking in laundry in their rented home. They 

worked together, with Miller doing the heavy work, such as bringing in 

water from the outside hydrant and carrying the wet laundry outdoors to 

the clothesline. Besides helping with the laundry, Miller also kept a 

large, neatly planted vegetable garden bordered with rows of parsley that 

provided much of the family's food. What was not eaten immediately was 

canned for winter meals and stored in boxes neatly stacked in the cellar. 

Miller's children remember him as a kindly father who eschewed the 

use of alcohol and tobacco and was very concerned abou t his children's 

238
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moral up-bringing. He had a bad temper that occasionally got the better 

of him. Even though his plan of building a transcontinental railroad had 

vanished, Miller still dreamed of bigger things and a better way of life. 

His new plans involved in some way dairy farms in the East, possibly his 

home state of Pennsylvania. Ilis children remember that he spent long 

hours at a drafting table figuring and planning and that he occasionally 

took out his best clothes and went to Kansas City to discuss the project 

with associates there. 

Apparently his behavior was sometimes such that it caused some 

townspeople to question his sanity. Sometime around 1924 Miller was 

brought to a commitment hearing, but he acted as his own attorney and 

convinced the court of his sanity. In August, 1926, he became involved in 

an incident that resulted in his arrest and ultimate commitment. His 

oldest daughter was at Marysville finishing institute or high school and 

was expecting to teach after graduation. She had found a position open at 

a country school, and a local attorney had offered to drive her to the 

school for an interview. Miller objected because he thought it was 

improper for his daughter to ride that far into the country alone with a 

man who was not a relative. Miller determined that he could solve the 

1
problem by taking his daughter out of the academy. The Blue Rapids Times 

described the incident: 

Harry Leon [sic] Miller made two trips to Marysville 
Tuesday morning. He paid for the first trip in cash and as a 
result of the second trip is paying by sitting in jail. Family 
matters in the Miller household became worse than usual Monday 
night. Many curious citizens had their ears burned by the loud 
language and un-believable conversation they heard between the 
head of the house and his family. Tuesday morning the arrested 
man went to Marysville with the view of getting his oldest 
daughter who was there attending institute. County authorities 
were warned of his coming and when he arrived at the office of 
the county superintendent of schools he was greeted by a 
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gathering composed of Kirkpatrick [county superintendent of 
schools], the county attorney, sheriff, and his daughter. He 
was informed that his daughter did not have to return with him. 
He said, "If that's the law, God save the state" and walked out 
of the room. 

When he arrived horne Mrs. Julia Hewitt was visiting with 
his wife. The arrested man proceeded to engage in one of his 
fits of temper and knocked Mrs. Hewitt over. She was badly 
bruised but not seriously injured. Upon being urged by friends 
she swore to a warrant charging Miller with "assault, beating, 
and wounding." 

The criminal charges were soon dropped- in favor of a sanity hearing. 

The hearing was held in Marysville at the Marshall County Probate Court. 

Two Marysville physicians examined Miller and pronounced him of "unsound 

mind." Additionally, many Blue Rapids residents were called to testify. 

On September 1, 1926, the jury adjudged Miller to be insane. He was sent 

to the sanitarium for the insane at Larned because of the over-crowded 

3
conditions at the state hospital in Topeka. His admission record there 

attributes the cause of his insanity to senility.4 While at the hospital, 

doctors reported to his wife that he felt persecuted and entertained 

notions of great wealth. He thought that he would soon be released so 

that he could return to his family and share his wealth with them. Harry 

Leone Miller's release came in a different fasion: he died at the 

hospital on September 21, 1931, at the age of sixty-seven and was buried 

S 
on the hospital grounds. 

From a distance of over seventy years, it seems that the Winnipeg, 

Salina and Gulf Railway was predestined to remain a paper railroad. 

Miller's detractors at the time charged that he was a fraud and that he 

never intended to build a railway. His actions and his letters do not 

support this accusation. Miller had been promoting his north-south 
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railroad six to eight years before he moved to Salina. If he had ever 

been a deliberate fraud or charlatan, he had fooled himself with his own 

bill of goods by the time he formed the Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf. 

Despite his intentions, Miller's financial status and certain of his 

characteristics hindered his progress. Miller simply did not have nor was 

he able to gain any access to the capital necessary to undertake a project 

of the magnitude of building a transcontinental railroad. His willingness 

to change the road's route to a town where there was a hint of money 

exemplifies his own lack of funds. While many were intrigued with 

Miller's project and thought that it could work, no one wanted to be among 

the first to invest in it. The foreign syndicate would not put in any of 

its money until expensive preliminary work was done. Towns along the 

route and individual citizens did not seem to be interested in buying 

stock to pay for preliminary work unless the railroad was already financed 

and seemed secure. Consequently, Miller strove to give his proposition 

the appearance of solvency and security through "fast talk." He told 

prospective American investors that the road's construction was already 

financed by a foreign syndicate and its money already deposited. He must 

have made it appear to his London finacier, Samuel R. MacLean, that he had 

the financial means to complete MacLean's requirements in order to keep 

him and his syndicate interested in the road. While Miller was able to 

raise some American money on the strength of foreign "financing," it was 

insufficient to complete MacLean's requirements and keep the proposition 

afloat. MacLean's performance suggests that the foreign funds, that both 

he and Miller had claimed were ready and waiting. were not really all that 

plentiful or available, at least through MacLean's services. Even when 
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MacLean had the promise of a sale of the bonds, as he did in May, 1912, 

Miller was financially unable to meet the requirements to complete the 

sale. 

It may also be that Miller did not have a realistic idea of the 

amount of money that it would take to complete the project or even the 

preliminary work. Big promises were made, such as those to Turon, Kansas, 

and Martin H. Potter, in return for relatively small amounts of money. An 

overly optimistic outlook on the proposition as well as a desperate need 

for funds may have prompted this behavior. 

Even if Miller had been able to get some of the foreign money, it 

might not have been enough to build the road. The amounts for road 

construction set by the bonds had been made long before any surveys were 

taken from which construction estimates could have been made. While 

Miller thought that these amounts were sufficiently large enough to cover 

both construction costs and a healthy profit to the stockholders, some of 

the estimates done by W. K. Palmer during the Alva phase suggest that the 

contruction was going to cost far more than Miller had planned. Miller 

also had committed part of the foreign funds for expenses other than 

construction, such as repaying contractors and investors. 

Some of Miller's personal characteristics helped him win support for 

his proposition. His appearance and bearing, for instance, gave the 

impression of a dignified, solid businessman with whom a safe investment 

could be made. Other characteristics, however, hindered him. He seemed 

to be completely unable to get along with any associates for any length of 

time. Criticism and disagreement were not tolerated. He made and kept 

enemies when he should have concentrated on finding friends for his 

proposition. For example, it appears that the men of the Brindley Company 
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may have had the financial strength to have carried Miller's preliminary 

expenses, but Miller could not remain associated with them long enough to 

make any sustained progress. It may be that part of Miller's failure to 

maintain good business relationships stemmed from a reasonable fear that 

his associates, who had the funds that he did not, would try to steal the 

proposition from him and keep it for themselves. Still, he made rather 

unreasonable demands of his associates. He wanted them, along with the 

other investors, to turn their money over to him without strings attached, 

so that he could have complete control over it. 

While Miller may have been somewhat justified in his apparent 

constant fear of losing his proposition to wealthier associates, his 

behavior sometimes suggested paranoia. He saw his opponents forming great 

conspiracies to prevent him from building his road. He indicated that he 

thought that Wall Street and the established railroads, especially the 

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe, were afraid of him and his planned 

north-south road and that they were going to great lengths to stop him. 

He also perceived the "Blue Sky Law," a piece of reform legislation that 

resulted from a general desire to protect the public from shady 

businesses, as a law enacted for the sole purpose of putting him out of 

business. 

Miller's temper also compromised his ability to maintain any 

long-term business associations. The disagreements that inevitably arose 

between Miller and his associates often resulted in Miller breaking off 

relations with them and harming himself in the process. After Miller 

ended his association with the Alva businessmen, he lost much of the 

support that he had gained in Oklahoma. Surveys that had been completed 

were rejected and redone because of real or imagined slights that Miller 
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suffered at the hands of a contractor or a town. Consequently, the route 

in some areas, such as the part of Reno County near Turon, was surveyed 

three times. 

Miller's personality faults alone cannot explain his failure to build 

the Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf. The times were also against him. In some 

ways the proposition that he offered would have been more appropriate a 

generation earlier when speculation was greater and fast talk a more 

acceptable substitute for hard cash. Miller and MacLean seemed to have 

been unaware of the growing demand for reform and regulatory legislation 

that became Progressivism. Neither were they aware of the changes in the 

practices of big business that were occasioned by the 1907 Wall Street 

Panic. MacLean, especially, did not seem to understand that New York 

trust companies would not act as trustees for projects as large as 

Miller's unless the bonds were already sold. He still thought that his 

word alone was sufficient proof of financing. References made by Brindley 

Company officials that MacLean's term "syndicate" was old fashioned also 

suggest an out-of-date proposition. It may be that Miller's proposition 

fit the 1890s when he was learning to promote railroads and that he did 

not change with the times. The Winnipeg, Salina and Gulf Railway was just 

one of many proposed north-south railroads that were to run through 

central Kansas. None of the others were built either. Although there was 

certainly a desire for such a north-south road, the area may not have been 

able to support it. By the time Miller moved to Salina, the trunk lines 

were already established, and the golden age of railroading had passed. 
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CHAPTER 10: NOTES 

lInterviews by the author with Elsie L. Miller and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 
Leone Miller at Manhattan, Kansas, Aug. 28, 1983. 

2Blue Rapids Times, Aug. 26, 1926, p. 1. 

3Blue Rapids Times, Sept. 2, 1926, p. 1. 

4Kansas Department of Social and Rehabilitative Services, Mental 
Health and Retardation Division, Applications for Admission to State 
Hospitals, Vol. E, p. 32, State Archives, Kansas State Historical Society, 
Topeka. 

SInterview by author with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Leone Miller at 
Manhattan, Kansas, Aug. 28, 1983. 
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ate of Kaneae)
 
( iiJS 

11 ne Coun ty )
 

A F F I D A V I T.
 

, Hal J. Nemn1th and Verne L. Nesmithof lawful age and citizens of the 

tate of Kansas being first duly sworn on oath depose and eay~~' cnd ' 

ight along about the middle of December 1912 we were at work in our Btor~ 

ining up for the Chri stmas rush and it must have been aft er ten 0' clook 

• F. Brown came to the· door and i nfo:cr(Jad Us that there was ai ther a fi re 

r a light up in the offiCleo occupied by Hiller and TIe hastf:;ned to find 

ut the truth and smelling no smoke when we got to the upper hall we went 

ery quietly to the glass offioe door and looked through scratch holes 

the door we saw J. F. Elston was at work in the office'" he was busy 

'ctating from some papers that he held in his hand to soma woman who 

writing on one of the type-writers in Miller's private offic:e. Elston 

not talk very loud and we could not hear some of the words that he 

ictated to the stenographer bu~ after he had finished he asked the woman 

~ read. what she had wri~ten while he followed hie notes~ we heard him 

say at one time that she should not read so fast ao he could not follow 

the notes that Frank Kni ttle had wri t-ten; it was a very lenethy docuruent 

as it took sev~ral minutes to read it but we learned that it was addree~od 
~ 

to C. VI. Burch" Vie coul d i'ie 11 remember the genoral poin t s made in the 

letter and after reading a copy of tho letter furui I~had by some one _to 

Hon. J. O. \'i'ilson we. are certain that it i8 the same letter dictated by 

J. F. Elston on the night above stated while we. wexe liatening at the 

door' to Miller t s pri v.atl3 office; aftex the lett~r was' Vlri tton the WOlfian 

d'ropped the machine in the de sk and the light turned off' and we· 8Upp0l3eu. 

the parties were :z::eady to depart and we dropped back into the north hall 
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~ich was dark havlne decided to not expoBe the man because we »ere curiou 

out why he should steal into the office of another man in the 

ead of niBht and write auch a letter, they remained in the offica about 

after the letter was written and the light turne~ off. ~~ 

ere u-"'1.able to recoenize the woman because, she \"i.aa 8i tting wi th her back 
.-...J . 
0hwhile writing and the light went ou~ as she left the machine. It was 

ttar II P.M. when they left the office. We followed aa Boon aa we thought 

eafe but the parties were out of eight when we got to the street. 

Affiants sayeth further that said J. F. Elaton was seen in the sard / 
I 

ffic.es late at night working on said machines at various times, perhapa/ 
. 

alf a do~en times, by him~elf~ be~reen December 3rd I9I~ and January
 

3th 1913 (b~t'thatth;;-~~dno ~;:;--~'f &lear-~-~~~"-~ha~--h~ -w~-a ~;~-~~~~'-'b~t
 
~ . 

it was deoid~d to ask said J. F. Elston what business he had in said 

Dffic~s and that they did during the early part of January 1913 call said 

:3. F. Elston' e home by phone for the. purpose of askin"g him, to corne to the-: 

lace of bueinass of Neomith and Sana but weT~ in~ormed thav said Elston 

was out of town, but a request WE!)B mad'e' t:o have said' El stan answer the

aall when he returned home, but that he never d1d answer./Th~;-the-~py ...\ 
of the lettl:lT marked "Exh:ibit A." and made apart of this affidavit is the 

~ 

r;Drds wri tten and read as afore 6tat~d, and furthe:r ye-rne L. Neemi th say
.-'_r--"-"--- .- _r4~__ - .. - ... 

. 

eth not.(
,r 

Hal. J. Nesmith sayeth further that he conducte-d the negotifiition 

with Jae. A. Kimball) Receiver for tha Winnipeg Salina & Culf Railway 

Company for the purchase of all the fixtures and furniture ~hat was Bold 

at receivers sale and that the keys to said officea are the same keys 

to the offices now ocoupied by H. Leone Miller and that when aald offices 

Vlhieh contained said fixtur~B and furniture were turned over to me on 
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the 3rd d-ay of Dec61!lber 1912 that 1 wi th B. F. Brown and H. Leone Uiller 

diacouvered that two main door keys were missing and knowing that several 

persona had access to said offic~o while Gaid receiver was in charge 1 

thought beat to keep ~atch of the officBs arrd did so to find· out if I 

could who had the missing keys and what they wanted them for. And fur

ther affiant eayeth not. c1!f!E!JA~tLt.:.-.-

~Jii!i-
Subscri bed and sworn to before me thi s I 2. day of April, -1913. 

~._4~~_ 
Notary Public. 

ires . s10n exp ~L,?/:,--l!y commlO 7'//}'/ J 
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state of Kansas)
( ss 

Saline County ) 

A F F 1 D A V 1 T. 

I, B. F. Brown of lawful age and a citizen of the state of Kansas baine 

first duly sworn on oath daposes and says: That on or about the 3rd day 

ot December 1912 the keye to the offioes in the Neamith Block in the 

city of Salina, Kansas formally occupied by the Winnipeg salina & Gulf 

Railway Ccmpany, ~ere turned over to H: J. Neamith by the Receiver of 

the above named oompany, !Jr. J. A. Kire.ball, with the furniture and fix

tures that the rooms contained and it \.as decided by myself and other 

interested persons to take an invoice of what we received and among othel 

things we found that two keys to two main entranoe doora were missing. PE 

kpew that during the ten weeks that the offices were in the hands of the 

Reoeiver that variou6 parties had been in the officos and I ~ith otherB 

decided to watoh and see who, if any body ~ould try to get into the of

fioes and what the objeot might be and on several oooasiond between the 

3rd of Deoember 19la and the 13th of January 1913 we saw J. F. Eleton 

in said off1oee and saw him at work on the type-writer ~hioh i6 stationec 
, 

on the desk in the private office oocUpied by H. Leone U111er and on or 

about the middle of Deoember ISla and after ten o'clock at night I ~a8 

walking on the aoutb side of the street juet opposite to the said of

fices and naturaljylooked to~ard the oitfice windows and 6~W a flicker 

of a lieht throu~h the window ourtain and I ir~ediately went to the 8tor~ 

of Neamith and Sone and "notified them that some ODe vas up in Miller's 

office or that the oftice was on fire and I went with H. J. ne~1ith and 

v. L. Nesmith quietly to the floor on vh10h eaid office wus located and 



by looking throueb a smull hole ~here the paint had bean re~oved in the 

glass door I .~aw that J. F. Elaton ~aB in the office rOOul reading frc~ 

notes to a lady uho ~ae writing on the type-writer; the lady was Dittin~ 

w1th her back to the door eo that I could not eee her faot; I could not 

hear distinctly what ElatoD was oaying as my hearing is 8o~ewhat defect

lve. We watched the proceedingo until they left the office and ao they 

passed out we dropped baok into a dark hall that leads to the north and 

just in front of the private office door, when ue got to the street the 

pai~ were out of eight. 

And further affiant eayeth not. 

t3 ~t &~,) 

Subscribed and aworn to before me thi s /:'< day of April, 1917 ( 
~,L~@d/
 

Notary Publio. 

My comm1ssion expires 

¥$.J'
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CJ"~Y 

,,,1 .. I'-'/Ir_/lV 

Ilen. C. ;'. uurch, 
('-11'l1"• Lao} }"n~"l-" ... Ot .... ::., 'J 

r 
1..1 

S~11nlil KanC4lb. 

S1r
I b--'IV0 for eoce th,a b~en €:..:~lcy'3!~ [~n n r.:pec!::.l officer to 

gn in wila t ir:forl':at ion I coul d 1'8l~t:'t i r:ing to the "W1nni;;cz a 
concorn ;-mci ita self elected rr~t~L'~.. ~-lt and \ihlle in th3 r~c:r

fcrmanoe of n.y duty r;hil~ ',\'utch1ns [.11 1',ho call nt the of;Lic~ 
and 1 f ro a:> 1bl c 11 Gten to tho 11" C'onv~rB~~t i on that I heard 
6c!.:othine; that Wl}' be of val ua to your office. 

';h.'lt I Hill now tell you n;ny 2,1;,-;::/ utrrlnr;a and to H.e \·.. ~c 

the i:;OEt cC,,-,pletc currri ae nincc i <l;.i e1'l the job but futur~ 
evento l'o'i11 bear r:;~ out in ',','h:lt I nm: Hritej on i;cdnecu:1Y 
avcn1n~ I \;:i.iC nta.ndin~ at the CCl'nGl' of tho alley in frc,nt of 
Obcr!J" i to W~-U :lbout 7 ? ~:. I I C:.;: O:1€~ of of the forr... cr offi C~ 
g1rlo" Liua _Antli:roon l paao by anr~ tHl'n north into tho ~J,llcy, 1 
traile':: her und found that nhe went by the rC::i.r cntr~.r~c~ to 
tha "i:innipsg" officoo" [lorJO one r;,ct hal' at the xca.r door and 
locked it as nhe pnuH8u in. 

I haotened. to the hall by 'dl'.y (If the front ';teat r;tuirwrq 
and \'lUG Boon in r,o!3BesGion of the fact thnt Ghe ,,'as in 1:1 llerB 
private office nncl that Uiller ~"i·.u-l her comrnnion ~_'1d the 8ur
pr1 se mH.~ thn.t they are not ~neli.iep. but -avan mor;:, than fr1endn 
for I ,leurned on tlaut evening th~lt cha i6 hie r.Jintr~~c for I 
watched them ovor the traneCill anti IW-i'l him h~v1ne E\1:JU:ll 1nter
cour 0[3 \": i th hor (if you tfi 11 eo to the off! ce ctc;.k03 th~ stop 
l;ldd'~r tlv>.t usually ot:lndo in the hall, clinb uI-' L"U1d ";';'1 th a 
bright moon and the curta1n up you can U0C aa ,';ell 3.::. in tho 
day tir:-,e" but thoy c;:;.nnot B~e you in tho l1:U"}: h:1l1·;:.~y); I 
watched nnLl 11r.tencd. and :llnout fl'O~O for it W2.f) after mid
nleht whon they left the office tOGQthar and ~~lka~ Bouth on 
Boven th stl'cet. 

The ~(lcrot to the~IOOO. \1h 1eh d,1 O'::l~-·VeG.:rcJ f TOL.:i ~~i ll.;:.r 6 
offioc on thd laot of .\ui!uot an(I for the Btefl11n~ of -;ihicl. 
i\!111Gr \"-;l)nt to r:ichi ta and brou~ht h01' bl:.ck 'On!:) 1i;;.rt of ;~ lteer 
laid plot on the purt of tho p::..ir uO that tho e1r1 l'lie;ht b~ 
in pOLJition to en~n oertnln 1nforl~ZJ.tion fJouGht t,y :,alLJ:'. 

taller thinr:c that cO!HJ1derr..ble of his trouble is C,~UiJcd 

direotly by ~. ~. ~ntcon find thnt ~~t~on uent to tUTor~ on n 
opecinl 1!:1 cDien to turn h1w \io'.m over thoir c.:nc1 l:i~VI3 tho ir.
V13f>tOl'j) hcoept tlle Brindley pearl e ~nd to lc:.-~rn r;o=-~cthinr; 
about the Tu;:;.tter, after it VJi'·_u tllcll:jht thnt f.-eorle ;-ln~: Cfj
peoip.lly \'-lntc.on \iQuld t11ink tl1f~t L~i~~ ,Andcrucn f~nd !~iller 

wore en ecic G, on tlw 5th (,hy of OGtobaI' the r;irl 'ien t to 
\";'utl':unn :J!lU nrr11ed n~ fer n ros1 tion ?i.:.: f;tcno~r~~rh':;r 'J~.~

pcct1n~ th:J.t cho would b~ ~~rloy(;d en th~ l'e~uh~r ::.t.-:ff ;~ncl 
on til 0 return of r,':t t :on b~ in r~o~ i t1 en to 1Uurn ·.-;h(~ i ki.d 
happ{;ncu" bu i G~o. ':;1 I!. t 3cn rtm h~r off .m(l 6.1 J not hi 1"':: lv~r. 
I t::ir,llt cn.y in 3,CJJ.iticn to thic '?:::.t8on l:::~tt~r th:it it i:~ 
a \'/el1 knorm fact th:~t thi~ girl 8:"IDloyc~1 Fr·~r.}: ~n1t1.1G ul; 
her (.:..ttoI-n~y boc.:!uEa of the f~ct th~... t he :lud Frou Eloeeett 
nre cocd fricnu!J L'.n~ that 1t '.,;~,(; F:c::n1: }:ni ttlc ',:ho ::"~nt hE-r 
to ~nt~on:; on the 5th of O~tot~r. 
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The next thin~ thn t I lei:.irnc,-~ ·:;2.C r.t.::uthinl: tj;~l tit cf 
direct int,0rcnt to :rou ~-:'ij th~ ir.t~nticn 1~ to ,li~-L:.:t' Litc ... lo:-& 
if rOGf.iiblr; or at lenct pl(:.o~ yo1i.r fir!:, in b::.d re}1'.lte ••nd it 
see:na ac thou~t. th1~ ~':'3.o the L:;;in C:iUc~ of thr~ ;)~CI0t I.;'::dtin e 
on '-:cdnesday evenine. It i3a~mu th:lt DC..GiL.·::; _Li:.t Ol1l.:.lf,.:;:r that 
laller b:3C;·~I:'1J ':UGL~l.;louo th(~t ~rCli.r firD. ;-;~~r; ,:cr:-inr; a[:~-.. in<:t 
hini and that to r-xot~et hil:.sclf if necc;1z<tri ~ L.e '"l.tJ:el1 L1 to
,'rich to lcu.l~~ u certii.in Olffi<iilvl1. ~,iht th•. t Li tc·,'.. ich di~ r::-~l:13 

an a!;f'1d~v1t and deliver the Dame to JUller. Here 1 G 'i"hore 
lliller got in his playas a !e~ daya Inter he oalled so~e of 
his a020ciates from Hebraska for the purpose of leading Lit
o~lch into a trap and it seems as thou~h they did by calling 
L1towioh to Uillera offioe and a~k1ng him to explain aD atto~
ney the etipulation ooncerning ~49000. DO that the cuppoaed 
oarl tali ste wight fully underot3.nd the matter I and as 
Lit9wich finiohed lliller dera the afii~v1t from his deok and 
asked Li to"'lioh 1f the affidavl t \'/:.iO true or it the ntory 
he had juot told vmo tho truth and thf..t l,i tm:.rich then and 
there aWJitted his aff1dnvit false ~~d that he had bet~ayed 
!:!1!ler a.."ld had lied to. JUdge Pollock and had v;i th Dick Hi te 
entered on the recorda a falBe. stipulation but that he v:ould 
iu:med1ately take the matter up \':i th the court end correct hi s 
mis tal: e • 
Now the clentlel:Jer, in qucetion fro:fJ Hebraaka have each and overy 
one separately wade affiduv1tB in the atronGeot teme possible 
to seoure a di '?-~:lrment and these affi liavi ts flere oa.rei'ully read 
and argued by' 1~iller and the girl a.fter all wac ironed out the 
girl re-·.... rote them and i a now the cUstodian of them as 1 t Vlas 
feared to truat thelU in th~ office d.ocklJ until it 17aEl agreed to 
forw~rd them to the parties in Nebrasl::n for to be sy/orn to &0. 
she haa not in lH~r poaeeosion the L1 tovl1 ch affid~v1t. ! heard 
them say where it is hidden and that they wag tickled to death 
that the paper was not in the offioe on the ~nrnin~ that th~ 
marshall looted. it up nnd they aloo th1n1{. that the oou,e ,-.. as 
planned by you~ office es~eclully to got G3.ici. affidavit and 
destroy it. 

11oT. thi s 12 a daIlgoroue pair and tht;,y rnu13t be £;epuxated 
before a nov: plot whi oh thEiY nre \"lorkirq; on oan be cun 3Ulliuted 
and in thin I 3.:Jk your nooictc.nce and quietly and oorAfid-;:ntially 
the work oan be dono ~n~ forco her to leave town and on the 
day that s1'.o leaves I riill oail you the Li toviich uffid3.vi t and 
break that denl forever, as loan and will get it v:hcre it is 
hidden. 

Now you ~ay be aleo 1nter03ted in the late3t plot to edt 
where they ouppose tho \7ataon a~orGto oan be learned. beC~UBa 
one of YOl.1rb~Rt olients 13 the victim. The plan to ,zet her 
in as one of ~ateona stenographers", failed in October, because 
Kni ttle was not heavy enoush, but no;.. tha~ havo seour€d the 
services of Er. ·Ritch1e '" who as you knoVi is Vdry clof1e to 
Watson", but before R.1 tchie \'1ill net he delliunds certain infor
mation reuarding the affairs of C. W. LW3ur v~~1oh cun be poa
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sible"through the n~rviceB of his Dtenographer ~n~ to ~ain
 

this infor~atlon for Ritchie DO that he uill aid in gettin~
 
the girl a pOG1 tion at VJat Gono thc:y h2.V€ 2-ctually \,orteJ. tl1e
 
girl to ~CCGpt a position as stenocrapher in L~JarB office
 

"and I heard her make a detailed report of ·~·ihat l"he h .... d done anu 
beard during the few days that ehe has been in hi B e:"Gploy to 
15iller, and 8a you well know, a girl of her cbaracter ",'ill 
easily gain the. confidenoe of Lamar and soon le:lrn ·...:h:d che 
was sent there for, even as Miller advised her to m~ke f~l~e 

affido.vi to if poesible. The plot is to have sors6 one otart 
a fire in the !:ational Hotel and then h~ve the Girl G~"1;re that 
she urote a letter to Gome one at Lanars requaot to do the job 
for a consideration and my advice to Lamar vould be to celect 
DOme one aloe as otenographer befcre the fire. 

Now con~thing ~lae, yeeterday afternoon at 4.35 F~ M.
 
Uise Whitton ~ent to Millers office and they rema1neu behind
 
olosed'locked doors until five minutes of six o'cJock but
 
matters were eo that I could not Cet all of the conversation
 
beoause the janitor ~as about the rooms, bu~ I diocouver~d
 
that this former stenographer and mistress of It1l1era is
 
norking at Putnnws ~her~B~e can learn ~uoh about the affairs
 
at the Planters Bank and"~tnat crowd 1s doing to 110wn
 
lliller as he puts it. 

We Inuet down thia man, but to do so we r.aust cut off his 
aource of onformat10n, and it 18 a well knoTIn fact that he 
paid these girls a very large salary for many month when they 
aut in the offioa day after dny and looked out of the windows 
and he pili d them only because thay were hi a mi otreeeea and he 
still hold:) their oonfidenco beoriUse I know he fucked one of 
them Wednesday n1 ght and the other thi s afternoon, GO it 
will be bost to cut out their job~ at onoe. 

I am not permi tted to disclose \7hO I am at the l1rcJent 
time 60 I cannot sign my name or callon you. Act with caution 
as that nan Uiller is no fool • 

• 
(On envelope) 

Hon. C. W. Buroh 

City 

Confidential 

(Envelope Post~arked) 

SALIHA 1 KANS.
 
Dec. ao 12
 

3-30 PM
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Salina, KnnsuR,i,7 J 1913. 

Mise Bettie Anderson, 

Falun, Kansas. 

Mias Anderson: 
Maybe you Rill purdon ffie for writing this 

letter becauGo LI. \'.'ifc9 heart prompts the llct and people 

say that you are ~lready ~n outcuui b~Cduea of your 10s6 

ways during the 1a~t year I but I r.:ust inai st that your 
p 

relatio~s with my husband be broken off at once. You 
, 

should be uehmued of your aelf to have relations with
 

another womana husband and lay up Hith him at hotels
 

under the dieguiee of being hie Btenogr~pherl when in
 

fact you oannot even hold u position as stenographer l 

for it is the general opinion of all respectable people 

who know of you that you held your position under Miller 

because you were hie mistress and becauee he had no more 
,--,-' 

use for you and discharged you that you are now trying to 

send him to the pen and that you are laying up wi th illy 

husband in payment of his servioes to aid you. 

I have the goods on you so out it out
 

at once unless you are lOOKing for t:couble.
 

Urs. John F Elston
 

III, N, College Ave.
 

(On envelope)
 

Miss Bettie Anderson l
 

Falun
 

Kansas.
 

, (Envelope Postmarked)
 

SALINA,KANS
 
Jan 8-13
 
7-30 P!1
 


